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Abstract
This thesis is concemed with designing a comprehensive strategy for supporting
the ABR t r a c class in ATM networks. This class has been d e h e d for reliable
data service support in future high speed networks. Since data tr&c is relatively
delay tolerant, the use of feedback control schemes is appropriate. Among other
tliings, it is necessary that the proposed algorithms provide fair resource (bandwidtk) distribution among competing connections and exhibit good scalability to
many Werent network scenarios.

Although a number of ABR fiow control proposals have appeared in the literature, some important and crucial issues still requise furtlier investigation. Some

of tkese indude operation in dynamic environments, containment of transient con-

gestion effects, and provision of MCR guarantees. Hence there is still a need for
designing improved algonthms which address the above issues effectively.
The proposed EDERA (enhanced dtstn'buted ezplzcit rate control) flow control algorithm is designed to address the needs for ABR data users in ATM networks. The
algonthm complies with the ATM Forum guidelines and implements the MCR-plusequal-share bandwidth fairness criterion. Effective capacity tracking algorithms
coupled with improved congestion indicators allow the scheme to fimction in dynamic network environments. A simple, robus t rate allocation algorithm is used
to achieve fair bandwidth distribution. Simulation results show that the scheme
performs very well in many scenarios and outperforms the draft EPRCA (enhanced
proportzorial rate control algon'thm) proposa1 in the ATM Forum. Scalability is

good and queue sizes are also properly controlled.

To further

improve ABR services integration with other trafnc types. a com-

plete cd-level scheduling strategy is also proposed. Namely, a hierarchical approach

called hierarchical fuir queuezng

(HFQ)is used to ensure that

the throughput guar-

antees for data t r a c are met dong with the delay guarantees of real-time t r a c .

Numerical results show that the scheme gives improved delay performance for realtime connections over a non-hierarchical strategy.
The convergence behaviour of the algorithm (under some fixed network conditions) is analyzed, and the conditions for non-oscillatory steady-state rate behaviour are also formulated.

Furthermore, bounds on the worst case transient

queue buildups are also derived in order to help in the b&er dimensioning problem. However, the results indicate that the complex behaviour of the scheme makes
it difficult to derive tight bounds in the generic network case.
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Introduction
In recent years there has been a tremendous growth in the use of computer networks.
fueled by rapid advances in the area of fibre optics, VLSI teclinology. and software
development methodologies. As networks get more advanced, service providers are
being asked to provide a wider range of services to tlieir end users. Asynchronolls

transfer mode (ATM) networks are very indicative of this trend, beiiig designed to
carry a broad spectnun of services: from data to voice/video and multimedia. ATM

networks operate on an underlying connection-oriented philosophy and use hi&speed packet switching techniques to achieve the data tramp ort function. Traffic
streams are packetized into srnail. hed-size blocks called cells, 53 bytes in length,

and this allows for a fine degree of bandwidth granularity. Each network switch
has multiple input/output W s and routes incoming ce& onto output links. A
switch's resources are a combination of its output

link bandwidth, buffer space,

and processing elements [12].A major advantage of ATM techology is the ability

to ackieve dynamic bandwidth allocation, which d o w s for the support of many
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diverse tranic types. However, such traftic types usually have widely varying source
characteristics, i.e., bandwidth and burstiness. In addition their qualzty of senn'ce
(QoS) requirements differ significantly, such as c d loss rates, c d delay, and delay jitter. Therefore, proper coexistence among all end user types requires t r s c
classes to be defined and appropriate transport mechanisms implemented for ATM
networks. Both the ITU-T and ATM Forum organizations have fomulated several
classes to cover the desired ranges of t r a c [1],[2]. Providing services support to

meet the requirements of all traffic classes is a major challenge to ATM network
designers. These classes and their proposed control mechanisms are now briefly
reviewed.

1.1

Overview of TrafEic Classes

In a broad sense, ATM network t r a c can be grouped into two classes [Il]: realtime traffic and non-real-tirne traffic. Some general details on each Jass are now
presented.

1.1.1

Real-time TrafEc Classes

Many real-time applications have known bandwidth profiles and cell delay requirernents. Examples include voice/video connections, teleconferencing calls , multimedia, virtual reality applications, etc. For such applications, cells cannot be delayed

excessively, otherwise they wiU be of limited or no use at the receiver (i.e.,too much
distortion in the "playback" ). Hence the inter-cell timings must be adeqnately controlled. In addition, depending upon the nature of the overlying application, the cell
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loss requirements may vary for real-tirne connections. For example, voice streams
can tolerate higher loss probabilities without significant degradation in the output
quality (Le.,

to IO-=). However, such guarantees may be insufficient for other

real- time applications such as compressed video streams [Il].
Along these lines, the constant-bit rate (CBR) class has been designed for supporting tightly constrained real-time connections (i.e., c d delays and delay varia-

tions, [l, p. 61. For such connections, a " h e d n amount of bandwidth, the peak ce11
rate ( P C R ) , must be reserved by the network. This is the inverse of the minimum

inter-cell spacing dowed in the source cell stream. In addition, cell delay tolerances

and ceU delay variation parameters are also given to bound deviations in cell delivery. Furthermore, another more flexible service type, the variable bit rate class, is
&O

dehed. VBR is p r i n i d y intended for more bursty connections: whose rates

are expected to vary with time. In particdar, two versions of the VBR trafFic class
are declared, real-time and non-real-the [l],
(21. For real-tirne VBR connections,
additional parameters need to be specified (beyond those for the CBR service) to
best capture the source behaviour. Spedically, an additional rate attribute, c d e d
the sustainable ce11 rate

(SCR),is defmed. This value represents a nominal rate at

which connection t r a c is to be sustained by the network, and is normally between
the mean and peak source rates. Furthermore, a burst tolerance ( B T )value is also
defined to E

t the maximum block of back-to-back cells which can be sent at the

PCR. Further details on the specifications can be found in [1],[2].
AII of the above real-time connection parameters are negotiated with the network at c d setup t h e . This is doue via the cal1 admission control (CAC) proce-
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dure. This fùnction uses a source's requested attributes to determine if an acceptable connection route can be established to the destination. If the request cannot
be satisfied, the network can either turn down the connection request or initiate a

re-negotiation phase to deternllne an acceptable set of specifications. For example,
the CAC procedure would determine the exact SCR values for VBR connections. If
a connection request is granted by the CAC procedure, the agreed upon parameters

are subsequently monitored by the policing fimction (to be discussed subsequently).

1.1.2

Non-Real-time T r a c Classes

In the literature, the term data t r a c lias become synonymous with non-real-the
t r d c . Examples include LAN (local area network) trafnc, ernail messages, file

transfer, client-semer interactions, facsimilie transmissions, etc. Studies have found
that data tr&c is typically highly bursty over many time scales [9].[17]and hence
good models do not exist for properly chaxacterizing its behaviour. This makes
resource reservation-type approaches inflexible. Furthemore. traffic generated by
data applications is usually more delay-tolerant than real-time t r a c [12] (although
the delay sensitivity can vary depending upon the application). As a result, the
use of feedback flow control schemes is feasible.
To address the above issue, the ATM Forum has specifically fomulated the
auailable bit rate (ABR) and unspecified bit rate (UBR) traffic classes. The UBR

class places very modest demands on network switch equipment and requires the

higher layer applications to have adequate response mechanisms to react to cell
delays or losses (see (11,[2]). Meanwhile, the ABR t r a c class is considerably more
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cornplex, and places more responsibilîty on ATM networks to ensure reliable data
delivery. Hence the overall goal of ABR service is to maximize the goodput of
data connections without violating the QoS requirernents of real-time traffic. This

reqnires oversubscribing Ieftover link bandwidth from the

CBR and VBR classes:

"ABR...shodd have the goal of providing rapid access to unused network bandwidth ...whenever [such] network bandwidth is available," [l, p. 101. With possible high peak- to-mean ratios (i.e., burs tiness ) of differing traffic types, significant
economies of scale can be realized in operation. In light of migration issues for the
large legacy LAN base, the ABR class is crucial to the evolutionary deployment of

ATM technology. "The ABR service specification is perhaps the most aitical and
sensitive specification ever tackled by the ATM Forum..." [16].
Due to the reactive nature, the service offered to an ABR connection can change
subsequent to comection establishment [Il, depending upon network conditious.

Network switches send feedback to ABR sources in order to control their transmission behaviour, and this is done using special ATM resource management ( R M )
control cells. Thus the ABR class uses closed-loop control and is the only such class
defmed in the ATM spedcations [Il,[2]. The source end-system penodicdiy emits

inbund RM cells, interspersed within the data c d stream, and these are then looped
back via the destination. Network switches, meanwhile, insert feedback information

in the RM cells to control the sources. The precise method or algorithm used to
derive the feedback is termed the ABR control scheme. Sources which conforni to
network feedback can expect to have low cell loss ratios [1],[2]. Conversely, cells

from non-cornpliant connections can be tagged or dropped by the network.
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Figure 1.1: Generic overview of ABR feedback control
Although precise trafEc requirements are hard to determine at setup tirne, a
data connection is still required to negotiate certain ABR t r a c descriptors. These
include the peak ce11 rate

(PCR),minimum ce11 rate (MCR),
and

initial ce11 rate

(ICR)traf6c descriptors. The PCR is defined as the inverse of the minimum spacing between two successive data c e h (analogous to the CBR/VBR definition).
However, the

MCR

can be interpretted in several ways. In a strict sense, it can

s p e c the
~ mrucimum swtainable spachg between two successive cells which has to
be maintained by the network. More generally, though, it can also represent the

minimum mean throughput given to the source over a larger t h e interval. Users
are dowed to specZy zero MCR values, in which case the service provided is closer
to "best-effort." However, among other benefits, non-zero MCR allows for ABR
t r a c pnoritization, quasi-real time applications support, and more 3exibility for
evolving applications [12]. The ICR is merely the maximum start-up rate, and is
usually set to a s m d fiaction of the PCR. Although the actual CAC algorithm is

left to vendor discretion, the ATM Forum specifications do require all zero

MCR

connection requests to be accepted [l].
Some QoS requirernents are also specified for ABR senrice. The single most important one is the cell loss ratio (CLR).Many data applications require error-&ee
transmission, and otheninse retransmit corrupted or lost packets. The relatively
large data packet sizes (with respect to the 53-byte ATM c d ) can give rise to the
fragmentation problem, severely degrading throughputs [18].Hence, stringent cell

loss requirernents are required to limit the effect of this problem [12]. Delay requirements, meanwhile, are not explicitly given for ABR connections. Nevertheless. it is
advisable to avoid large transit delays for data cells in order to prevent higher-layer
application timeouts (and retransmissions). Refer to [1],[2] for more details on the

ABR specification.

Overview of Traffic Control Schemes

1.2

In ATM networks, t r a c has to be carefdly controlled in order t o prevent network
congestion and niaintain the QoS guarantees of all connections (classes). Conges-

tion,

&O

ref'ed to as overload, occurs when the demand for a resource exceeds

its capacity

[a]:

For example, if the incoming celI rate to a link's buffer exceeds it transmission
capacity, rate (and possibly buffer) congestion occurs. Congestion can result in undesirable a e c t s , such as excessive cell delays or loss. Typical causes of congestion
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include temporary increases in resource utilization, improper network dimensioning, misbehaving users, or even network failures. Since many data applications
retransmit delayed/lost packets, if not properly controlled, congestion can worsen
to the point where al2 capacity is being used up for retransmission: congestion collapse ([5,p. 3901, [8]). Congestion management is the term used in a broad sense
to refer to traffic control in networks.
At the highest level, congestion control is done on a long-term basis and modifies
the overall network configuration. This kas been referred to as network engineer-

ing [5]or network resources management (NRM) [IO]. Factors d e c t i n g this level
include projected user demands, network size, network topology, monet ary constraints, etc. Congestion control at this level can involve link sizing and placement,
switch size selection, W t u a l path and tr&c

class assignments, etc. At a more

intermediate level, congestion management is concerned wit h congestion periods
of the order of connection duration time scales. Here, the network performs CAC
procedures to appropriately accep t or reject c o ~ e c t i o nrequests. (Note that for
connection-oriented services, routing is also performed to establish a connec tion,
but this is not considered as a control scheme.) However, for periods smaller than
connection times, separate congestion control schemes have to be devised. Specifically, for real-the t r a c , congestion effects can occur at intervals of the order of
ceIl times and thus open-bop control schemes are applicable. However, with data
trafEic, closed-loop schemes are more applicable for congestion periods greater than
r o ~ n d t n pdelays. An overview is now presented.
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1.2.1

Open-Loop Congestion Control

The overall goal of cd-level open-loop control schemes is to maintain the QoS requirements of connections during periods of congestion, namely throughput , delay.
and cell-loss. A variety of mechanisms have been proposed to address these issues. One such example is usage parameter control

(WC),which checks to see if

connection t r a c streams are conforming to their agreed upon tr&c descriptors.

This is a preventive approach [Il] and tries to inhibit non-cornpliant connections
£rom adversely affecthg other users. Although conceivably many parameters can
be monitored (controlled), a rate-related parameter is usually chosen. For CBR

streams this would be the PCR value and for VBR streams the SCR value. Specifically, the leaky-bucket algorithm [4] has been proposed to police the given rate and
also limit burst sizes, as shown in

Fig. 1.2 (also referred to as the genen'c

rate con-

trol algorithm, GRCA [1],[2]). In tliis mechanism, data cells can be transmitted if
there are available tokens in the token buffer, ahich are replenished at a fixed rate.

If the token pool is empty, then the cells are tagged or dropped by the policer (see
[4] for details). Furthemore, the negotiated connection parameters (such as the

PCR, SCR,cell delay variation) can be used to determine the leaky-bucket values,
namely the token rate, and dataltoken buffer sizes.
Althougk UPC can Iimit ingress traffic, multiplexing effects within the network can still increase stream burstiness. As a result, additional mechanisms m u t
also be derived to maintain QoS guarantees. Along these lines, service scheduling
schemes have been proposed to ensure that the throughpnt and delay guarantees
are maintained for individual cell streams (see [83]-(851for cornplete surveysj . These
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Figure 1.2: Leaky bucket controller
approaches, however, can involve significant switch complexities. Specificdy, the
cells for each connection (or dass of connections) are separately buffered in a FIFO
manner, and arbitration logic is used to determine the transmission order during

busy (baddog) periods.

1.2.2

Closed-Loop Congestion Control

Closed-loop schemes have typically been termed as reactive congestion control meckanisms [Il]. In these approaches, the network sends some form of feedback to
sources, wlio in turn modulate their transmission behaviour. Feedback flow control
schernes have existed long before the advent of ATM technology and ABR services,
with the two major types being credit-based and rate-based approaches.
Credit-based control is a link-by-link mechanism where downstream switches
spe*

how many data c e b (packets) a source can transmit. Usually, the switches

send permits (i.e., "credits*) contingent to th& available buffer levels. An upstream source is only allowed to send data if it has available credits. Credit-based
schemes can achieve tight queue control and high link utilizations [7],[21]. More
importantly, by preventing credit transfers in excess of free b d k r space, cell losses
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Figure 1.3: General behaviour of ABR source rate, ACR
a signficant obstacle to a gradua1 migratory approach to ABR services support.

Arnong other issues,it is also diflicult to guarantee (minimum) c d rates to connections using credit-based schemes [3, Chapter 61. h o , most credit-based schemes
use estimates of the roundtrip delays to derive b d e r allocations, etc., (see [22]).

Obt aining reliable, accurate rneasurements for t hese quantities may require using
robust estimation techniques, and this poses increased costs in practical networks
wi th varying queue sizes and service rates.
The adoption of a rate-based ABR standard defines the notion of a varying
connection allo-wed ce11 rate

Source CeU Stream

I

(ACR),which

is the curent maximum rate at which

Data CeU Buffer

1

im-9
Token Ceneration

Figure 1.4: Spacer controller

ShapedOutput Stream
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cells can be transmitted. This value is measured at the output of the u s e r network
interface (UNI)at the source end-system, and is thus the actual input rate into the

network, be it the local customer premises exchange
start-up, the source transmits at its

ICR and

(CPE)or ATM

network. At

subsequently continudy adjusts its

The generic ACR

behaviour, depicted

in Fig. 1.3, shows that the cell rate should stay within the

MCR-PCR window

rate as specified by the received feedback.

after ramp-up. Note that users have no obligation to send at at least their ACR

(or MCR) values. UPC of ABR sources can be achieved by using a simple leaky
bucket controller [6,p. 255-2571 as shown in Fig. 1.4. This is also known as a
spacer controLZer, and basicdy ensures that the inverse of the minimum spacing
between any two consecutive cells does not exceed the current ACR. In essence,
this is s i d a r to a leaky bucket controller without a token b&er and an adaptive
token rate.

1.3

Issues with ABR Services Support

Given the proposed rate-based framework for ABR services, there are many issues

and challenges involved in irnplementing acceptable flow control schemes. Some are
not new to this field and have been treated in the past, whereas others are more
specific to the ABR specification. Some of tkese concerns are now detailed.

1.3.1

Bandwidth-Delay Problem

Due to increasing network link rates, the ratio between propagation delays and cell
transmission times has become very large. As transmission rates increase, more
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and more cells can be pumped into the network in a given amount of tirne. This
poses a problem for feedback schemes due to the inherent %edn propagation delay
between the source and destination endpoints. Further inaeases in transmission

link speeds will o d y exacerbate this problem. For example, in the time it takes a
"decreasen message fkom a network switch to reach the source, a large amount of
data may already have been inserted onto the line. In addition, control information
aniviug at the source is more dated as the bandwidth delay increases. So even if

the user adjusts correctly to network feedback, network resources may still have to
be resenred to enable low cell loss operation [2, p. 331. The delay problem cannot
be removed in that it arises fkom the limit of the speed of light. However what
can be done is to design schemes whch minimize the chances of b d e r ovedow
with delayed feedback information. The solution requires accurate tracking of the
resource usage levels at switches and advance prediction of possible congestion.
The effects of long propagation delays can also be lessened by segmenting a longer
end-to-end control loop into smaller ones, making feedback tighter (as specified in

the basic ABR specification [1],[7]
,[12]).

1.3.2

Network Dynamics

In order to properly d o c a t e resources to competing ABR connections, network
switches need to know how much available resources they have beforehand. This
is complicated by the fact that connection usages (both ABR and non-ABR) can
fluctuate considerably. For example, as VBR users come and go and change their
activity levels (i.e.,bursts), the lefkover bandwidth can vary from the order of mil-
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liseconds to seconds [23]. As a result ABR control schemes can be sensitive to
the resource usage of other service classes and proper mechanisms must be designed to properly isolate the operation of the various t r a c classes. In addition
to being robust, resource estimation dgorithms must be independent of the underlying switch architectures (i.e., such as scheduling strategies, buffer partitioning
schemes, etc). For example, some advanced scheduling disciplines can provide in-

formation on per-class bandwidth and b d e r usages, but such huictionality cannot
be assumed. Errors in improper tracking can be detrimental to the performance.

If a d a b l e capacity is oves-estimated, t hen queue lengths can increase and cause
ceil losses. Similady, under-estimating capacity can result in reduced throughputs
and prolonged overloads. Efficiency (and utilization) indicate kow welI the resource
tracking (and rate allocation) dgoritlims are "packingn the a d a b l e bandwidth for
ABR users.

A heavily debated topic in the ATM Forum has been that of fair resource allocation
between competing ABR connections. Since c d delays are not a major concem

and cormection rates have to be assigned, ABR-related discussions have focused
exclusively on bandwidth fairness between users. If the available bandwidth at a
given link is enough to support the requests of all traversing connections then the
fairness issue does not arise. Bandwidth docation amongst users is only required
when the aggregate demand is greater than the available capacity. At an intuitive

level a bandwidth allocation strategy is fair if it does not offer a different treatment
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to connections, either based on the time orders in which they make their requests,
or on the the particular location of their source and destination endpoints [12].The

ATM Fornm has quantified this thinking into a generic fairness index but does not
indicate how to actually compute the actual allocations (see [l]for details).
However, the ATM Forum's trafic management cornmittee has accepted the
mm-minbandwidth fairness criterion [1],[3]as a desirable objective. BasicaIly, this

implies that a bottlenecked connection at a given link wiU receive a rate allocation
which is at least as large as that of any other connection also bottlenecked at
the same link (see Section D.2.1 for a brief review of max-min fairness). Max-min
fairness applies unambiguously only if all connections have zero MCR requlements,
and the more general case of non-zero MCR parantees is left to vendor discretion.
Various authors have proposed several extensions for this case [13],[25],[26]. A
major challenge in ABR flow control is ensuring that the desired fairness criterion
is implemented to an acceptable degree.

1.3.4

Scalability

ATM networks are expected to cover a wide range of configurations m

g in the

number of switches, transmission link speeds, geographic distances, user populations, behaviour, etc. Therefore it is essential that an ABR scheme not be limited
to a particular type of network (e-g., LAN, ring, bus) or source behaviour (persistent, bursty). Many schemes work w d in certain environments but poorly in
others. For example, end-twend flow control or agressive source policies are typi c d y more effective in smaller size networks such as LAN's as opposed to WAN's
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(wide area network),rnainly due to shorter feedback times. However, in WAN networks, these approaches can result in huge queue buildups, possible c d losses, and
reduced bandwidth utilizations. Algorithm scalability is therefore a very important
issue, espeQally in light of the the curent proliferation of data services in networks.

1.3.5

Robustness, Complexity, Overhead

An underlying concern in evaluating an ABR algonthm is its practicality: is the
scheme feasible from a technological and economic point of view? With commercial

link rates ninning in the hundreds of Mbps, and quickly approaching the Gbps
mark, highly cornplex control logic may no t be possible at all[23]. The complexity of
a scheme can be assessed from its control parameters and required logic. Ideally, the

number of control parameters should be minimized so as to improve portability and
robustness. Reduced parameter counts improve adaptability and such transparent
'plug-and-play" htnctionality is micial for a smooth, gradua1 transition into ABR
service usage [16]. Robustness is another feature dosely related to complexity.
At the very least, any scheme should be relatively immune to minor errors in
control parameter settings or Ioss/delay of control information. If slight variations
can result in drastic changes in performance, the scheme may be unacceptable.

It is Wrely that minor parameter errors and RM cell loss wiU occur, and their
consequences should be minimized.
Overhead and cost are two other related issues. Overhead usually refers to
the network resources taken up for ABR operation, i.e., resources used beyond the
transport of data cells. This includes control ceil bandwidth and buffers, param-
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eter storage requirements, and processing ovaheads. These factors must be kep t
low in order to have more resources left for transporting user data. Cost is more
an economic measure of implemeiiting the control fimctionality. This comprises

fabrication costs for the hardware logic. storage mernories, and related software
development expenses. Inevitably, since ABR is significantly more complex than
the data service of crurent networks, it is expected that the complexities a t both
the end-systems and network switches will increase.

1.4 Motivation and Goals
The major goal of the research is to design a comprehensive strategy for supporting the ABR service class in ATM networks. The approaches to be considered are
strictly at the cd-level. As such, cd-level functions such as CAC and routing
schemes are not addressed. A robust, distnbuted feedback control scheme, one

which achieves good queue control and fair bandwidth allocation amongst comections, is required. The proposed scheme should fit into the specified ezplicit-rate

(ER) guidelines set by the ATM Forum [1],[12],and must have signuicant advantages over existing rate-based propos& in the ATM F o m (i-e., related to performance issues such as queue control, bandwidth fairness, scalability, etc.). Furt hermore, the a l g o f i t h should be of acceptable implementation complexity and be
able to function well in a wide range of network conditions. Due to the extremely
complex nature of the problem, dismete-event simulation techniques should be used
to evaluate the design and compare its performance against some other schemes.
The integration of ABR flow control algorithms with transport mechanisms for
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real-time CBR and VBR t r a c is

&O

a relatively important area. Currently, no

detailed algorithms have been presented to propedy isolate ABR and VBR tr&c
streams at the lowest ceU-level. Specificdy, service scheduling schemes which meet
the requirements of all tr&c classes are necessary. The schedders should maintain
real-the connection ddays and also provide protection for guaranteed portions of
the data throughputs. In ligkt of the delay-insensitivity of data traflic, &o. there
should not be a significant increase in switch complexity over current schemes.

1.5

Thesis Organization

The main focus of the thesis is on ABR service management. However, the provision
of efficient and robust ABR flow control strategies

&O

entails the coexistence of

ABR and non-ABR services. The main text is devoted to ABR flow control while
details are relegated to the appendices. The thesis is organized in the following
man.neT.

In Chapter 2 the motivations for the research are presented. A brief overview of
the major existing ABR propos& is given and shortcomings revealed. Furthexmore,
simulation results are also presented to identify additional deficiencies. From t his,
the major goals of the research are formulated.

In Chapter 3 the proposed ABEL flow control scheme is presented. The algorithm
is based upon maintaining bandwidth fairness between competing connections, as
defmed in its rate allocation phase. The capacity tracking and congestion detection
features are also introduced to handle the effects of network dynamics.

In Chapter 4, simulation results are presented for a broad range of network
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scenarios and comparisons made with other existing proposals. Initial tests ve*
performance in single lînk nehvorks. Subsequently, results are

&O

presented with

more elaborate multiplelink scenarios. Concluding remarks and recommendations
for future research are given in Chapter 5.
Appendix A presents detailed desaiptions of the major existing ATM Forum

rate-based schemes. This complements the brief overviews in Section 2.1.
Appendix B considers the issue of scheduling D R tr&c dong with real-time
tr&c inside an ATM network switch. An o v e r d hierarchical strategy is proposed
e
Detailed schednling algorithms are
to meet the requirements of all s e ~ c types.
also presented to describe the cell reception and transmission h c t i o n s . Simulation
results are presented and comparisons made with other scheduling methods. In
addition, Appendix C looks at some issues related to the proposed scheduler.

Appendix D discusses the convergence properties of the basic rate ailocation
algorithm in a static environment. and includes a brief ovemiew of max-min bandwidth fairness. The treatment considers botk single and multiple link cases: and
addresses some practical concerns.
Appendix E also derives a relatively stringent condition for non-oscillatory operation of the scheme in static environments. Although some simplifjring assumptions
are fairly tight, results c o & m that the condition holds in a wide range of networks.

Worst case transient queueing bounds are derived for a simplifiecl version of the
scheme in Appendices F (single link case) and G (multiple link case). The bounds
are based on various pessiniistic assumptions, and their overall accuracy is judged
via a simulation study.
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Findy, a bnef overview of the discrete event simulator developed for evaluating the flow control and scheduling strategies is presented in Appendix H. Here,
descriptions of the software classes and their main h c t i o n s are given.

Chapter 2

Motivations and Goals
Many proposals for ABR flow control have been presented recently. The schemes

vary over a wide range, m e r i n g in their complexities and performance behaviour.

In order to properly rank the relative strengths and weaknesses of the various algorithms a complete survey is necessary. Certain algonthms have well-documented
benefit s and shortcomings, but

Ot

her performance aspects need further investiga-

tion. This mandates detailed testing of certain schemes to gauge performance
cnteria such as efficiency, bandwidth fairness, robustness, etc.

Only then can the

critical areas be clearly identified and adequate solutions proposed and evaluated.
This is the focus of this chapter. Some results of the initial work, from which the
main motivatioiis for the research are derived, are now presented.

CHAPTER 2. MOTWATIONS AND GOALS

2.1

Overview of ATM Forum Schemes

Early ABR proposals were simple binary, non-selective schemes [14]. In snch
schemes, source rates are varied up or d o m by pre-determined amounts, and percomection behaviour is not taken into account. Subsequently, as shortcomings were
found, more advanced selective, ezplicit-rate ( E R ) schemes were proposed. In these
schemes, network switches compute explicit rate updates for each comection and
attempt to achieve fair bandwidth distribution. The major proposals are briefly
reviewed, and more detailed descriptions can also be found in Appendix A. Furthermore, the references [12],[14] contain excellent descriptions of the ABR service
class and surveys of all the major proposals.

2.1 .1 Binary Feedback Schemes
Backwa~dexplicit congestion notification ( B E C N ) is an early scheme proposed to

improve responsiveness for multiple-hop connections [9],[27]. Using queue t hresholds, network switches send backward decrease F

M cells to ail sources whenever the

set tings are exceeded. The sources, meanwhile, use timeout intervals to increase
their rates. If no backward RM cells are received within the timeout interval, fixed
rate increments are permitted. However, such negatzve feedback is usually risky
in case of RM cell losses or delays (121. Foruta~dexplicit congestion notification
( F E C N ) is an end-to-end binary scheme which uses EFCI-bit (ezplzcit fonuard congestion indication) marking. Congested switches mark the

EFCI bits in data ceUs

and these are fltered by the destination end-systems to send backward RM in-

crease cells to the source (positive feedback). The congestion indicators are queue
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thresholds, and an additive-increase/muItiplicative decrease policy is used for rate
adjustment (proven fair for single-hop, zero-delay case [66]).The proportional rate

control algorithm (PRCA) is an improvement over the

FECN

scheme, using the

same additive-innease/multiplicativedecrease mechanism. Here, sources exponent i d y decay their rates between c d transmissions and perform additive increments
upon receipt of backward RM increase cells. An improved hysterisis-type queue
tkeshold mechanism is also added to reduce oscillations. All of the above three
schemes require minimal switch complexity.

The biggest drawbacks with non-selective schemes are their bandwidth fairness
and queue oscillation problems. In congested states, connections traversing more
switches have a higher probability of liaving their rates being reduced than those
traversing fewer swit ches [7].This arises due to the non-selective nature of the feedback indication. In addition? upon congestion abatement, longer-hop connections
also have increased ramp-up times. Both of these effects degrade the thoughput

performance of longer-hop connections (more pronounced in end-to-end schemes.

FECN and PRCA). This is termed the beat-down problem [12] and can only be adequately resolved by employing selective feedback techniques (i.e., per-connection
accounting). Another problem with binary schemes is the relatively large oscillations i~ the queue length (and source rates).

This gives reduced efficiency and

can

even result in increased cell loss if the congestion thresholds are improperly set or
queue sizes are too small. Furthemore, the responsiveness of binary schemes is
poor. In extreme congestion, the network cannot quickly quench source rates, and
instead must rely on the exponential rate decay or timeout ruechauisms. Source
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rampup times are governed by queue thresholds and pre-set rate innements, giving
sInggish responses to inmeases in spare capacity levels. The schemes also exhibit
significant sensitivity to parameter settings (Le., thresholds, rate decay factors, rate
iiicrements) , reducing t heir au t O configurability and hindering scalability t O general
networks. The authors in [74] &O expose further weaknesses with the pure FECN
and BECN algorithms.

2.1.2

Explicit Rate Feedback Schemes

Explicit rate schemes have been proposed to resolve the bandwidth fairness and
oscillation problems of the binary schemes. Selective feedback is used to improve
fairness by limiting rate decreases (increases) to connections receiving relatively
more (less) throughput than others. The definition of relative throughput is an
open issue, dthough most algonthms attempt to achieve the mm-mzn bandwidth
faimess criterion [3]. This leads to a rich fiavour of explicit rate algorithms, most
of which can generdy be classified as one of two types, approximate fair and exact
fair schemes (as proposed in [14]).
The enhanced proportional rate control aigorithm (EPRCA) [28] is an approximate fair rate scheme, developed from the intelligent congestion control ( I C C )
proposal (291. The scheme keeps a nuuiing average of the source rates to approximate the fair share, and uses two queue thresholds (regular, heavy). When the
queue length exceeds the regular threshold, then only connections whose rates are
above the tracked mean rate are throttled (i.e., selective feedback). If the queue
length exceeds the higher threshold, all connection rates are reduced. To enforce
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convergence to fair rates, several multiplier factors are used.

EPRCA has relatively

low implement ation complexity and does not require per-connection accounting.
However, a problem with

EPRCA

is its large nnmber of control parameters,

and sensitivity to th& set tings. Improper tuning of these parameters can resuit in
large oscillations and reduced bandwidth fairness [14].

This reduces the scheme's

autoconfigurability and scalability to different networks [13]. In addition, if extreme congestion persists, the fairness of the scheme is cornpromised significantly

1321. Although various enhancements have been proposed to overcome some of

t hese limitations, outst anding issues stiU remain (see [Ml).
For example, adaptzve
proportional rate contrd (APRC) is a modification of EPRCA whick attempts to
improve responsiveness and fairness by using faster rate overload congestion indicators (321. However, since no explicit queue information is used, the queue length
can still exceed the high threshold and degrade faïmess (see [53]). Very recently.
there have been additional approximate fair rate propos&, most notably the naxmin rate control (MMRCA) (471 and dynamic m m rate control (DMRCA) schemes
[48]. These are not evaluated here, although in (141 is it stated that the algonthms

require small rate increments to function effectively.

Uniike the approximate fair rate dgorithms, a set of exact fair rate computation
schemes have also been proposed. These algorithms require network switches to
know the enplkit auailable capacitylevels at the links, and attempt to adjust sources
directly to their fair rates. An early su& scheme was presented in [33], and relied

on synchronous network-wide operation to achieve max-min bandwidth fairness.
DistRbuted explicit rate allocation algorithms [38] are also another set of exact fair
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share algorithms. An example of one such scheme is the MIT-scheme proposed
by Charny [35],which is similar in spirit to the earlier, more generalized scheme

in (341. Sources intermittently send control cells containing their current rate and
desired rate values. Switches monitor the rates and compute a fair share value

using the max-min principle [12]. Connections with rates below the fair share are
dowed to ramp-up to their desired rates, whereas others are reduced to the fair
share. Although response times are fast, there can be significant transient queue
buildups with this scheme. Furthermore, the scheme has a considerable increase in
switch complexity, most importantly an O ( n ) computation per control cell ( n being
the number of connections). To reduce the implementation complexity, recently, an
e f i c i e n t rate allocation algorithm (ERAA)[42] has been proposed. The sckeme has

O(1) computational complexity and can also achieve m a - m i n fairness in a general
network setting.
Jain et al.

&O

present two s d a r end-to-end exact fair rate computation

seliemes, the Ohio State University (OSU) scheme (431 and explicit rate indication
for congestion avoidance (ERICA ) [44]. The switches measure the aggregate traffic

input rate over a fixed interval and compare it against a target rate to compute a
load factor. The target rate is chosen based upon a desired liak utilization, u s u d y
around 90%. Switches also monitor connection activity and compute fair share
allocations. The goal is to keep the load factor close to unity and operate in the
congestion avoidance region [8]. ERICA provides very fast control (as low as one
roundtrip delay) and relatively small queue oscillations. Nevertheless, the scheme

has been shown to be unfair in various environments, and for certain settings can
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yield divergent queueing behaviour [54],
[55].Very recently, t here have been many
additional modifications and extensions proposed for the EMCA algorithm in order
to address some of these shortcomings, namely the ERKA+ scheme (461.
Overd, most of the proposed exact fair rate computation algorithms do not
completely address the requirernents of the

ABR

trafic dass. For example, it is

unclear how to extend the above algorithrns to properly handle MCR guarantees.
Simply removing the aggregate guaranteed

MCR

bandwidth component £iom the

given available capacity levels can give reduced utilizations if connections are idle.
Also, provisions are lacking for functionality in dynamic environment s, where capacity levels fluctuate due to non-ABR trafEc.

AU the above exact schemes assume

a fked, pre-determined link capacity to be distributed amongst the ABR flows.

More importantly, the schemes do not have any provisions for hanrlling transient
queue buildups, which occur during either source ramp-ups or under the influence
of interferhg non-ABR traftic (with the exception of the recent upgrades to the

ERICA scheme [46]). As such, they must be operated in the congestion avoidance
region [8],e h g on the side of consemative bandwidth utilization (i.e., available
capacities or target rates set to below fhll bandwidth utilization). Nevertheless,
even this cautious approach cannot prevent divergent queueing behaviour under
certain conditions 1541.
Note that some authors have also investigated control-theoretic approaches to

ABR flow control [58]-[65].Here, the main goal is to match the (tracked) underlying
capacity to the aggregate input rate or maintain the operating queue levels about
acceptable threshold values. The formulations assume that the nuniber of active
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sources and th& propagation delays are known and attempt to tune the transient

and steady-state responses using a Mnety of controllers. Examples indude proportiond controllers [60],propor tional-plus-delay controllers [59], H2techniques [62],
generalized predictive control [63],Smith predictors [61], etc. Typicaily? the system is solved by computing appropriate weighting coefficients to ensure proper pole
placement (and responses) .
Alt hough control- t heoretic schemes can draw from rich analytical backgrounds,
it is felt that they are dificult to realize in practice. Since significant approximations
are made in casting the ABR flow control problem into a linear, control-theoretic
form, deviations m a y cause unexpected behaviour. For example, rapidly changing
connection sets may require excessive re-computation of weighting coefficients or
result in compromised performance otherwise. In addition, it is assumed that the

fixed (propagation) delay component dominates the delays [62],[63],and thus inter-

RM ceIl and queueing delays are not considered. Nevertheless, these delays are
dominant in LAN networks and cari be s i g d c a n t even in WAN networks. As a
result, the above formulations are approximations and may have reduced accuracy.

The implementation overheads can

&O

be significant with such schemes. These

include computing filter coefficients, storing previous ratelqueue values, etc. Most
such schemes also assume that the a d a b l e capacity levels dong with the number of
"active" sources are known. Determininp t hese values poses additional complexity

and inaccuracies in their estimates need to be fnrther investigated. Findy, it is
not dear if such schemes can achieve max-min bandwidth fairness without explicit
additional provisions (as proposed in [64]).
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2.2

Simulation Study

Some performance evaluation results from a preliminary simulation study are
now presented for existing ABR control schemes. In particdar, sample binary and

expliut rate control algonthms are chosen, namely PRCA and EPRCA. The choice
of PRCA as the representative binary scheme is justifiable in that it is one of the
most advanced such schemes. However, for the explicit rate case, there is a wider
range of schemes to choose ftom. Nevertheless, the EPRCA algorithm is chosen
since it is one of the most well-known explicit rate pïoposals. More importantly,

EPRCA addresses all the pertinent issues in ABR services support and is the basic
scheme in the ATM Fomm's proposal [l].In particdar. this algorithm can function
in heterogeneous t r a c enviroments and kas provisions for MCR rate guarantees.
With most ot her explicit rate algorit b s , t hese provisions are lacking or unclear,
and significant extra extensions are required. A similar choice is also made by the

authors in [47],[48]. Although the literature contains several variants of EPRCA,
the algorithm specified in [28] is used.
Simulation results are presented for a broad range of network scenarios to investigate the performance of the two algorithms. Most of the control parameter
settings are chosen from the pertinent values specified in the ATM Forum [28], and
are summarized in Table 2.1 (see Appendix A for descriptions). However. some ad-

ditional parameter seiisitivity results are &O presented. Note that for the EPRCA
scheme, the high queue threshold,

DQT,is set to

a slightly higher value of 1000

cells to improve fairness with larger connection delays (as suggested in [48]). All
results are gathered over two independent runs of duration one second each.
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Table 2.1: PRCAIEPRCA parameter settings

Parameter

Li.& rates
Nm
AIR
ICR

MDF

QT
DQT'
AV'
MRF'

0.25

ERF"

0.9375

' EPRCA

2.2.1

Setting
150 Mbps
32
100 kbps
200 kbps
256
100 c e l l ~
1000 c e k
0.25

parameter only

Performance Metrics

Considering the various goals of the ABR service schemes, proper metrics must be
defined to gauge the relative performance of schemes. These include metrics pertaining to queue control, bandwidth faimess (and efficiency), cell-loss performance.
etc. Since one of the major goah of ABR is low c d loss rates, the maximum
queue buildups are an important metric. As such, these values c m be measured
over both transient and steady-state intervals to estimate the required operational
queue sizes. However, typicdy, maximum queue buildups are more appropriate
in fixed environments, where link capacities and connection demands are constant
(or connections are ~ersistent
) . In dynamic environments with fluctuating capacity

levels, a given observed maximum queue size cannot indicate the absolute maximum
queue buildups possible. Here, it is more appropriate to use metrics whicli capture
the random nature of the queue size. As a result, the mean and standard deviation
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of the queue length are used to gange queue control. The c d loss behaviour can also
be inferred, in a more intuitive manner, fiom these metrics. Typicdy, it desirable
for schemes to have acceptable mean queue levels and small variances (i.e., tight.
responsive control) . Because feedback schemes are most effective for t h e scales
greater than the roundtrip delays, it is necessary to measure the random quantities
for time periods well beyond this range.
To gauge the bandwidth fairness properties of a scheme, several measures can be
used. A very important metric is the mean tkroughput (goodput) of a connection.
measured over a sufficiently long t h e interval (>> r o ~ n d t n pdelay):

Throughput =

Ce& received at destination
Measurement int erval

This value can be compared to the ideal (mean) max-min docation for the connection and the throughput deviation determined. Throughputs should be measured
in steady-state, i.e., after the initial ramp-up stage.
Furthexmore, to quant*

the aggregate fairness over a group of connections,

several measures are also possible [7],[56].
One such measure is an index similar to
that in [7],but with added modifications for handling MCR requirernents. Consider N ABR connections. Let ri denote the ideal throughput for connection i (as
determined by the respective fairness criterion), and
value. The rnodified fazmess index is defined as:

a the actual measured mean
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1

Output Buffered Link

1
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a

0

150 Mbps

Source N

Figure 2.1: Single ILik delay scenario, all c o ~ e c t i o n susing same output link
where xi is the nomalized mean elastic throughput (Le., beyond MCR):

and MCR resemtion is assumed (i.e.,

(c-

MC^) 3 O). Eq. (2.2) reduces to

the measure in 171 for the zereMCR case. Yet another possibility is the average
throughput deviation, d e h e d as:
1

Throughput deviation = N

C 11 -

By removing the guaranteed MCR portions first, Eq. (2.3) ensures that fairness
is measured over only the contended bandwidth (i.e., &tic

bandwidth, Section

3.3.1). This prevents MCR guarantees from skewing fairness values when con-

nections with larger/smder MCR d u e s are not being treated fairly. Note that
aggregate fairness rneasures cannot clearly indicate the fairness for a particular
group of connections.
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2.2.2

Single Link Scenarios

Initially, simpler single ünk networks are tested to get a relative ranking of the two

algorithms. Such test cases c m demonstrate the basic characteristics of a scheme
without possible multiple link (distortion) efFects. Subsequently, more advanced
multiple link scenarios are tested to gauge the schernes in a more rigorous manner.

Scalability Scenario
Consider the scalability scenario in Fig. 2.1, with Ai connections, all sharing the
same output link at a switch. Each connection is persistent and has an end-systemtwwitch delay of 6 sec. (i.e., roundtnp delay of 48 sec.). The performance of the
two sckemes is tested for an increasing number of connections and differing link
delays, ranghg from LAN (microseconds) to WAN (milliseconds). Fig. 2.2 shows
the effect of the link delays on the maximum queue size for WAN-type delays, for
10 and 20 connections, respectively. The results confirm the improved queueing

performance of the explicit rate EPRCA scheme. The maximum queue size requirement is acceptable and tends to scale linearly with the delay, 6 . However, the
corresponding t hroughput performance of both schemes, depicted in Fig. 2.3, shows
that the thoughput efficiency (Le., link utilization) declines with increasing propagation delays. Longer delays cause the magnitude and period of the oscillations
to increase significantly, resulting in longer queue idle times (i.e., Link starvation).

For example, for 12 ms roundtrip delays ( b = 3 ms), the link efficiency decreases to
about 80% with

EPRCA. To show this more clearly, sample queue behaviour for

N = 10 connections and 8 = 1 ms is shown in Fig. 2.4. It can be seen tkat there is
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Figure 2.2: Maximum queue sizes in Fig. 2.1
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Figure 2.3: Average normalized throughputs in Fig. 2.1
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Figure 2.4: Queue behaviour in Fig. 2.1: N = 10, 6=1 ms
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link st arvation with both schemes, alt hough, the EPRCA scheme excercises much
tighter queue control about the QT threshold. This indicates that the simpler binary scheme is l e s ~scalable t O larger delay networks, giving increased oscillations

and reduced link utilizations. Additional simulations &O show that increasing the

QT threshold can improve the throughput performance of the EPRCA scheme.
However , t his also gives correspondingly larger operating queue sizes.

Bandwidth-Delay Scenario
A more challenging single node scenario, designed to test bandwidth-delay performance, is shown in Fig. 2.5 and Table 2.2. There are three ABR connection
groups, each consisting of ten sourcedestination pairs, competing for bandwidth at

link (link propagation delay negligible). To represent switches supporting a broad
range of users, the propagation delays for the coiuiection groups are chosen to span
several orders of magnitude (fiom milliseconds to tens of microseconds). h t h e r -

more, ten intedering bursty VBR connections are also added. First, the scenario
is tested for the ABR-only case (i.e., VBR connections ide), and the throughput
results are given in Table 2.3. It can be seen tkat the

EPRCA scheme provides

good performance, with all connection groups getting within 10% of their ideal

Source 3 1>0 (VBR)

Dest 3 6 0 (VBR)

Figure 2.5: Single Link bandwidth-delay scenario
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Table 2.2: Single link scenario in Fig. 2.5, i d e VBR

1 Comection 1 Behaviour 1 MCR/PCR 1 Throughput 1
(M~Ps)

(Mbps)

ABR 1-10

n

1

ABR 11-20
ABR 21-30
VBR 3140 1
-

Persistent
Persistent
Persistent
Idle
-

I

1

0/150
0/150
0/150
-18

1

5
5
5

1

O

1

tkoughput, 5 Mbps (Table 2.2). However, the performance of the PRCA scheme is
significantly worse. There is cousiderable bandwidth d a i r n e s s . with the shorterdelay connections getting increased throughputs at the expense of the longer-delay
connections (i.e., 6.95 Mbps vs. 2.80 Mbps, Table 2.3). This is mainly due to the
fact that PRCA does not track counection rates and hence provides much coarser
control. Corresponding sample queue behaviour at the link buffer is also shown
in Fig. 2.6, and indicates that both schemes yield roughly the same magnitude of
queue oscillations.

Parameter Sensitivity Scenario
Various parameter sensitivity tests are done with the scenario in Fig. 2.5, and
sample results for the AIR rate increment parameter are presented. SpecXcally.
sensitivity to the A I R parameter is rneasured by varying it for the longer delay
connections, connections 21-30 (AIR = 100 kbps for all other connections. Table
2.1). This is a difficult scenario since the longer delay connections can now ramp

up faster, but still respond more slowly to feedback control. Measured throughputs
for each connection group with AIR values ranging fiom 50 kbps to 200 kbps are
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Table 2.3: Bandwidth-delay performance, Fig. 2.5 (throughputs in Mbps)

-

PRCA
Connections 1-10
Throughput
6.95

1 C o ~ e c t i o n s11-20 1 Connections 21-30 1 Bandwidth 1 Throughput
Throughput
4.79

Throughput
2.80

Utihation
96%

Deviation
29.1%

Bandwidth

Throughput

Utilkation
96%

Deviation
7.3%

EPRCA
Connections 1-10
Throughput

4.55

-

1

Connections 11-20
Throughput
4.64

1600
1400
1200

1
O

PRCA

0.05

Connections 21-30
Throughput
5 -28

-

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
Time. sec

0.3 0.35 0.3

Figure 2.6: Queue behaviour in Fig. 2.5, idle VBR
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plotted in Fig. 2.7, PRCA, and Fig. 2.8, EPRCA, (sttaight lines representing ideal
tkoughputs of 5 Mbps). Clearly, EPRCA does not maintain fair bandwidth distribution when the AIR discrepancy becomes too large. The longer delay connections
get markedly better throughputs at the expense of the shorter delay connections.
With PRCA, the trend is also similar, but since the scheme akeady discriminates
against longer delay connections (i.e., Table 2.3), increasing t heir AIR values tends

to improve the overall bandwidth fairness (i-e., compensatory effect ). Nevertheless.
both schemes show large sensitivity to the A I R parameter in this scenario. The
corresponding maximum queue sizes are shown in Fig. 2.9, and also show an interesting trend. Contrary to some expectations, the PRCA scheme gives relatively
smaller buildups with increasing A I R values. This occurs since the longer delay
connections get larger throughputs with EPRCA, and their larger bandwidth-delay
proximities cause operating queue sizes to increase. Additional tests also reveal
large sensitivity to the MDF (rate decay) parameter, specific to the EPRCA and

PRCA schemes. The EPRCA scheme, however, is relatively robust with regards to
the N ,

int er-RM ceU parar.net er.

Bursty VBR Scenario
Since ABR tr&c must coexist with real-time trafIic inside the network, the
scenario in Fig. 2.5 is augmented with bursty VBR sources. Each VBR source is
defined as on-off, and the multiple superposition d o w s for more diversity in the
aggregate VBR behaviour. The on and off periods are exponentially distributed in

an identical manner, aud each source generates cells with f i e d inter-cell spacings

of roughly 35 ps in the on period, i.e., $ring an approximate mean usage of 6
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Figure 2.7: PRCA throughput performance in Fig. 2.5, idle VBR
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Figure 2.8: EPRCA througkput performance in Fig. 2.5. idle VBR
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Figure 2.9: Maximum queue sizes at link in Fig. 2.5, idle VBR
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Table 2.4: Single link scenario in Fig. 2.5, bursty VBR
Connection 1 Behaviour ( MCRIPCR 1 Tkoughput
WPS) ( M ~ P s )
ABR 1-10 Persistent
0/150 1
3
ABR 11-20 Persistent
3
01150
3
ABR 21-30 Persistent
01150
VBR31-40 B u r s b
6
-1-

1
L

I

1

1

Mbps, see Table 2.4. This leaves an average of 90 Mbps to be shared amongst the

ABR connections, resulting in ideal mean allocations of 3 Mbps each. To test the
sensitivity of the fiow control sckemes to the exact nature of VBR traffic. the mean
of the on/off period distribution is varied fiom 1 ms to 20 ms. For this scenano,
results are only presented for the EPRCA scheme since it exhibits considerably
superior performance than the PRCA scherne.
Fig. 2.10 plots the measured throughputs for ail connection groups in Fig. 2.5.

and indicates considerable sensitivity to the burst durations of the background VBR
traffic. For increasing on periods durations, since the bursts are more sustained,

EPRCA cannot adequately throttle the longer delay sources. Hence, there is reduced bandwidth fairness for longer bursts (i-e., connections 1-10 get ting alrnost

50% above their ideal allocation for 20 ms periods). The corresponding mean and
standard deviation of the queue sizes at the link are shown in Fig. 2.11. The plots

indicate worsening performance with increasing on and off periods (even though
the link utilization, is very kigh, over 95%). Since the longer delay connections 2130 are getting larger allocations, their increased delay proximity causes operating
queue levels to increase. Note that additional tests with dinerent queue threshold
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Figure 2.10: EPRCA throughputs in Fig. 2.5: bursty VBR
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Figure 2.11: EPRCA queue at link in Fig. 2.5, bursty VBR
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settings (i.e., QT = 4001600, DQT = 1500,2000) also yield poor faimess and even
larger operating queue sizes.

Non-Persistent Source Scenario

In many environments, data sources may not have infinite amounts of data
to send at all times (i-e.. not persistent over an infinite time horizon). Usually.
such sources exhibit highly bursty behaviour [18],and hence cm be considered
as persistent over shorter time periods. The effect of such non-persistent source

behaviour on ABR schemes needs investigation. Along these h e s , the scenario
in Fig. 2.5 is modified by making the skorter delay connections. connections 1-10.

non-persistent. Specifically, these sources are bursty, with exponentially distributed
on and off periods. In the on period. the cells are generated at a the c u r e n t ACR
(persistent behaviour). Consider the mean duty cycle for a source, d e h e d as:

Mean duty cycle =

Mean on period
Mean on penod Mean off period '

+

(2.5)

Hence? the duty cycle caii be varied by keeping the sum of the means of the on

Table 2.5: Non-persistent ABR source scenario in Fig. 2.5

-

Connections 1-10
Connections 1-10
Duty Cycle
Throughput (Mbps)
0.2
1.O

Connections 11-20
Throughput (Mbps)

7.0

Connections 21-30
Throughput (Mbps)
7.0
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and off periods to a constant value, and only varying the mean of the on period.
Specificdy, the sum is kept fixed at 10 rns and the mean of the on period is varied
fiom 2 ms to 10 ms, using increments of 2 ms. The resnlting fair shares are given

in Table 2.5 for ail connection groups (Le., mean max-min allocations).
For the above scenario, again, only results with the EPRCA scheme are discussed, since PRCA yields very poor throughput and queueing performance. Fig.
2.12 shows the EPRCA throughput performance as a function of the duty cycle of

the non-persistent short-delay connections. The straight reference lines represent
the ideal max-min throughputs for full link utilization, namely the values from Table 2.5. Two trends are evident here. First of d,the rate-decay mechanisrn in

EPRCA is degrading the throughput of the bursty connections, and the additive
ramp-ups exacerbate this problem. Secondly, the longer delay connections are getting a disproportionately large amount of throughput. This indicates that EPRCA
is not properly allocating rates according to the mean connection usages. Even
worse, there is an abrupt increase in the operating queue sizes as the non-persistent
loading drops, see Fig. 2.13. Both the mean and standard deviation of the queue
length increase sibDnificantly for smaller duty cydes (i.e., more than tripling between

100% and 20% duty cycle, Fig. 2.13). The corresponding maximum observed queue
buildups are

&O

plotted in Fig. 2.13. Albeit "snapshots" of random quantities,

these values also show drastic increases with reduced duty cycles. These trends are
due to the fact that the longer delay connections are generdy sending at higher
rates and have inueased control latency.
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Figure 2.12: EPRCA througkputs in Fig. 2.5, non-persistent connections 1-10
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Figure 2.13: EPRCA queue at link in

Fig. 2.5, non-persistent connections 1-10
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2.2.3

Multiple L M Scenarios

Now some simulation results with larger multiple link (node) networks are presented
to observe end-to-end performance issues. One of the major goals is to investigate

the bandwidth distribution properties with dzffenng MCR guarantees amongst connections. The tests are conducted with large-scale, dynamic networks in order to
f d l y stress the performance of the schemes.

Bandwidth-Fairness Scenario
Consider the sample multiple link network shown in Fig. 2.14. This is sirnilar to
the parking lot scenarios [7],[12] proposed to test bandwidth fairness. There are
four ABR connection groups, each consisting of ten connections, with each group
having different bandwidth-delay proximities. The bigger comection sets are chosen
to test scalability to large-scale networks. In addition, a set of ten interferhg VBR
connections is also added to represent he terogeneous environments. The scenario
is first tested for the ABR-only case, i.e.? all VBR connections idle. Using the
MGR-plus-equal-share criteria (11,[13],the ideal rate allocations can be computed

(see Table 2.6), using a procedure similar to that in [3]. For example, the most
Dest 11-20

Sour-œ 11-20

L- x

Source 21-30

Switcb 1

1-10

Switch 3
/

0

Source 41-50 (VBR)

LIX
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Switcti 5

Switcb 4
,

I

20 U R
10 VBR

Dest 21-30

Source 31-40

20 ABR
10 VBR

I

,

30 ABR
'O IaR

Dest 1-10

Dest?SO

Figure 2.14: Multiple Link network with VBR c o ~ e c t i o n s

(VBR)
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Table 2.6: Multiple link network in Fig. 2.14, idle VBR
Connections Type Behaviour MCR/ PCR Throughput
(M~Ps)
(M~Ps)
1-10
0/150
ABR Persistent
4
11 11-20 1 ABR 1 Persistent 1 0/150 1
11
r
21-30
' ABR ' Persistent '
l/150
5
3 1-40
ABR Persistent
21150
6
Ide
4 1-50
VBR
O
-/-

II
L

bot tlenecked link in Fig. 2.14 is link 4-5, supporting 30 connections (connections 110 and 21-40). The combined MCR requirement of the bottlenecked connections at
this link is 30 Mbps, yielding 120 Mbps to be shared amongst the flows. Hence each
bottlenecked connection should get its MCR guarantee plus an additional 4 Mbps
fFom the contendable bandwidth. Connections 11-20 are bottlenecked elsewhere,
and hence c m receive larger allocations, namely 11 Mbps.

To stress the schemes, the above scenario is nui for large, WAN-like link deiays,
ranging from 1ms to 5 ms. This is a very chdenging, considering that the roundtnp
delays for the longer-hop connections 1-10 increase &om roughly 8 ms to 40 ms.
The steady-state measured throughputs for PRCA and EPRCA are shown in Fig.
2.15 and Fig. 2.16, respectively (straight lines representing the MCR-plus-equal
skare allocations, Table 2.6). From the plots, the beat-down problem [12],[14] with

the PRCA scheme is clearly evident. The longer-hop connections are getting under
50% of their ideal allocation (i.e., 1.70 Mbps mean vs. 4 Mbps, Table 2.6), whereas

the shorter-hop connections are get ting much larger allocations. In addition, there
is s i g d c a n t link underutilization with PRCA at the most bottlenecked link for
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Figure 2.15: PRCA throughputs in Fig. 2.14, idle VBR
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Figure 2.17: Maximum queue sizes in Fig. 2.14, idle VBR
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larger delays (i.e., below 80% for 5 ms delays).
Although the fainiess improves with the EPRCA scheme, in general the scheme
tends to uclustern the connection rates at the most bottlenecked link about the
same average value, Le., roughly 4.5 Mbps at link 4 5 (see Fig. 2.16).

In particular,

EPRCA tends to favour the longer-hop connections, giving connections 1-10 on
average 20% extra bandwidth beyond their fair allocations. This discrepancy arises
since EPRCA estirnates the mean cell rate over all connections at a link (i.e.,

MACR, Eq. (A.4), Appendix A). In the case that the estimated rate is close to
the ided fair share, the scheme performs well. However, when certain connections
are bottlenecked elsewhere, the mean is generally not an accurate estimate (i.e.?
underestimate) of the true fair share, and d a i r n e s s can result [48]. This is the
case at

Liok 1-2, where the longer-hop non-bottlenecked connections, connections

1-10, lower the estimate and degrade the performance of connections 11-20. This
problem is even more pronounced in some of the test cases presented in [48] (see
reference, Fig. 11) and has also been noted by other authors (531. In general,

the bandwidth distribution properties of EPRCA beyond the MCR guarantees are
not very predictable. Fig. 2.17 plots the maximum queuer sizes at the two most
bottlenecked links, links 1-2 and

Iink 45. In general, the queue sizes are large. at

the more bottlenecked link and tend to increase linearly with propagation delays.

Bursty VBR Scenario

The multiple link scenario is now tested for the EPRCA scheme with interfering,
bursty VBR tratfic. Each VBR connection is on-oE with exponentidy distributed
on and off periods of mean 1 ms each. In the on period, cells are generated with
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-

Table 2.7: Multiple link network in Fig. 2.14: bursty VBR
Connections Type Behaviour MCR/PCR Mean Throughput
WPS)
(M~Ps)
Persistent
3
1-10
ABRO/ 150
9
11-20
ABR Persistent
01150
4
21-30
ABR Persistent
11150
3 1-40
ABR Persistent
21150
5
Bursty
41-50
3
VBR
-/-

-

PI________--

exponential inter-arriva1 tirnes of roughly 71 ps (i.e., mean usage of about 3 Mbps
per connection). Subtracting the mean VBR usages fiom the link capacities and
using the faimess criterion, the ideal mean ABR throughputs can be computed, and
are given in Table 2.7. The mean throughputs observed for each ABR comection

group are shown in Fig. 2.18. Again, the fairness of the scheme is still poor, with
the longer-hop connections get ting better treatment (similar to idle VBR case, Fig.
2-16). Fig. 2.19 plots the queue length metrics (at the most bottlenecked link)

and indicates that the standard deviation more than doubles for larger propagation
delays. This indicates wider oscillations and o v e r d higher maximum possible queue
buildups.

Link Delay Scenario
Consider the scenario detailed in Fig. 2.20 and Table 2.8, where al1 propagation
delays (link and end-system-to-switch) are set to a variable quantity, b sec. This is a
challenging test case, consisting of long-hop connections competing for bandwidth
with single-hop connections and interfering VBR t r s c . The mean rate of the

VBR connections is set to 6 Mbps, giving an average residual ABR bandwidth of
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Table 2.8: Multiple-node scenario in Fig. 2.20
--

Connections

Type

11-15
16-20

120 Mbps on

Roundtrip
delay (ms)

ABR/Persis tent
ABRIPersist ent
ABRIPersistent
ABR/Persistent

all

throughput (Mbps)
12

links. Spedcally, each VBR source is bursty with mean on and

off penods of 1 ms (exponential), and has a mean Poisson rate of roughly 12 Mbps

in the on period (i.e., exponentially disenbuted inter-arrivd times with mean 35.3
ps). Hence, using the m a - m i n criterion [3] each ABR connection should receive a
rnean throughput of 12 Mbps (Table 2.8).
Since the EPRCA scheme yields considerably better fainiess? only its performance results are presented. The average throughput results for each group of
connections in Fig. 2.20 are shown in Fig. 2.21. The horizontal reference h e
represents the ideal throughput of 12 Mbps. The results show that for LANIMAN
delays (i-e., 6 5 100 ps), the bandwidth fairness is very good, with all groups receivh g within 10% of the ideal 12 Mbps. However, for larger WAN delays, there is a

re-emergence of the beat-down fairness problem, as noted by the severe degradation
of the throughputs for connections 1-5. For example, at 5 rns delays, the longer
hop connections average only 4.33 M b p s with the EPRCA scheme, well below 50%
of the ideal fair share,

Fig. 2.21. Reduced EPRCA falness is also noted in

various other scenarios.

[48] for
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The mean and standard deviation of the link 1-2 queue length are plotted in
Fig. 2.22 (other link queues exhibit slightly smaller operating sizes). The EPRCA
scheme is quite sensitive to the delay 6 in this particular scenario, as noted by the
sizable increase in both quantities. The queue length oscillations increase significantly, and although not shown, the bandwidth efficiency also declines (i.e., only
63% for 6 = 5 ms). Additional EPRCA nuis are also performed with larger queue

threshold settings at WAN delays (i.e., QT = 500, DQT = 2500). Here, tkere is
a slight improvement in bandwidth fahess (i.e., connections 1-5 now get slightly

over 6 M3ps for 6 = 5 ms), but the mean queue sizes roughly double. These results indicate that EPRCA can have poor scalability (with regards to bandwidth
fairness, queue coutrol, utilization) for large-scale WAN networks.

2.3

Summary and Mot kations

Overd, the findings of the simulation seudy indicate that the binary PRCA scheme

has many shortcomings. The oscillations are relatively large and bandwidth fairness is very poor. Furthermore, scalability to larger connection sets, increased link
delays, and multiple node networks is very low with PRCA. The results also show

that the EPRCA scheme, albeit considerably better than PRCA in most cases,
is still deficient in many important areas. EPRCA suffers fkom relatively large

oscillations and exhibits significant parameter sensitivity. Variations in the background real-thne VBR trafic or ABR source behaviour can aIso cause considerable
fluctuation (degradation) in the throughput fairness and queueing performance of

the scheme. Furthermore, the approximate nature of EPRCA cannot provide very
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Figure 2.22: EPRCA queue at luik 1-2 in Fig. 2.20
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precise bandwidth distribution in larger, multiple node networks.
These findings underscore the need to develop improved ABR flow control algorithms to address the above issues. Speufically, the major areas to be investigated
are improved queue control and (max-min) bandwidth distribution. The algorithm

should explicitly handle per-connection

MCR requirements

and provide efficient

bandwidth distribution. Pertinent t r a c measurements must be incorporated into
the scheme to properly respond to network dynamics which may arise. Insensitivity
to control parameters, especially source parameters, is

&O

crucial. Generdy, these

settings are not under the control of network switch operators, and their effect on
performance at network switches should be minimal. It is felt that to achieve the
above objectives, exact fair &are computation [14]coupled with per-connection

accounting, is necessary. Approximate algorithms using multiplier factors may not
provide a high enough degree of bandwidth resolution in a general, largescale net-

work set ting.

Chapter 3

The EDERA Algorithm
In this chapter an enhanced distn'bsted explicit rate allocation ( E D E R A ) algonthm
is proposed for ABR services support. The algorithm is an exact fair rate eomput ation scheme [14], and implements the MCR-plus-equal-share [l],[13] bandwidth
fairuess criteria. Congestion indicators are incorporated into the rate docation
phase and provisions made for functionality in dynamic environmats wi th interfering real-the

CBR and VBR t r a c flows. Since it is

a distributed algorithm.

EDERA resides at both the source and destination end-systems and each of the
network switches. The operation at each of these network elements is now det ailed.

3.1

Source End-System Algorithm

The pseudocode for the source end-system algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.1. The
two major operations performed at the source end-systems are forward RM ceIl
emission and backward RM c d processing (Le., rate updates). The algorithm is
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relatively simple but requires the end-systems to have countdown timers (increased
complexity ) . Det ails are now presented.
Sources intermittently emit RM coiitrol cells after every block of (N' - 1)
data cells, and these cells contain values which are used by network switches to
perform rate allocation. In particular, the emitted RM cells contain the connection's

MCR, PCR, current ACR, and SASR (segmental average source rate. [51]), as
shown in Fig. 3.2. The segmental averaging approach imposes moderate additional
functionality at the end-systems, but provides valuable source activity information
to the network switches.

This approach is well suited for handling bursty ABR

sources and does not adversely affect persistent sources. Es~entially~
the SASR
is the average bandwidth usage of the connection, measured between successive
forward RM ce&:

SASR =
The averaging block size of N
,

K n

Inter-RM cell t ime '

ceJls is chosen to coincide with the inter-RM cell

spacings and thus reduce complexity. Note, however, that it is possible for the
computed SASR to be temporarily larger than the current source ACR, i.e., if a
decrease RM ceU arrives between two consecutive forward TCM ce&. But since a
cornpliant source can never transmit at a rate above its c u r e n t ACR, the SASR
value in the emitted forward RM cell is set equal to the minimum of the computed

SASR and the current ACR (see Fig. 3.1). Note that Eq. (3.1) cornputes a very
simple, short-term average. No doubt, more advanced tracking schemes can also be
employed to denve longer-term (more accurate) estimates [15]. The explicit-rate
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if (data ceIl to send)
r

I

/" check if TZM ceil to be scut '/
if (RMllount == N,, )
{.
N

= (curvrnt-rime~~at-~~~time)
SASR:,, = SAS SA SR', A C R ~ )
Send RM ceIl ( M c R ~ A
, C R ~P, C R ~SAS
. RU,^)
R M m n t = O /* clcar count */
lastJ3.M-time = cuwent-timc
}

else

{

1

Send data ceIl
RM-count = m s o u n t

+ 1 /* increment count "/

Set countdown timer to RM-tirneout

1
if (RM-tirneout espired)

/* check if source is ide '/

/' Set count to full so that next ce11 is R M */
RMs~unt= Nrm
A C R ~= MCR; /' reduce ACR '/
Send RM ce11 ( M C R ~A, c R ~ PCRi,
,
O)
Zast_RM-time

= -CO

1
if (backward R M ce11 received)
{

/*

update rate

'/.

+

ACR' = min(ER:,,l, mmc(MCRi.min(PcRi, A C R ~ Nrm - A I R ) ) )

1

Figure 3.1 : Source end-system algorithm, connection i

Figure 3.2: Resource management (RM) cell format for connection i
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(ER)field in fonvard RM cells,
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field is initidy set to the PCR by the source

end-system and is reduced on the backward pass by network switches. AU other
fields are informative and hence static.
Before each data c d transmission a source must check to see if an

RM c d

needs to be emitted first. This is achieved by using a circular counter, R M - c m t
(Fig. 3.1), ranging fiom O to N,.

RM-count is incremented after each data c d

transmission, and when it reaches ( N , - 1), the latest SASR is coxnputed and au

RM cell is emitted, Fig. 3.1. However, to furtlier improve bandwidth utilization
inside the network, sources which are i d e for &long" intervals should notify the
network by emitting appropriate RM cells. This is achieved using a countdown
timer and a fixed timeout interval of duration RM-tirneout sec. Specificdy, the
countdown timer is reset to RM-tirneout after each cell transmission. However,

if the timer expires, the source must reduce its ACR to its MCR and emit an

RM cell with a zero SASR field. Subsequently, the h s t cell emit ted after an i d e
penod must be an RM cell. As will be evident later, the above mechanism makes
sources relinquish their bandwidtk allocations for ide periods greater than the
timeout interval. Conversely, for idle periods which are smaller than the timeout
interval, rate allocation is done contingent to the "average"usage, the

SASR. The

RM-tirneout parameter is an appropriately chosen value, and is similar to the TRM
timeout value defined in the
Source-end systems

&O

ATM Forum ABR specifications [l].
perform rate updates for arriving bachard RM cells.

Speufically, the i-th source sets its ACR as

ACR' = min(^^',,, ~ ~ x ( M c R ' , ~ ~ ~ACR'
( P c+
RN
,
~,

where

AIR))).

is the value in the returning backward RM c d and AIR is a h e d

rate increment (Fig. 3.1). This is an additive increase mechanism which always
guarantees a source its MCR allocation, but avoids fast rampups [l].The maxi-

mum rate increase is limited to Nm0AIR cells/second, but rate decreases, however.
are not Iimited in magnitude.

This d o w s for fast ramp-downs during congestion.

Note that at startup, the connection's ICR is typicdy set to a small value, possibly
below its MCR guarantee. The above mechanism prevents a new connection £rom
transmitting immediately at its (possibly large) MCR rate and causing large queue

buildups inside the network. However, after the initial additive ramp-up stage,
the source is always allowed to transmit at its MCR, as guarariteed by the rate
allocation a l g o r i t h at network switches (Section 3.3).
Additional features can also be added to the source end-systems to improve
the cell loss performance of connections. These include rate decays [24],[28],backward RM c d timeouts [24], transient buffer exposures (461, etc. ki general, these
are conservative policies and result in more complex source end-systems behaviour.
Furthemore, such overly cautious approaches can resdt in reduced bandwidth utilization inside the network. As a result, such these provisions are not considered for
the EDERA scheme, and instead, more emphasis is placed on making the network
switches guarantee connection goodputs. Therefore, h a sense, the EDERA source
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behaviour can be considered as more aggressive.

3.2

Destination End-System Algorithm

The destination end-system algorithm is of minimal cornplexity, and is presented in Fig. 3.3. The main task performed by destination end-systems is the
"echoing" back of forward RM cells to the source end-systems. Here, the incoming
cell stream must be be monitored and a filtering function required to detect RM

cells. To maintain compatibility with the existing ATM Forum specifications [l]:
return EFCI-bit marking is also performed for backward RM cells. In particda..
the destination end-systems record the latest values of the EFCI-bits in arriving
data cells. These bits can be set by non-EDERA switches dong a connection's

path to indicate forward congestion [12]. Hence, a binary flag, L a t e s t J F C I , is
appropriately set to the latest received EFCI-bit value, see Fig. 3.3. This value is
then copied to received forward RM cells before they are echoed back. Additional
refinernents to the basic destination end-system algorithm are &O possible. see 1241.

3.3

Network Switch Algorithm

The core of the EDERA aigoritkm lies in eack of the network switches wkere two
major operations are performed: rate allocation and traffic measurement/filteriiig.
The rate docation step is performed upon the reception of forward or backward

RM ce&, whereas the measurement/filtering step is performed at fixed measureruent intervals of duration Tm. In the latter, measured values are used to determine
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if (dataceIl rcceivcd)

1

/' check if EFCI bit is set. record s t a t u '/
if (EFCI-bit on)
- { LUtestEFCI = 1 )
elst
{ LatestBFCI = O )
}
if (RM ce11 nceived)

t

/* Set latest EFCI status, send backward R M c d i */
Set EFCI-bit in R M c d to L a t e a U F C I
Send backward R M ceii (MGR),AcRi, P c R i . S A S R S , ~ )

1

Figure 3.3: Destination end-system a l g o r i t h , connection i

congestion levels and compute the ABR a d a b l e bandwidth, C J k ) , in a given measurement interval, E. Subsequently, a usable ABR capacity level, C,(k), is computed
for the rate docation phase. The EDERA scheme uses congestion indicators to
"modulate'? the amount of usable bandwidth. thereby controlling transient effects.
Details are now presented.

3.3.1

Rate Allocation

The rate docation phase assumes that there is a given amount of bandwidth to be
distributed amongst the ABR fiows, the usable capacity C,(t). This amount is varied contingent to the congestion levels at the W, in order to control transient queue

buildups, and its actual computation is done in the t r a c measurement/fltering
phase (to be described in Section 3.3.2). The rate allocation step proportions the
usable capacity in a fair marner and attempts to match the o v e r d ABR ingress
(incoming) rate to the usable egress (outgoing) capacity. The algorithm implements MCR-plus-equal-share fairness, and further extensions to other criteria are
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also possible (see Section 3.4). This aiterion adequately handes a mixture of MCR
requirements ji.e., both zero and non-zero) and simplifies to the ubiquitous maxmin criterion [3] in the zer*MCR case. Rate allocation is based upon the SASR

values in received RM c d s (as opposed to the ACR values), and this improves
bandwidth utilization with bursty/non-persistent sources. The pseudocode for the
rate allocation algorithm is given in Fig. 3.4, and its details are now discussed.
Various quantities are necessarily time-varying and explicitly denoted as such.

Each network switch maintains per-connection storages which are updated upon

RM cell reception. First, a local copy of the latest usage for a given comection io
SAS&(t ), is stored, and this value is updated by the latest SASR values in fonvard

RM ce& ( UpdateStatus(i?SASRLII),Fig. 3.4). The actual source rate updates.
meanwhile, are done for backward RM cells, ensuring that the switches use the most
curent fair share values and provide expedient responses. This is in contrast to
doing bot h usage updates and rate allocations for only forward (backward) RM ce&
[37]-[42]. In addition, per-connection flags are

&O

maintained for all connections

sharing a Iink, grouping them into one of two disjoint sets: bottlenecked. I ( t ) ,or
non-bottlenecked, T ( t ) .Ideally, Z ( t )is a subset of active connections, and only tkese
should receive rate increases. Connections bottlenecked elsewkere or exhibiting nonpersistent/idle behaviour are considered non-bottlenecked [3], and hence placed in
Z ( t ) . Although start-up connections can be placed in either grouping, they are put

in r ( t ) to improve transient bandwidth utilization.

Determining the ~ () /Z(t)
t
groupings in a distributed, delayed environment is
difncult, but a general rule which can be used is that the bottleneck link will de-

I
1

Grouping-Update Procedure
procedure UpdateStatus(i , SA SR^,,^,,)

r

if (eonnectiou i E I ( t ) ) /* if bottluiccked

C

*/

/' Compute fair share */

ER;,

= M C R ~+ (

~ ~ ( r ) - ~ ~ ( c ) - c ~ ~ R ( t ) ) +

Iqt)1

= -(ER',,, E%in)
i f , ( p ~ ~ f>
, SA SR;,^,,,) la check I ( t ) + I ( t ) transition '/
' i + g t ) /* rnove i to I ( t ) .update aii quantities */
ER;,

c z ( t ) = c,(t) - SA SR;,(^)
Cy(t) = Cy(t) SASR;ate
c,MCR(t) = c p C R ( t ) - M C R ~
c_MCR(t)= c F C R ( t ) + M C R ~
1

+

=

Update bottlenecked aggregate usage '/
c Z ( t ) = c I ( t ) - SASR;&)
SA SR;,,,,^

+

1

I

/* if not bottlenecknl '/
'/' Compute fair share */
( c , ( t )- c ~ ( c ) - c ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ) + s A s R ~ , ( ~ ) - ~ ~ c R ~ ) +
ER;, = MCR' +
I I ( C ) l+l
ER;, = niax(ER;,, ER,,,)
if ER;, 5 SA SR^,,,,,) /' check Ï ( t )+ I ( t ) transition '/
l
i + I ( t ) /' rnove i to l ( t ) ,update ail quantities */
C d t ) = C r ( t ) + SASR;acc,c
CT(t) = CT(t) - SASR;, (t)

e&

C

~ $ ~ ~= c~p C
( Rt ( t))+ M C R ~
c-MCR(t) = c g C R ( t ) - M C R ~

I
eise

I ;

=

if

no Z(t)

+ I ( t ) transition =/

Update non-bottlene+ed aggrtgste usage */
C d t ) = Cy(t) SASR:,(t)
SASR;ateJt

-

+

1

SA SR;,(^). = SASRL,~,, /= update local docation */
return(ER:,) /" return fair share '/
1
Backward R M Ce11 Algonthm
/- Always dlow source to ranlpup to its fair share '/
ER;, = UpdateStatus(i. SA SR;,(^)) /' compute latest fair share */
ER:,,, = m i n ( E ~ f , , , , ~ R i , )/' update ERâeld */
Send Backward R M C d ( M c R ~ACR:,~,,
,
SA SR^^^^)

ER^^^^^

Fomzud R M Ce11 Algorithm
/' Updatc connection grouping with latest usage value */

= u p d a t d t a t u ~ ( iSA
. SR^,^,)
Send Fornard RM Ce11 ( M C R ~ ACR:~,,.
,
P C R ~ SA
, SR:^^)

ER;,

Figure 3.4: Network switck rate allocation algoritlm. connection i
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termine a comection's maximum rate. Hence, whenever an RM cell is received,
the scheme checks if the connection "desmes" to be bottlenecked at the link.

This is done by simply computing a fair share value for the connection

as if it

were bottlenecked and comparing the result to the latest usage, regardless of the

current grouping. This mechanism maintains bandwidth fairness and also dows
non-bot tlenecked connections to increase theîr rate allocations. Note that the connection groupings are updated on both forward and backward RM cell passes, Fig.

3 -4. Results show that t his greatly improves responsiveness, jus tifykig the added
computational overhead. Details on the fair share computation are now presented.
Consider the following aggregate bandwidt h quantities:

and

wkere Cz(t) and q ( t ) are the total usages by bottlenecked and non-bottlenecked
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connections, respectively, and C'YCR(t)
and
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cFCR(t)
are the total MCR guarantees

of the bot tlenecked and non-bot tleiiecked connections, respectively. The elasastic
bandwidth for bottlenecked connections is defined as the usable bandwidth beyond

the aggregate MCR conmitment to Z ( t ) and aggregate bandwidth usage by T ( t ) ?
i.e., (C,(t) - Cs(t) - CyCR(t)).
TO maintain MCR-plus-equal-share bandwidth
faimess, it is required that this elastic bandwidth be distributed equdy amongst the
bottlenecked connections. Thus the fair share for connection i, ERL, is determined
as the source's MCR guarantee plus an average portion of the elastic bandwidth:

where

1 - 1 denotes set cardinality and (x)+ = niax(0, z).

Recall that the fair sliare of

a connection in Z(t) is computed as if it belongs to I ( t ). Therefore, for connections

in Z(t),the elastic bandwidth must be adjusted by ( s A S R ' , ( t ) - M C R ' ) and the
cardinality incremented in the division (Eq. (3.7)). Eq. (3.7) assumes that MCR
resemtion is performed at connection establishment by the CAC function.
Fair Share >C

p $w

m t Usage

>~~~!'il[ts

BoMenedred

Non-bocllenecked

i~i
Fair Shan5 C

m t Usage

Figure 3.5: Grouping state- transition diagram, conneetion i
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fair share, network switches appropriately adjust a

connection's grouping as the network dynamics change. Namely, the source's latest

SASR value

on forward pass, S A S P k ( t ) on backward pass, see Fig. 3.4)

is compared against a large fraction, p, of the computed fair share. If the usage
is less than p E ~ i the
, connection stays in or moves to (depending upon current
grouping) the non-bottlenecked g o u p , Z(t), and vice versa (as shown in Fig. 3.5).
This requires a source to " M y n use its current allocation to be considered as
bottlenecked. Hence the parameter p is basically a utilization threshold. Note that
for proper bandwidth accounting, the aggregate bandwidth quantities must also
be updated appropriately on both passes, Fig. 3.4. The rate allocation algorithm
always at temp ts to move comections towards their fair share values. Furthemore,

in order to give faster convergence, a given connection i is always allowed to send
at its minimum "proportional" allocation at the link, ER',,:

In particular, the ER-field of backward RM c d s is adjus ted in a downward manner

(see Fig. 3.4):

ensuring that returning cells contain the minimum ACR of all path switches, Le.,
bot tleneck rate. The convergence properties of the algorithm, assuming constant

Link capacities and persistent/constant sources, are discussed in Appendix D.
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The above classification strategy performs bandwidth overalZocatzon to improve
eBciency: any unused bandwidtli is given to the bottlenecked connections, even

idle portions of the

MCR guarantee for non-bottlenecked

connections. The degree

of overdocation is controlIed by p, and larger values give improved

link utilizations

[51].For example, smaller values of p make it "easierJ for connections to enter the
bottlenecked state and thus reduce the fair share values (i.e., since division by IZ(t)1

in Eq. (3.7)). In certain scenarios, this can result in bandwidth underutilization
since non-bottlenecked connections can get (mis)classified as bottlenecked. As an
example, consider the case where p is set to 0.5 at a Li&,

but due to downstreani

bottlenecks, a certain group of connections can o d y use 75% of their fair share
allocations. These connections will stilI be classiiied as bottlenecked and the unused

25% portion of their fair shares cannot be assigned to those connections which are

t m l y bottlenecked at the link. Hence, to maximize bandwidth utilization, larger p
values are necessary, e.g., 0.95. However, such settings can result in larger operating
queue sizes.

3.3.2

Traffic Measurement /Filtering

This step uses trafüc measurements to compute usable capacity levels (for rate
allocation) and monitor congestion statuses.

The operations are performed at the

end of each measurement interval and thus ail quantities change in a step-wise
manner (Le., at t = kT,).
are now discussed.

The pseudocode is shown in Fig. 3.6 and some details
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if (Ta, timcr intenral expired) /' t = kTJw '/

)*

Update amilable capacity estimate, C . ( t )
Non-ABR ceiis in i n t e r d [(k

-(

-/

- I)TJw. kTa,l

G ( t ) = /J
C a ( t )= (1 - a ( t ) ) E a ( t+
) a ( t ) C , ( t ) )/- smooth estimate '/
a ( t ) = min (f
@ ( t )=

.t

-

-

C, t -C, t
( )*(,)
( ')'

-

,1)

- ( c a ( t )- Ca(t))' + 3

/'

updste fading factor '/

~ ( t/' ) update squareci error '/

Update congestion status flag, r ( t ) =/
C T ( t )= C I ( t ) Cir(t) /* approximate ingrcss rate
if ( x ( t )== 0 ) /' not congested '/

/*
{

+

'/

/* check congestion onset '/

if ( ( C d t ) >
Il ( 4 t )>
{ z ( t ) = 1 /' congested '/ )

QT))

1

Figure 3.6: Network swit ch timer-intenml (T, ) algorithm
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This step tracks the available capacity levels for ABR tr&c by measuring the no*

ABR traffic usage, and is an essential part of the EDERA scheme. It has been
shown that ABR control schemes which do not account for VBR traffic can s d e r
significant performance degradation [51],[54] ,[62].Spewfically, the number of non-

ABR c& departing the link-bufh in the last measurement interval are counted,
and fkom this an instantaneous estimate of the a d a b l e ABR bandwidth value:
C.(t), is computed (assuming output buff&g

G ( t )= p -

(

Non-ABR ce& in [(k - l)T,,

T .

switches):

kT,]

>+

kT, 5 t < ( k + l)T,.
(3.10)

wliere p is the link speed in cells/sec. Depending upon the background non-ABR

tr&c bekaviour, the estimate of Eq. (3.10) can vary signtficantly due to short-term
traffic burstiness (i.e., order of Tm or less). Therefore, to reduce sensitivity to such
effects, a weighted moving-average of C.(t), C,(t), is computed using an approach
similar to [49]:

where a ( t ) is a fading factor given by:
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and ~ ( tis) the weighted squared estimation error (see Fig. 3.6):

The adaptive fading factor a(t),as given by Eq. (3.12), can handle a wide range of
fluctuations in background VBR t r a c . When the VBR usages are slowly varying,

a(t) will be s m d and Eq. (3.11) will yield smoother estimates. Conversely. if there
is an abrupt change in t r a c bekaviour, a ( t ) will increase and track faster than
a fixed (small) value. Nevertheless, very large short-term fluctuations in the VBR

traffic patterns d l still give rapidly changing estimates. In such highly bursty
erivironments, however, the o v e r d applicability of feedback flow control schemes is
questionable. Typicdy, such schemes are most effective when traffic patterns vary
on time scales larger than the roundtrip delays

[a].

Congestion Detection
Subsequent to capacity tracking, congestion statuses are updated and the ABR
usable bandwidth, C,(t) (Section 3.3.1), is cornputed. This is done by appropriately lowering the bandwidth utilization in response to the congestion levels at the

M. Although several difl'erent types of congestion indicators can be used [12], it
is generally known that rate-based indicators are sigruficantly better than simple
queue thresholds in detecting impendzng congestion, i.e., potential queue buildups
[13], [32]. Rate-based overload indicators basicdy signal congestion whenever the

ingress rate to a transmission link exceeds its a d a b l e capacity, Ca(t). However,
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results show that such indicators alone are inadequate in dynamic environments
with intedering VBR t r a c [50],[54],[62]. Due to feedback delays, inevitably, these

will always be queue bddups. Furthermore, the transient capacity overdocation
feature of the algorithm (Section 3.3.1) can add to the problem. Therefore the
situation can aise where queue levels gradudy increase over time if solely rate
overload indicators ares used. This positive queue "drift" phenornenon has also
been noted in (541 with the ERICA sclieme, which uses a rate overload congestion
indicator (i.e., with interfering VBR trafEic, see [54], Fig. 9). Hence both rate and
queue congestion inclicators rnust be incorporated in the EDERA scheme.

The pseudocode for the congestion detection algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.6.
For rat e-overload indication, the ABR ingress rate is simply approximated by the
total usage by all traversing ABR connections, CT(t):

It should be noted that due to inter-RM cell times, Eq. (3.14) gives slightly longer
delays in detecting rate changes. Furthermore, since rate behaviour is bound to
change as t r a c propagates through the network, C T ( t )rnay not be a very accurate estimate of the true ingress rates. Hence it may be better to explicitly
measure ingress rates if improved, more accurate rate estimates are required. For
queue threshold indication, let q ( t ) be the queue length (or a smoothed estimate
thereof), and QT be a queue threshold. The rate and queue congestion indicators
are combined, signalling congestion whenever total capacity usage CT(t)exceeds the
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a d a b l e capacity or q(t) exceeds the threshold QT. To f a d i t a t e this description,
consider:

be a combined congestion indicator function. Using z ( t ) , the amount of usable

ABR bandwidth C,(t) is Mned

as

(see Fig. 3.6):

where p, 7,and AQ are appropriately chosen constants. The inner-bracketed term
in Eq. (3.16) represents a step-wke! linear capacity scaling function, as shown in

Fig. 3.7. Here, the usable capacity is furtlier reduced by a fraction 7,beyond the
initial

p, for every block of A& ceUs

beyond QT. A similar function is also used

in [48], and other non-linear types have also been proposed [46]. The congestion
detection step attempts to keep operating queue levels in a zone about the threshold
value, thereby s a d c i n g connection delays for improved utilizations. As such, this
strategy operates beyond the kriee point (i.e., pure congestion avoidance) of the

t hroughput-load curve [8].

A tradeoff arises in choosing the bandwidth scaling parameters, ,û and 7. Although larger values are preferred to quickly reduce queue buildups, smaller values
are required for improved bandwidth utilization and reduced oscillations. Simulations also show that in some networks, 7 = O can be used, given that ,û is set
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Figure 3.7: Linear step-wise queue length scaling function

to a large enough value. In other words, fized capacity scaling can be done if the
queue drain rate is set to a sufnciently large value. Nevertheless, it is diacult to
determine beforehand what this value should be for an arbitrary network. Overly
conservative settings (Le., large

P ) c m cause s i g d c a n t oscillations and resource

underutilization. Mso note that if P , 7 = O (i.e., congestion detection disabled), the
algont hm simplifies to a strict capacity allocation scheme (as presented in [51
1).

Non-Oscillatory Condition
For the special case of constant capacity links and fked bandwidth scaling during
congestion (Le., 7 = O), the scheme can give non-oscillatory steady-state behaviour
for the proper choice of

P.

It is assumed that all sources are either persistent or

constant and that the connection sets are fixed and/or varying over s d c i e n t l y large
t h e intervals (i.e., greater than transient queue buildup and reduction times).
Consider the network modelled as a graph G ( N , L ) ,where

N is the set of
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switches and
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the set of inter-connecting directional links (as per the notation

defined in Section D.2). Link j E 1: has capacity

pj

and supports a set of travers-

ing connections, dj. This set comprises bot tlenecked, Zj,and non-bo t tlenecked
connections,

Sj, as given by

the bandwidth fairness criterion (Le., dj= Zj

u Ti).

Assuming that all connection rates are relatively close to th& ideal, fair values. no
steadg-date rate oscillations occur if

where

pn 5

( 1 - p) and

CI,and

CiE, M C P

< l<j V j E L: and P 5 P*:

C'TRare the ideal steady-state values of the

aggregate non-bot tlenecked usages and aggregate bot tlenecked

MCR

parantees,

respectively, at link j (aiid lience no dependence on thne is shown). The derivation

of the above conditiou is preseiited in Appendix E.
Intuitively, P

5 0'

rate overshoots (Le.,

prevents Ij+ I j transitions, thereby eliminating subsequent

IZI stays the sarne in Eq. (3.7)).

Hence P x p j cells/sec. is the

maximum rate at which the link j queue can be drained to prevent oscillations.

Since 0' 5 (1- p), clearly there is a tradeoff here. Typically, larger values of p are
required for improved utilization, but larger values of P are also desired to improve
responsiveness. Therefore the price paid for non-oscillatory performance is longer
transient times for queue reduction. S i d a - tradeoffs have also been observed with
schemes using differential-equation rnodelling [80]and control-theoretic formulations [60]. Note, though, that the applicability of the above result in dynamic
network environnients is limited.
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3.4

Algorithm Properties

Althongh the EDERA algorithm is of the same flavour as the basic distributed
explicit rate allocation schemes [38],[42], [SI], it has several major enhancements.
Fust of all, EDERA has explicit provisions for functioning in heterogeneous networks carrying non-ABR trafic (Le., capacity tracking step, Section 3.3.2). In
addition. added provisions for controlling queue sizes during transience are given.
Most other exact ER schemes do not dzrectly address this issue [38],[U],[43],[SOI. Although using delayed rate updates to eliminate queue buildups has been proposed
[38], such an approach is not entirely effective. There are added per-connection
overheads, and reliable del- estimates (propagation, processing, buffering) are required. Furt hemore, t his approach is not effective in dynamic environrnents wit h
fluctuating capacity levels.
The EDERA scheme also explicitly handles

MCR guarantees, since the MCR-

plus-equal-share criterion is inkerent in all the rate update computations. In particular, appropriate MCR usages are accounted for (i-e., Eq. (3.5)), as opposed to
simply removing the aggregate MCR guarantees fkom the available capacity beforehand. Hence tLis approach is more efficient, detecting i d e portions of the MCR
guarantee for non-bot tlenecked connections and docating t hem to bot tlenecked
connections (i.e., since Eq. (3.7) removes Cg(t)as opposed to C F C R ( t ) ) In
. addition, it should be mentioned that extensions to several other bandwidth fairness
criteria are straightforward. For example, consider the more general MCR linear
criterion [25],where there is a weight associated with each conneetion i, wi. This
cau be implemented by modifying Eq. (3.7) to scale the elastic bandwidth by the
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relative amount:

For the specid case of w' = MCR' 'di, the above gives the MCR-proportional
m ' t e n o n [25]. However, the latter may be considered as d a i r for

nections.

zero-MCRcon-

This is one of the reasons for choosing the simpler MCR-plus-equal skare

criterion. In addition, for zero MCR connections, Eq. (3.7) reduces to the weighted
criterion [25],[26]. A slightly different, hybrid criterion, the maximum-of-MCRor-jair-share has also been proposed [25]. This criterion c m be a straightforward
method of extending some of the previous exact cornputûtion schemes which do
not have explicit provisions for

MCR guarantees. However, such a paradigm

can

iuuiecessarily restrict larger MCR connections fkom achieving additional throughput gains. Considering that such usas will usually have paid a premium for their
service. this bias can be unacceptable.

The control scheme has O ( n ) storage complexity, where n is the number of

ABR connections at the link. Such storage overhead, though, is typical of most
advanced explicit rate schemes (381,[42],[46]. Furthermore, it is felt that the s torage requirements are justified considering the complexity of the ABR flow control

problem and the fact that hardware memories are relatively inexpensive. The rate
update algorithm itself is of O(1) computational complexity, similar to the recent

ERAA algorithm in [42]. From an implementation point of view, this is an improvement over other distributed explicit rate allocation schemes which are up to O ( n )
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Figure 3.8: ABR buffering scherues:

FIFO and express RM c d queueing

computational complexity [38]. Nevertheless, since division operations are still required, the implementation complexity can be significant with such schemes. The
algorithm in Section 3.3.1 basicdy attempts to maintain correct (i-e., consistent)
connection groupings as well as reduce the computational requirements. This is
in contrast to the more cornputationdy-intensive algorithms in [37],[40], where all

comection groupings are updated upon

RM cell arrival, i.e., connection groupuigs

are always consistent. The EDERA rate docation algorithm does not have this
property, and therefore bot tlenecked connections can be temporarily ( m i s ) classified
as non-bot tlenecked.

This increment al up dating of connection groupings has a sub-

tle impact on the convergence properties of the scheme and can result in increased
transient oscilIations (see Appendix D for convergence analysis).
Finally, to improve the responsiveness of the feedback, it is suggested that RM

cells be separately buffered and given non-preemptive service priority over data
cells: express RM cell queueing, Fig. 3.8. This approach does not violate the

ATM Forum specifications, since it maintains continuity within ABR data and RM

~
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cell streams, but not necessarily between them [l]. Simulation results show that
the queueing performance is greatly improved via this enhancement, especidy in

WAN networks, since data

cells

do not delay rate reduction RM cells in periods

of congestion. Note that this enhancement has also been applied to other ABR
schemes [13].

Chapter 4
Performance Evaluation
In this chapter, the performance of the proposed EDERA fiow control algorithm is
evaluated. I t is desired to investigate rd-world network settings over a wide range
of operating environments. Typically, however, for ABR services, the non-linear
nature of many of the control schemes coupled with asynchronous, delayed feedback environments pose many problems for a n d y t i c d treatments. In most cases,
the analysis is intractable beyond simple, single link networks. Although some
worst case transient analysis can be done to bound queue buildups for the EDERA
dgorithm, several major assumptions are necessary to simplify the development
(see Appendices F ,G). These include persistent sources, direct source ramp-ups
(as opposed to additive ramp-ups, Section 3.1), and stnctly capacity allocation at

network switches (i.e., ,!?,7 = O, Section 3.3.2). Hence, the practical applicability
of such analytical results may be very limited. As a result, the use of simulation
t ethniques to redis t i c d y investigat e the performance of feedback control schemes
is very well justified. In fact, this approach is the method of choice amongst most
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performance evaluation studies on ABR flow control [14],[28],[35]-[41],[47],[48],[55].

In this chapter, an extensive simulation study of the EDERA scheme is presented, with both single and multiple luik scenarios being studied. In particular.
many of the scenarios chosen are very similar to those in Chapter 2, in order to

r n a e the cornparison with the EPRCA scheme. However, additional resdts are
also presented, where applicable, to show specific properties of the EDERA scheme.

In addition, a bnef overview of the software simulator is presented in Appendix H.

4.1

Single Link Scenarios

Initidy, simpler, single link environments are tested to ve*

basic properties of

the algorithm (i-e., queue control, fairness, etc.). All resdts are gathered over two
independent nuis of one second duration each, and the main parameters settings
are swnmarized in Table 4.1. Here, the bandwidth utiLization threshold is set to a

high value (95%) and the desired queue thresholds to nominal values. Furthemore,
the source end-system timeout value, RM-tirneout, is set to a relatively large value
Table 4.1: EDERA parameter settings
-

Parameter

Link

rates

P
AIR, I C R
QT7AQ
RM-tirneout

-

Setting
150 Mbps
32 ce&
0.09 ms (32 cell times)
0.95
100 kbps, 200 kbps
200 cells, 200 ceUs
100 ms
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(i.e., 100 ms, as suggested in [l] for the

T R M parameter). Larger

82
values allow

bursty ABR sources to maintain higher rates, and place more burden on the scheme
to function with possibly larger loadings and less accurate source averages. For
cornparison purposes, all EPRCA settings are unchanged fiom those in Table 2.1.

4.1.1

Scalability Scenario

Consider the scalability scenario presented in Section 2.2.2, Fig. 2.1. This network
is tested using moderate bandwidth scaling factors, namely p, 7 = 0.05. The maximum queue buildups with the EDERA scheme are plotted in Fig. 4.1 for N = 10

and N = 20 connections, dong with those fiom the EPRCA scheme (ive.,Fig. 2.2).

The plot indicates that the maximum queue buildups with both schemes are almost
the sanie for this scenario and indicate a roughly linear dependence on the propagation delay, 6. Furthemore, the corresponding link utilizations are also plotted in
Fig. 4.2. Here, the performance of the two schemes daers, though, with EDERA
showing considerably better link utilization at larger WAN-like delays. To show

this more clearly, sample queueing behaviour for a WAN-delay scenario ( N = 10.

6 = 3 ms) is shown in Fig. 4.3. The EPRCA scheme yields sizable queue empty
periods, induced by the oscillatory behaviour. The corresponding oscillations in
the EDERA scheme are slightly smder, but no bandwidth underutilization occurs
(i.e., no queue empty periods) . Although larger delays generally increase the magnitude of the osci.Uations in both schemes, maintaining high link utilizations is still
desirable. The

EPRCA bandwidth utilization

can be improved by increasing the

queue threshold, QT, to roughly 500 cells. However, this gives significantly larger
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operating queue sizes, i.e., over 50% increase. The improved EDERA queue control
is a result of the combined congestion indication mechanism (Section 3.3.2).

4.1.2

Bandwidt h-Delay Scenario

Now consider the more advanced bandwidtk delay scenario in Fig. 2.5. First the
network is tested for the ABR-only case, where a l l connections should i d e d y receive

5 Mbps (i.e.. VBR connections ide, Table 2.2, and /3,7= 0.05). The measured
steady-state throughputs are shown in Table 4.2 and indicate very fair bandwidth
distribution, even better than EPRCA (see Table 2.3). Note that the longer delay
connections, connections 21-30, get slightly more throughput since their increased
delay proximities make them more difficult to control. The corresponding queueing behaviour at the link is also graplied in Fig. 4.4 against that yielded by the

EPRCA scheme. In this scenario, it is clear that the EDERA scheme provides better queueing performance. Not o d y are the buildups smaller, but the magnitude

of the oscillations is much smaller.

Table 4.2: EDERA bandwidth-delay performance, Fig . 2.5 (Mbps )

1)
"

Connections 1-10
Throughput
4.91

1

Connections 11-20
Throughput
4.99

1

Connections 21-30
Throughput
5.07

1

Bandwidth

1 Throughput II

Utiiization
99%

Deviation
1.1%

-
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Figure 4.4: Queue behaviour in Fig. 2.5, idle VBR

4.1.3

Parameter Sensitivity Scenarios

Still considering the network in Fig. 2.5. some parameter sensitivity tests are
conducted. Clearly, many EDERA (and ABR) parameters can effect the performance of the scheme (i.e., queue thresholds, bandwidth scaling constants, utilization thresholds, etc.). However, the bandwidth scaling constants P and 7 (or equivalently AQ) have the most direct effect on the transient performance since they explicitly control the amount of bandwidth given to ABR sources (via. Eq. (3.16)).
Along these lines, the network is tested for sensitivity to these parameters. Fig. 4.5
plots the throughput deviation, Eq. (2.4), measured over all groups, for difiering

p and 7 settings. The resdts indicate that smaller P and

7 values, between 0.05

and 0.1, give considerably better fairness. For example, with ,û = 0.1 and 7 = 0.05,

the throughput deviation is below 0.1 Mbps, indicating that on average, connections are getting within 2% of their ideal docation of 5 Mbps.

The mean and

standard deviation of the queue length are shown in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7, respectively. The mean value is higher for snialler P, and decreases slightly for increasing
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Figure 4.5: Throughput deviation in Fig. 2.5

Figure 4.6: Mean of queue sizes in Fig. 2.5

Figure 4.7: Standard deviation of queue sizes in Fig. 2.5
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7 values. However, the oscillations increase significantly with larger

P

and 7 val-

ues, and this can result in larger possible maximum buildups. htuitively, it may
be expected that larger values of 7 will give smaller queue buildups. However. in
reality, sharper ramp-downs increase the magnitude of subsequent rate oscillations,

and this can lead to increased queue buildups. Although not shown, larger values
of 7 also result in reduced link utilizations (Le., roughly 90% for 7 = 0.30 vs. 98%
for 7 5 0.10). In general, the results show that larger P values give increased queue
oscïllations. Now since the /3 parameter merely removes a %edn portion of the
a d a b l y capacity, it alone can only give two Merent capacity levels (i.e.. similar
to bang-bang approach [57]). Therefore, in practice, it is best to fix P to a nominal
value (e-g., 0.05 or 0.10) and only adjust 7 for a given network.

The A I R parameter sensitivity tests conducted for the EPRCA scheme using
the scenario in Fig. 2.5 (Section 2.2.2) are
(for

Pl -y

&O

repeated with the EDERA scheme

= 0.06). Specifically, the AIR values of the longer delay connections.

connections 21-30, are varied. The average througkputs for all connection groups
are graphed in Fig. 4.8. and show relatively small sensitivity to discrepancies in the

AIR values. For example, even for AIR = 200 kbps, connections 21-30 only get on
average 12% above th& ideal mean fair share of 5 Mbps. Furthermore, cornparison
with the EPRCA throughputs, also plotted in Fig. 4.8 (and even PRCA throughputs, Fig. 2.7), indicates much less sensitivity in the

EDERA scheme. The exact

rate computations performed by the scheme prevent the larger AIR connections
from adversely aEecting the others. For completeness, the queue buildups are also

compared in Fig. 4.9. By preventiug lmger rate increments for the longer delay
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connections, EDERA also reduces the operating queue sizes significantly.

4.1.4 Non-Oscillatory Condition
The non-oscillatory condition of Section 3.3.2, is verified for the bandwidth-delay
network scenario in Fig. 2.5. Since there are no MCR guarantees and all connections
are bottlenecked at the link, the

Px value for

p' = (1- p ) , Eq. (3.17)). Hence the test

this network is equal to 0.05 (i.e..

case is run with ,O = 0.05, 7 = 0, and

sample rates fkom each connection group are shown in Fig. 4.10. In addition. the
resulting queueing behaviour at the link is shown in Fig. 4.11 (dong with that for
the suggested settings of ,û, 7 = 0.05, Le., oscillatory choice). The plots indicate that
there is an initial transient phase as the longer delay connections ramp-up and queue
buildups are drained. This lasts for about 150 ms, afier which the queue length falls

below the QT threshold of 200 cells. Subsequently, the connections ramp up for
the remaining bandwidth, ?'p cells/second, without inducing further oscillations,

and stabiLize at equal allocations of 5 Mbps. Fig. 4.11 confirms that the nonoscillatory parameter settings give a much longer transient queue reduction phase.
Furthemore, since the drain rate is considerably smakr, the resulting transient
queue buildups are much larger than those with the "faster-responsen oscillatory

settings (i.e., 1114 c& versus 650 ce&, Fig. 4.11).

4.1.5

Bursty VBR Scenario

The effect of bursty VBR trafic on the performance of the EDERA algorithm is also
investigated. Consider the network of Fig. 2.5 with each VBR source now defined
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Figure 4.11: Link queue sizes in Fig. 2.5
as bursty on-off. The on and off periods are identicdy distnbuted with exponentid

means, and each source generates cells with fixed inter-ceU arrival times of 35 ps in
the on period, i.e., approximately 6 Mbps mean usage. This gives ideal mean ABR
throughputs of 3 Mbps each. First, some additional parameter sensitivity tests are
done with the 7 parameter. For tkis test case the mean on and off periods of the

VBR sources are fixed set to I ms eacli.
Fig. 4.12 shows the measured throughputs for each connection group, with the
horizontal line representing the ideal mean goodput of 3 Mbps

(0= 0.10).

The

plot shows that increased values of 7 degrade the bandwidth fairness properties of
the scheme, as was observed in the idle VBR case (Fig. 4.5). For example, for
-y =

0.25, the shorter delay connections, c o ~ e c t i o n s1-10. receive under 90% of

tlieir fair share allocation. Although not shown, however, the link utilization is still
very high for all 7 settings in this scenario. The mean and standard deviation of

the link queue length are shown in Fig. 4.13. Here, increasing 7 reduces the overall
mean queue length, but causes a slight increase in its variance (i.e., more oscillations

with larger capacity raxnp-downs). Overall, the results confirm the earlier-specified
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heuristic of employing smaller bandwidth scaling parameters to improve bandwidth
fairness performance.
To measure the d e c t of differing VBR behaviour, the bursty VBR scenario
presented in Section 2.2.2 for the EPRCA scheme is evaluated. Specifically, still
considering Fig. 2.5, the means of the on and off periods of the VBR sources
are varied. keeping the average usage h e d at 6 Mbps. This is done to gauge the
sensitivity of the scheme to the burst durations of background t r a c . The resultant EDERA throughputs are shown in Fig. 4.14 for p, 7 = 0.05, alongside with
those with EPRCA (Fig. 2.10). These results indicate that the capacity tracking
mechanism (Section 3.3.2) performs well, with the rate allocations showing little
sensitivity to the VBR burst durations. A l l connections get within 0.3 Mbps of the
ideal 3 Mbps (i.e., throughput deviation under IO%), and the longer delay connections receive slightly larger allocations. Cornparison with the EPRCA throughputs
shows a clear improvement in the bandwidth fairness. In addition, the correspond-

ing queue length metncs are plotted in Fig. 4.15. Both quantities are weU below
tkose obtained with EPRCA, and only increase rnarginally for larger burst durations (under 20%). These gains are a direct result of the capacity tracking function

and fast congestion indicator mechanisms of the EDERA scheme.

4.1.6

Non-Persist ent Source Scenario

As demonstrated in Section 2.2.2 ( Non-Persistent Source Scenario),non-persis tent ,
bursty ABR sources can be problematic for the EPRCA control scheme. The
approximate nature of the scheme gives sluggish responses to changes in connection
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usages and prevents bursty sources from ramping up quickly. This reduces fairness
and can also lead to larger queue buildups.

To this end, segmental averaging

is proposed at the EDERA source end-systerns, Section 3.1. Consider the single

link network of Fig. 2.5, where c o ~ e c t i o n s1-10 axe non-persistent with varying
duty cycles (Eq. (2.5)). Fig. 4.16 plots the EDERA through~utsfor diaerent
duty cycles, with the two straight lines representing the ideal fair skare allocations
for each group of c o ~ e c t i o n s(i.e., same as Table 2.5). The bandwidth scaling
constants,

p and 7, are both set to 0.05.

The plot shows that all connection groups

get very close to their mean max-min allocations, in contrast to the EPRCA scheme
(Fig. 2.12). Furthemore, the mean and standard deviation of the queue &es at
the link are shown in Fig. 4.17 for both the

EDERA and EPRCA schemes.

The

graph indicates that the queuehg behaviour of the two schemes is vastly different.
The EDERA queue length tends to decrease marginally for smaller duty cycles (i.e.
due to more sporadic source behaviour), and is not overly sensitive to the mean
duty cycle. Conversely, both the mean and standard deviation of the EPRCA queue
length increase abruptly for smaller duty cycles. This trend is indicative of lxge
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oscillations and poor link utilization.
To compare the throughput for bursty ABR sources more clearly. consider the

number of cells received at the destinations for each connection group in Fig. 2.5.

In particular, the results for a 20% duty cycle are shown in Fig. 4.18, EDERA.
and Fig. 4.19, EPRCA (i.e., exponential on/off periods, mean on period of 2 ms,
mean off period of 8 ms). From the first plot, the EDERA scheme gives very

good steady-state throughput allocation to all connection groups. For example,
the persistent connections 11-20 (4 ms roundtnp delays) and connections 21-30
(40 ms r o ~ d t n pdelays) get near identical goodput, as evidenced by their dopes.
This is not the case witk EPRCA, where the longer delay connections are getting
significantly more throughput. Now consider a given bursty ABR connection, one
of connections 1-10. If this connection were persistent (ie, non-bursty ), then its
ideal allocation would be 5 Mbps. However, since it has a mean duty cycle of only
20'36, it should now receive roughly 1 Mbps throughput. Multiplying this value by

ten for a l l such connections gives an aggregate usage of 10 Mbps, or roughly 23,585
cells/second. From the above figures, clearly the EDERA count is very close to
this value (about 27:000 cells), whereas the EPRCA count is much lower (about

9,000 cells). Note that for the above tests, the means of the on and off periods are
well below the R M f i n z e m t value (100 ms). Further investigation is required to

determine the effects of the tirneout value on throughput performance with bursty

ABR connections.
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4.2

Multiple Link Scenarios

To investigate the performance of the EDERA scheme in more realistic environments, multiple link scenarios are now tested. The experiments aim at stressing the
queue control and bandwidth fainiess properties of the algonthm for largescale,
dynamic networks. To gauge the autoconfigurability of the scheme. the bandwidtk
scaling constants are unckanged from their suggested settings of

P, 7 = 0.05. Ali

results are averaged over two independent runs of one second duration each.

4.2.1

Bandwidt h-Delay Scenario

First. consider the multiple link parking-lot scenario in Fig. 2.14, with differing
connection requirements and idle VBR connections (ie., Table 2.6). This scenario
is tes ted with increasing link delays, and the mean steady-s tate throughputs for
connection groups are shown in Fig. 4.20 (horizontal lines representing the ideal
MCR-plus-equal-share allocations in Table 2.6). The results show that the exact
rate computations being done in the EDERA scheme give very precise (fair)band-
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width allocation to all connection groups. There is no visible beat-dom fairness
problem (as in PRCA, Fig. 2.15) or rate clustering (as in EPRCA, Fig. 2.16). The
corresponding maximum queue sizes at the most bottlenecked link, link 4-5, are
also shown in Fig. 4.21. These b d d u p s are much s m d e r than those with both the

EPRCA and PRCA schemes, and are due to the improved congestion indicators.

4.2.2

Bursty VBR Scenario

The multiple link scenario of Fig. 2.14 is now tested with intedering, bursty VBR
tr&c (see Table 2.7). The scenario is identical to that in Section 2.2.3 (Bursty VBR
Scenario), with each VBR source defined as on-offbursty and having a m e a . usage

of 3 Mbps. The mean steady-state throughputs for each connection group in Fig.

2.14 are plotted in Fig. 4.22 (horizontal lines indicating mean fair share allocations,
Table 2.7). Again, as in the i d e VBR scenario, the throughput fairness is very good
and does not degrade with inereasing link delays. The bandwidth fairness is also

significantly improved over tkat with the EPRCA scheme. i.e., compare with Fig.

2.18. For example, at 1 rns link delays, the throughput deviation for EDERA is
only about 2.67% whereas it is 29.67% for EPRCA. Furthemore, the corresponding

means and standard deviations of the (most-congested) link 4 5 queue length are
graphed in Fig. 4.23. Although the mean values for both EDERA and EPRCA
are fairly close, the standard deviation is much less with the EDERA scheme,
confirming improved queueing performance. As an example, sample link 4 5 queue
lengths are plotted for 2 ms link delays in Fig. 4.24, and verifjr much tighter control
with the EDERA scheme.
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4.2.3

Link Delay Scenario

Consider the multiple link (node) delay scenario presented in Section 2.2.3 (Link

Delay Scenan'o). Similar to the

EPRCA tests, the 6 delay parameter in Fig. 2.20

(representing network link delays and end-system-to-switch delays) is varied &om
100 ps to 5 ms. The mean steady-state EDERA throughputs are shown in Fig.

4.25 and indicate very lit tle throughput deviation for LAN delays, i.e.. less than
10% throughput deviation for 6

5

100 ps. Howeve., as the delays increase, tkere

is an increase in the throughput deviation, with the longer hop connections receiv-

ing roughly 14% below their mean fair share of 12 Mbps (Table 2.8), about 10.4
Mbps. This throughput beat-down occurs since the longer hop connections are bottlenecked at ail links dong their path, increasing their chances of being reduced.
Nevert heless, with respect to the equivalent EPRC A t hroughputs shown in Fig.

2.21, the EDERA bandwidth fakness is still much higher (i.e., at 5ms. EDERA
throughput deviation is 15.5% vs. 35.1% for EPRCA). This improvement is due to
the exact rate computations being performed by the rate allocation step.
The mean and standard deviation of the link 1-2 (Fig. 2.20) queue size are
plotted in Fig. 4.26 (dong with the EPRCA results, Fig. 2.22). From the figure,
it is noted that both quantities approximately double between 6 = 100 ps and

6 = 5 ms. However, these increases are much smaller than those manifested in
the

EPRCA scheme. For example, sample link 1-2 queue lengths

are piotted in

Fig. 4.27 for 6 = 5 ms. The EDERA scheme has much smder and more tightly
controlled steady-date queue lengths, confirming improved queue control. These
results are very good, considering that there is no source-rate decay mechanism in
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the EDERA scheme, as there is in EPRCA. Furthemore, no real parameter tuning
is done either. indicating good autoconfigurability of the suggested parameter set.

4.2.4

Non-Oscillatory Condition

The non-oscillatory requirement for the bandwidth scaling parameters is further
tested for the multiple node network in Fig. 2.14. Since constant link capacities are
assumed (Section 3.3.2), the condition can only be veriiied for idle VBR connections
(i.e., Table 2.6). To stress the scheme, the link propagation delays are set to large
values of 5 ms each. Choosing p = 0.90 (different kom Table 4.1) and computing Eq.

(3.17): P* is evahated as 0.073 for tliis network, i.e., at Iink 1-2 for connections 11-

20. The resulting ACR behaviour for connections from each group is shown in Fig.
4.28, for

= 0.05 < P'. The plot coiifirms non-oscillatory operation and proper

MCR-plus-equal-share rate allocation. The link 4 5 queue buildups are &O shown
in Fig. 4-29: alongside those with o s d a t o r y parameter settings ( P . 7 = 0.05), and

reveal similarities with the single link scenario in Section 4.1.4. The queue size at
the most bottlenecked link (link 4-5) f&

below the QT tkeshold of 200 cells at

roughly 170 ms, d e r which the traversing connections ramp up for the remaining
unused bandwidth of P'p ceIls/second (see connections 1?21, 31, Fig. 4.28). Since
connections 11-20 are bot tlenecked elsewhere (link 1-2), they mus t relinquish some
bandwidth to the other connections, connections 1-10, after congestion abates at

link 4-5. This is evidenced by the sliglit reduction in the connection 11 ACR at
about 195 ms in Fig. 4.28. The initial transient phase is longer and the m h u m
queue buildups are larger for the non-oscillatory settings. However, in light of
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the scale of the network being tested (connection sets, propagation delays), these
buildups are still very reasonable. Tests with the multiple link network in Fig.

2.20 also show similar o v e r d behaviour for non-oscillatory parameter sets (i.e.,
,@ = (1- p ) since there are no MCR guarantees or non-bottlenecked connections

a t any of the links).
It should be mentioned that the non-oscillatory condition is derived based upon
very tight assumptions on the operatiug point of the scheme (see Appendix E).
The derivation assumes that the network is close to the (MCR-plus-equal-share)
optimal operating point at all links, thereby approxhating the actual connection
rates with their ideal values. However, as is seen above, the condition still holds in
many practical settings. In fact , further simulation results indicate that Eq. (3.17)
is a c t u d y a very stringent condition. In practice, non-oscillatory behaviour can also
occur for non-zero 7 values in various networks. Specifically, if the transient queue
buildups are no t large enough to force (any) transition into the non-bot tlenecked
state upon congestion abatement, rate oscillation will be avoided.

4.3

Summary

The EDERA scheme, tested for a wide range of network scenarios, shows very
good overall performance. EDERA outperforms EPRCA for many of the test cases
tned, both with respect to queue control, link utilization, and bandwidth fairness.
Furthermore, EDERA shows good scalability over a broad range of operating environments, maintaining high performance with a given (suggested) set of control
parameters. Sensitivity results dso inclicate tbat the scheme functions best with
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s m d bandwidth scaling constants. Larger settings degrade the throughput faimess

and cause increased queue length oscillations. The non-oscillatory condition stated
in Chapter 3 is also verified for several test networks. In general, it is observed
that the resulting transient tknes and queue buildups increase significantly with
this feature.

Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
As a packet-switching technique, ATM has been proposed as the enabling technology for future high speed networks. The desire to support a diverse range of
tr&c types with this common network infirastructure has led to the development
of several user traffic classes. Crucial to the widescale acceptance of this new tech-

nology is the definition and services support for a data t r d c class. In general. data
traf£ic is highly unpredictable and u s u d y more delay tolerant than other forms of
trafic. In light of tkese requirements. the govenring standards bodies have d e h e d
the ABR service class to maximize network bandwidth utilization. Because the

ABR service class does not have delay specifications, ABR service management
admits feedback flow control to modulate data source transmission behaviour. The
design of robust ABR schemes, capable of functioning in a wide range of network
conditions, is therefore essentid.
Although various ABR flow control propos& have appeared in the literature,
many important issues remain outstandmg. Many of the existing algonthms lack
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clear extensions to handle MCR guarantees amongst connections. Otkers give h g gish behaviour which are overly sensitive to the tuning of various tracking parameters (e.g., EPRCA, APRC), and hence do not scale well to dXerent network s c e
narios. Alt hough faster, more exact rate allocation algorithms have been proposed
(MIT-scheme, ERAA, ERICA), necessary provisions for functionality in dynarnic
environment s are missing. These indude features for handling transient queue

buildups, bursty sources, and varying background non-ABR tr&c levels.
From the outset, the main go& of the work lias been to develop an improved.
comprehensive strategy for ABR services support in ATM networks. It is desired to
adequately address the previous shortcomings with ot her (end-to-end) flow control
schemes and comply with the stipdated standards guidelines. Furthemore. rigorous performance evaluation is requirrd to fully test (and improve) the proposed
rate allocation algorithm.

5.1

Conclusions

The enhanced distributed explzcit rate allocation

(EDERA)scheme is introduced

to address deficiencies in the existing ABR flow control proposals. The Iieart of
the scheme is a distributed algorithm Nnning at both the end-systems and network switclies, which adheres to the ATM Forum guidelines. To enable functioning
in more general network settings, additional capacity tracking and congestion detection features are also included. The main rate allocation procedure employs
exact rate computations to Mprove the bandwidth fairness performance, not relying on (approximate) tuuing factors to force convergence to fair operation. In
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addition, the MCR-plus-equal-share fairness criterion is implemented to properly
handle bandwidth partitioning beyond the MCR guarantees. Further extensions to
other MCR-related criterion (as suggested in the ATM Forum (11)are also straightfonvard. Transient effects are countered using advanced capacity tracking and
congestion detection algorithms which closely follow changes in available capacity levels. Specificdy, both rate and queue information is used to derive more
responsive congestion indicators and modulate usable capacity levels. Source endsystems

&O

measwe their usages to improve bandwidth utilization witk bursty

sources. The scheme has a moderate control parameter count and is of acceptable
implementation complexity.
Extensive performance evaluation results (via simulation) show that the ED-

ERA

scheme performs very well in many diverse network scenarios. The scheme

achieves very high link utilizations dong with good, tight queue control. In addition, the bandwidth proportioning occurs in a predictable manner, closely following
the chosen fairness criterion in most cases. The scheme is shown to outperform the
well-known EPRCA proposal for a.lmost all network scenarios tested.
stant 1

For con-

.capacities and more idealized network settings, EDERA can also yield

non-oscillatory steady-state performance. Simulation results

ver^ this

feature in

various test cases, albeit with corresponding larger transient phases.
Since ATM network swit ches are integrated transport platforms, they must
serve the requirements of all traffic classes. Proper resource allocation between the
traffic types has to be done by the switches to prevent misbehaving tr&c flows

from undennining the network's performance. To implement this partitioning, a
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hierarchical scheduling strategy, hierarehical fair queueing (HFQ). is proposed for

ABR and VBR integration at the

cell

level (see Appendk B). The scheme uses

fair queueing techniques and, in general, gives real-time t r a c increased priority
for link access. However, firewd mechanisms are provided to prevent excessive
real-time t r a c loadings from degrading the guaranteed portion of the throughput
requirements of the ABR flows. Simulation findings indicate that the scheme is
significantly better than a strictly VBR priority approach, especidy at heavier
loads. Most notably, the operating ABR queue sizes are srnaller. In addition, HFQ
also offers better delay performance for real-time trafiic compared to a simpler,
non-hierarchical integration strategy.

5.2

Future Work

k this thesis, a comprehensive strategy for ABR services support in ATM networks
is presented and evaluated by means of extensive simulation and some analysis.
However, there are various important issues relating to the proposed algorithm
w hich deseme furt her hves tigation.

The robustness and accuracy of the capacity tracking mechanism needs to be
further evaluated with more realistic input tr&c patterns. Possibilities include the
use of genuine non-data flows, suck as video traces or self-similar streams. Also.

the effect of capacity fluctuations of relatively shorter time scales (i.e., less than
roundtnp delays) needs to be investigated. Although feedback schernes are designed

with the assumption that transients occur on relatively large thne scales, in practice,
this may not be the case. These results can be used to further improve the tracking
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mechanism. Closely related to the performance of the capacity tracking mechanism,
is the effect of the T
, measurement interval at network switches.

This value should

depend upon the exact nature of the background non-ABR t r a c , if meaningful
capacity estimates are desired. In particular, it is f d t that

T ,should be adjusted

(on a longer time hame) using measures related to the capacity tracking phase (i.e..
such as [change in] variance of tracked capacity). Along the same lines, adaptive
utilization thresholds (Le., p(t) versus p, Section 3.3) can also be tested. During
periods of high congestion (rate or queue), p ( t ) can be lowered appropriately to
reduce the amount of transient overallocation being done.
It may be argued that the division operation required in the rate docation
phase (on a per RM cell basis) is too computationally expensive. Hence, in order to
reduce implementation complexïties , simplifications to the rate comput ation phase
can be proposed. These include using coarser look-up tables and/or performing
the cdculations less fiequently (Le., every

Tm

measurement interval as opposed

to bidirectionally for each RM ceII). The effects of such approximations on the
convergence and steady-state behaviour of the scheme need further attention.
Analytical modelling of the queueing bekaviour of the scheme is another important area. This will allow network sentice providers to properly size link b d e r s and
tune control parameters. Although some initial work has been presented to bound
queue buildups for solely the rate allocation algorithm (Appendices F, G), more realistic results are desired. Specifically, the reactive congestion det ection mechanism
must be modelled dong with more realistic additive source rate increments.
The source end-system algorithm can have an important effect on the overall
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bandwidth effiuency of the scheme. The current literature contains many additional, conservative featnres for improving the cell loss performance of ABR connections [24]. The impacts of such functionalities on the bandwidth distribution

and queue control performance of the EDERA scheme should be investigated.

In

addition, extensions to the simple segmental averaging scheme can also be tested
to improve bandwidth utilization with bursty sources (i.e., more advanced source
usage tracking).
Supporting multicast ABR connections is another topic which needs further
attention [16].Multicast transmission is an important feature of current data networks which must be "portedn to ATM networks for migratory purposes. Furthermore, the interaction of the scheme with higher transport layer protocols (such as

TCP/IP, NETBLT, etc.) can afFect the througkput fairness seen by end-level users.
These effects must be carefùlly examined and well understood to determine kow
effective the scheme is as an overall data transport mechanism.
With regards to ABR and VBR integration at the cell level, some initial work
kas been done with the proposed HFQ scheduling strategy (Appendix B). Overall,
simulation findings show significant performance improvements over some other
integration strategies, especially at heavier VBR Ioads. In this mea, further work
is necessary to extend the integratiou approach to cover other types of schedulers

(i.e., such as round-robin, earliest-due-date, etc.). Pertinent implernentation issues
also require det ailed investigation.

Appendix A

ATM Forum ABR Schemes
Many rate-based control schemes have been tabled in the ATM Forum and some
details on the major algonthms are presented here to compliment the overviews in
Chapter 2. Interested readers skould also check the respective references for full
descriptions of the various sckemes.

BECN
Backwurd ezplicit congestion no tification

(BECN)is a

very simple t eclinique in

which switches directly signal congestion to sources via backward RM cells. Because
notification is sent directly &om the point of congestion to the source, fast responses

are achieved. The congestion indicator is based on a single queue threshold. If a
source receives a

BECN RM

eeU, it reduces its transmission rate by half ( d o m

to MCR). If no RM cells are received within a certain "recoveryn time period, a
connection can double its rate (up to PCR). Filtering at the network switches is
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suggested to prevent excessive BECN cells being sent to a source. There is no
point in sending additional

BECN

ce& before the previous feedback has reached

the source. The above feedback rnechanism is classified as negative-feedback [12],
since RM cells are sent to decrease rates. This technique is risky in case of RM cell
losses or delays. To improve faimess Newman suggests that the recovery periods
be proportional to the transmission rates. This allows slower rate connections to
speed up faster. BECN is a non-selective technique and requires minimal switch
complexity. Furtker details are presented in references [9],
[27].

A.2

FECN

Fonuard expliczt congestion notification ( F E C N )is an end-twend timer-based scheme
using bit markhg [32]. An ATM cell Las a reserved explicit fonuard congestion in-

dication (EFCI) bit-field whick can be set by switches in case of congestion (similar
to the earlier equivalent window-based scheme [20]). Switches use queue levels to
determine congestion and set the

EFCI bits in passing data

ce& when congested.

The destination uses an averaging interval, RMI, to monitor the EFCI bits of incoming c e h . At the end of the RMI interval, if no EFCI bits are set, an increase

RM cell is sent to the source. The increase allows the source to increase its rate
by a fixed additive amount. Similady, the source has an observation interval,

UI,

which is used to decrease rates. Sources decrease their rates multiplicatively if no

RM cells are received within a UI interval. This is a positive feedback strategy
and is generally safer than that used in the BECN scheme. Note that destinations
should also perform some filtering on the EFCI bits to prevent an excessive amount
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BECN and FECN use timing intenmls to

update rates, be it at the source or destination.

A.3

PRCA

Similar to FECN, the proportional rate control algorithm (PRCA)(121 is an endt ~ e n dteclinique using counters to send

R M control cells

as opposed to timing

intervals. Here a source sends an R M c d after every block of (N,, - 1) data cells,
and

N, values ranging fkom 20 to 32 have been used in LAN simulation studies

[30]. This mechanism ensures that the maximum RM ceU rate is below &-th

of

the source rate. Sources keep reducing their rates multiplicatively after each cell
transmission time (not necessarily after each ce11 transmission):

1
ACR = max(MCR,min(ACR(I- MDF
)y

where MDF (multiplicative decrease factor) is a relative decrease factor , rouglily
16. Switches operate as in

FECN,setting EFCI bits in data cells during congested

states. Destination end-systems sead backward increase R M ce& if the last received

EFCI status is cleared, indicating no congestion. Increase R M c e h at the source
d o w for a rate increase to compensate for the decreases made since the last increase
plus a constant amount:

+

ACR = max(MCR,mui(PCR1( A C R N
,

- ( A D R+ A I R ) ) ) ,
(A4
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where AIR. is a fixed inmement, usually a &action of the K R , and the ADR
(additive decrement rate) is a relative decrement:

ACR
ADR = MDF'
By also allowing switches to remove backward increase RM cells during congestion, a &ter BECN-like operation can be achieved. The continual rate deaease
policy is a use-it-or-lose-zt philosophy [12], and prevents an idle high bandwidth
source from corning online and causing overload. It also reduces t r a c during congestion if feedback cells are delayed. Chu has shown analytically that additive
increase/multiplicative decrease is the best linear policy for bandwidth fairness for
the single hop, zero-MCRcase [66].Using this, the switch should converge to equal
proportioning among zero-MCR connections.
As previously mentioned, the congestion indicators in BECN, FECN, and PRCA
are of the queue-tkreshold type. Adjusting the threshold values d o w s throughput
to be traded for delay. Thresholds control the mean queue length and thus by
Little's Law the mean ceIl delay. PRCA has a rehement over the single threshold mechanism used in

BECN and FECN. This is

a hysterisis mechanism with

two thresholds to detect congestion onset and abatexnent (i.e., high and low, respectively). A congested state is entered if the queue length crosses over the high
threshold and the previous state is uncongested. Similady, t ke uncongested state
is entered if the previous state is congested and the queue length faIls below the
low threshold. Figs. A . l and A.2 show in detail the source rate and link queue
behaviour using the hysterisis mechanism (single source at roundtrip propagation
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delay of 6). The illustrations are general, not depicting any specific control scheme,
but the o v e r d behaviour is similar. In region 1, Fig. A. 1, the source increases
its rate while the network switch is congested. In region III the source decreases
its rate while the switch is non-congested. This graphically depicts the feedback
delay problem. The region II and TV are associated with the queue reduction and
increase times between the two t hresholds. Hyst erisis t hresholding prevents oscillatory congestion indication when the queue length varies about the high threshold.
This filtering reduces the amount of RM ce& generated, reducing overhead. The
hysterisis mechanism usually resdts in steady-state rate oscillations about the ideal
fair share values. The magnitude and fiequency of these oscillations is in part controlled by the difference between the higk and low queue thresholds at the switches.

If these values are close then the osdations wiU be s m d , but the fiequency will
be large. The converse holds for larger dinerences. Various authors have mathe[71] ,[72].
matically show this relationship for relatively simple schemes [69],

A.4

EBCI

The explint b a c h a r d congestion indication (EBCI) scheme and the enhanced proportional rate control algorithm

scheme. In

(EPRCA)are two spinoffs of the basic PRCA

EBCI the congestion indicator

is the same hysterisis queue thresh-

old mechanism of PRCA. Similar to PRCA, a source continudy decays its ACR's
after every cell transmission. Ln addition the source emits fonuard RM ceUs after

each fixed group of ( N , - 1) data cells. These forward cells contain stamped val-

ues of the source's current ceil rate (ACR) and its desired explicit rate, ER (set
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to PCR). A received RM c d at the destination is echoed back towards the source
end. On the fonvard pass the switches use the ACR and ER values in the RM cells
to adjust an exponentially-weighted ninning average, the rnean allowed ce11 rate

( M A C R ) . If the switch is uncongested then the mean ACR is adjusted as:

M A C R = (1 - A V ) - M A C R f AVwAC&ii,
where AV is an averaging factor and

(A-4)

is the rate in the cell [13]. If the switch

is congested but the ACR of the c d is lower than M A C R , then Eq. (A.4) is also

applied. Otherwise the MACR is unchanged. This is a heuristic idea, updating in
favour of ail sources during underload and only underdocated ones during overload.

On the reverse path, the switches compare the stamped ACR to the MACR,
and mark the EFCI bit if the ACR exceeds a large fiaction (DPF, down pressure
factor) of the switch's

MACR. If

a source receives an RM c d with the EFCI-

bit set: it does not increase its rate. If the EFCI-bit is clear, then the PRCA
update of Eq. (A.2) is used. This is called "selective marking", and in congested

states favours connections wi th lower ACR's, Another enhancement to the scherne
is the addition of a second queue threshold to detect extreme congestion, DQT.

DQT is set w d above the regular threshold, and when exceeded, al1 EFCI-bits in
backward RM c d s are marked.

This reasoning ignores faimess during emergency

situations, since bounding cell loss and preventing congestion collapse are more
important concerns. Ohsaki et. al also denote EBCI switches as bznary enhanced
switches ( B E S ) [13]. EBCI has per-connection computational overhead but no per-

connection storage requirements, since the RM cells contain all requked information
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BES switch complexity is not high and bandwidth

fairness is improved. Nevertheless, responsiveness remains a problem since explicitrates are not used.

A.5

EPRCA

EPRCA is a hirther enhancement of EBCI [28],[29]. As in EBCI,sources seiid out
intermittent

R M ceUs with stamped ACR and PCR fields, and network switches

use Eq. (A.4) to keep track of the mean ACR, MACR. Destination end-systems
perform RM ceU echoing, and the major ciifferences over EBCI arise for switch and
source end-system behaviour for the backward pass of RM ce&. If the switch is

uncongested then the FU4 cell is passed without any changes. An issue only arises
during congestion. If a switch is congested and the stamped ACR of a reverse RM
cell is greater than a large fiaction of the MACR, then the PCR field of the cell is
reduced:

where E L l i is the ER-field in the
a large fraction, about

g.

RM cell and ERF (ezpliczt reduction factor)

is

Otherwise the c d is passed downstream without any

changes. Like EBCI, extreme congestion is also checked using a very high threshold,

DQT. If the switch is found to be extremely congested, then d connection rates
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are reduced, bypassing Eq. (A.5):

where MR F (major reduction factor) is typically around

2.

Sources receive the

RM cells and update their ACR's using:

where AIR and ADR are identical to the PRCA scheme. Limiting the increase
to the maximum allowed by

PRCA (Eq. (A.2)) preserves backwards

compatibility

and prevents sources from directly ramping up to their PCR in uncoiigested states.

EPRCA switches are also called explzcit dovn switches ( E D S ) [13]. More details
on the scheme can be found in [28].[31]. Some analyticd m o d e h g of

EPRCA

Las

been done using fluid flow models for persistent sources [13],[29]. Note that some
simulation results for EPRCA are presented in Chapter 2.

A.6

APRC

Siu also presents a rnodified version of EPRCA, adaptive proportional rate control

( APRC) , which addresses the "extreme-congestion" unfairness problem with the
former scheme [13]. APRC performs rate adjustments in an identical marner, but
only differs in the regular congestion indicator [32]. Instead of queue thresholds,
congestion is now indicated by evaluating the change in queue length over a time
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interval. Specifîcally, if the queue length increases over N c d times then congestion
is indicated. The higher (extreme) queue threshold is still kept to handle boundary

cases. Responsiveness is dramaticdy improved and simulations show that resultant
queue lengths are &O

much smaller than those in the onginal EPRCA [32].

A further advancement of APRC, APRC2, is also presented by Siu [31]. This
is done by separating ail ABR connections into two groups: those which are bot-

tlenecked at a given switch and those wLch are bottlenecked at other switches.
Typically the ACR's of one of these groups is less than the average ACR, MACR.

of the switch. The scheme introduces another mean ACR parameter, the UCR,
which is basicdy a running average similar to MACR but only for connections
whose rates are above MACR:

U C R = (1- a)- U C R + a W A C R e i i ,
for appropriate a. The autkor daims improved fairness and ramp-up times witk

the new scheme [U].

A.7

MIT Scheme

Chaniy has proposed an end-teend rate allocation scheme c d e d the MIT scheme
[36]. Although this schenie was developed before the definition of the ABR service

chss, it still holds a lot of r e l e ~ n c eand can easily be cast into the ABR fiamework.
Sources emit special control cells containing two values, a "reduced" bit and an

estimate of their ratefdesired rate, the stamped rate. The switches meanwhile
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maintain a value called advertised rate which indicates the capacity dowed per
connection [36].On the forward pass all switches on the path compare the stamped
rate to tkeir advertised rate. If the former is larger, the stamped rate is reduced to
the advertized rate and the reduced bit is set, similar to the

EFCI bit in PRCA.

Otherwise, the control c d passes the switch unchanged. Hence on &val

at the

destination, the control cell contains the minimum of the source rate and allowable
rates of ail switches along its path. The destination echoes the control cells back
to the source which adjusts its rate if the reduced bit is set. A clear reduced bit
means that no link along the patk is bottlenecked and the source c a n increase its
rate dzrectly to its desired rate. So basically this scheme works by a source requesting
a rate and the network adjusting it to the maximum allowable. If there is a single

bot tleneck switch for a l l connections then one roundtrip delay will d o w all sources
to adjust to their fair rates. If there are multiple bottlenecks, then more roundtnps

are required, since capacity given up by bottlenecks with less spare capacity in the
early roundtrips can be used in subsequent roundtrips by bottlenecks with more
spare capacity.
The focal point of this scheme is computing the advertized rate, the fair share:
between competing connections. Switches must keep a Iist of ail connections travers-

ing a given link and their latest stamped rates. Connections are grouped into two
groups, overloaded and underloaded, based on whether their stamped rates are
above or below the advertized rate. The advertized rate is computed as:

Advertized Rate =

Link Capacity - Cisu-,,,
Rat%
Total Number of Connections - Number of Underloaded'
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Eq. (A.9) assumes that undedoaded sources are bottlenecked elsewhere, and hence
their capacity can be docated to others (i-e., max-min principle [3]). Note that
the advertized rate is a running parameter and has to be updated on each RM cell

arrival. If the stamped rate in a control cell is less than the advertized rate, then Eq.

(A.9) is evaluated to update the zdvertized rate. Since this new value may cause
old groupings to change, the advertized rate has to be recomputed for the latest
groupings. It can be shown tkat the second computation is sufficient to ensure that
the groupings d l no longer change [36]. This is an O ( n ) procedure, with n being
the number of connections using the Link, and the resulting switch complexity is
sigdicant. The MIT schemes gives oscillation-hee performance in steady-state and
very quick response times (as low as one roundtrip delay). However, this scheme
has no provisions to curt ail transient queue buildups or kandle MCR requirements.

A.8

OSU and ERICA Schemes

Jain et al. have presented two schemes. the OSU-scheme and explicit rate indication
for congestion auozdance (ERICA) [43],[44]. In the earlier OSU-scheme (&O called

EPRCA+ in [13]), both sources and switches are required to measure their input
rates over given measurement intervals. Specifically, sources measure their input
rates over an interval, offered ce11 rate ( O C R ) , and &O

rneasure the instantaneous

ceU rate, transmitted cet1 rate (TCR),as the inverse of the latest inter-cell t h e .

RM c e h are sent out at the end of each interval and contain the maximum of
the OCR and TCR, denoted carrent ce11 rate (CCR). In addition, an adjustment
factor field is also defined for RM cells, and this is set to unity on forward emission.
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Meanwhile a t the switches a load factor, z:

r=

Measured Input Rate
Target Rate

-

C e h in Interval
I n t e d Tirne Utilkation Link Capacity '
(A.lO)

and fair share value:

Fair Share =

Target Rate
Number of Active Sources '

are cornputed based upon the desired link utilization and measured input rate 1441.

r is the congestion indicator and ideally should be unity. In essence, Eq. (A.10)

measures change in queue lengtk and this can give earlier warning of congestion as
opposed to queue length alone. Utilization values of about 0.95 are recommended
[44]. On the forward pass of an RM cell, network switches just store the CCR value

to have a latest estimate of source activity. Also, if the cell is the h s t fkom a given
comection within the switch interval, the source is marked as active (for later use
in Eq. ( A l ) ) This is per-VC accounting. Destinations simply echo RM cells

back and rate adjustment is done by switches on the backward p a s . A switch first
checks to see if the load factor is within a desired target utilization bond (TUB)
about unity, [l- A, 1

+ A]. I f i t is not, the adjustment factor field in the RM cell,

'cell? is set to the maximum of the load factor in the ceU and the switch's load
factor, regardless of the cell's CCR:
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Otherwise the measured utilkation is within the TUB and the adjustment factor
is set contingent on the c d ' s CCR:

max(zcd, &)

if CCRceu < Fair Share

rnax(zceu, &)

if CCRcell > Fair Share.

ZceU =

(A.13)

The goal is to get the maximum load factor dong the connection's path. Sources
adjust their rates based on arriving RM cells:

ACR = C C R c e ~
During extreme overload ( r

> 1) the scheme does

not view fairness as a major

concern, and a congested switck's overload factor will override those of other path
switches by Wtue of Eq. (A.12). When al1 path switches are within the TUB,then
fairness is ensured via Eq. (A.13). This mechanism is similar to the dual queue
thresholds used in the EBCI and EPRCA schemes.

ERICA is similar to the OSU-scheme and Mers rnaiuly in the switch operation
for backward RM ce&. The TUB is no longer used in ERICA. Instead the ER field
of RM cells is modXed by network switches as:

ERceu = min(ERcd, max(Fair Share, C C R c e ~
t

1 1 9

where the fair share and z are given by Eq. (A.11) and Eq. (A.10), respectively.
Sources just set their rates to the ER values in returning

R M cells. The logic is

very simple, aud works by deterniining the minimum allowable rate of all path
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switches. By virtue of Eq. (A. l5), during extreme congestion (z >> 1) a connection
is still guaranteed its fair share at congested network switches. During extreme
underload ( z

< l), a connecfion can be

allocated more than its fair share. This

d o w s for very fast rampupjdown times and is a very elegant mechanism. This

is not the case in the original OSU-scheme (and even EPRCA), where fairness is
ignored during extreme congestion. In addition. recently, there have been many
notable additions and extensions to the ERICA scheme in order to eliminate some

mherent shortcomings (see [46] for complete details). However, the basic issue of

MCR support is still not addressed in this enhanced proposal.

Appendix B

Scheduling Issues
Data services in ATM networks mus t share link bandwidth with red- time services.
As such, provisions for satisfying the QoS requirements of both t r a c types must

be provided. Since non-ABR tr&c can influence the performance of ABR flow

control schemes, the coexistence of ABR flow control algorithms with real-time
scheduling schemes (831 requires further investigation. Most studies on real- t h e
t r a c scheduling [83]-[92] have no t explicitly addressed the requirement s of the

ABR service class (MGR guarantees, cell loss). Rather, the focus has been on
rnaintaining delay and throughput requirements for red-tirne flows, a s s u k g that

data traffic is merely buffered and served only during real-tirne traffic idle periods

(831. In fact, this is the very approach adopted in the simulation studies in the
previous chapters, Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, where CBRfVBR cells are separately
buffered and given non-preemptive service prionty over ABR data cells.
However, under heavy load conditions, if the throughput guarantees for ABR
flows are not enforced, there can be significant queue buildups (and cells losses)
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for data trafEc. Here, it is important to properly integrate the proposed cd-level
scheduling algorithms 1831 with ABR fiow control schemes in order to ensure that
the requirements of all traffic types are met. An o v e r d hierarchical scheduling
strategy for handling red-time and data traffic in ATM networks is now proposed.
The design uses known rate-based fair queueing [94] algorithms to give (approximate) fair sharing of idle bandwidth. The hierarchical link sharing concept is first
introduced followed by a detailed design description. Some simulation results are
also presented to evaluate the performance of the strategy.

B.1 Hierarchical Link Sharing
Consider an output port of an output-buffered switch supporting two classes
of tr&c

with service capacity p cells/second, as shown in Fig. B.1. The first

trafic class is comprised of NVBRreal-the connections (either CBR or VBR) with
individual rate guarantees given by w; cells/sec. This value is determined by the

CAC function, and usually represents the siistainuble

ce11

rate

(SCR)[l]of the

connection. The second t r a c class is coniprised of N m R ABR (data) connections
with individual MCR [l],[2] guarantees of 6 cells/sec. Note that Fig. B. 1 does uot
make any assumption on the exact buEer sharing strategy (Le., complete sharing,
complete partition, pushout etc.). To ensure stable queueing behaviour at the link,
it is assumed that the following rate inequaiity is satisfied:
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Figure B.1: Overview of an output-buffered network switch

(Le.,

no capacity over-booking). Hence, the ABR connections require a minimal.

non-zero bandwidth commitment, @ cells/second, equal to the aggregate MCR

requirement of all ABR connections:

The actual service rate extended to ABR traffic, O ce&/second, however,
greater than minimum aggregate parantee, i.e., O
an appropriate setting for

cm

be

2 q. Nevertheless, determinhg

O is more of a network services provisioning issue and is

not considered fixther here.
First, consides a work-consening server serving both the real-time and data traffic classes in an an integrated services environment. Conceptually this can be represented as a one-levez (flat) service tree using the l i n . sharing approach presented

in [SI],see Fig. B.2. Each leaf node in the tree represents a queue and the branch
weight , its rate allocation. To maintain delay guarantees, per-comection queueing
is required for real-time connections [82] i.e., a leaf node for each CBR/VBR con-
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Figure B -2: One-level work-conserving mode1
nection. However, since ABR trafic is more delay-tolerant [l],[Z], data connections
can be aggregated into a single queue (i.e.. shaded leaf node in Fig.

B.2). To

ensure that the ABR flows receive th& minimum guarantees, the ABR b d e r is
allocated its required rate, O cells/second. Nevertheless, this straightfonvard "flat"
hierarchy may cause problems for delay-sensitive trafnc, since all queues in Fig. B.2
c m get equal relative shares of any i d e bandwidth. Specifically, data traffic can
receive large amounts of i d e bandwidtii when real-time connections are backlogged
(depending upon the service discipline). Thus a better strategy is to serve ABR
tr&c at its guaranteed rate, O cells/second, and only d o c a t e it extra bandwidth

if no real-tirne connections are backlogged. This objective can be achieved using a
hierarchical link sharing approach [SI.].

Consider the two-level service hierarchical tree shown in Fig. B.3, where there
are two work-conserving servers (represented by dark circles). The Level 1 server
for red-time tr&c has a service capacity lower-bounded by A, where:

Rc;il-rimc~xm~
(CBR. VBR)

Figure B. 3 : Hierarchical work-conserving mo del
The subsequent Level 2 server handles the two t r a c classesl r d - t i m e and data.

and docates the ABR t r a c a minimum service rate of O cells/sec. The real-the
flows are usually given a higher priority for the remaining avdable link capacity.
namely A = ( p - 0) cells/second. Hence the strategy favours real-the connections

by regulating the ABR flow rates. A practical realization of this model is now
present ed.

B.2

Hierarchical Fair Queueing

The proposed hierarchicd service model is shown in Fig. B.4. This is a twolevel service model consisting of three servers: a r d - t i m e t r a c

(VBR)server, a

data tr&c (ABR) server, and a link server. The link server handles the output

from both of the individual class servers. The i-th real-the connection is denoted
as

vC', virtual connection (Fig. B.4), and ABR RM

control cells are separately

buffered at the ABR server, Le., express RM cell queueing, Section 3.4. Both the

VBR and link servers are of the fair queueing type (851. The ABR server, however,
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Out p t link serrer

ABR semer

Figure B.4: Hierarehical Fair Queuing (HFQ)server for ABR/VBR traffic
gives service priority to RM c e h in order to mininiize feedback delays. The above

server mode1 of Fig. B.4 is referred to as hierarchicalfair queueing ( H F Q ) .
Many fair queueing scheduling algorithus have been proposed in the literature

and can be employed in the HF'Q approach [83],[84]. Since the major concern here is
providing integrated services support and not designing new scheduling algorithms,
it is best to draw fiom the existing body of work and choose acceptable schemes.

In particular, a modified version of the start-tzme fair queueing (SFQ) algontkm
[94] is selected to implement the fair queueing servers in Fig. B.4. In the onginal

SFQ algorithm [94], virtual starting times [88]are associated with each cell in the
queue, requiring cell headers to be time stamped upon arrival. For relatively s m d
c d sizes and high link rates, this operation may be expensive. In the modified
version, stamps are only maintained for the the head-of-lzne (HOL) position of the
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queues, thereby reducing implementation complexity (somewhat similar to [go], [93]
for SCFQ implementation). It can be shown that this simplification still renders
an exact implementation of the original

SFQ algorithm (see Appendix C).

There are two values assoWated with each pertinent queue in Fig. B -4, namely,
its W t u d time function and head-of-line (HOL) stamp value. Hence ulocal" virtual t h e functions are defined for both the ABR and

VBR servers, FasR(t) and

FVBR(t),respectively, and each real-time connection VC"?F;c ( t) (see Fig. B -4).
The corresponding HOL stamp values are SABR(t)(ABR server), S v B R ( t )(VBR
server), and Sic(t)
(each VC'). In addition, there is a global Wtual time function
defined for the output link semer. v(t), which is set to the HOL stamp value of the

current ceU in service (or the last cell served in the case of an ide link). Hence the
design has a simple O(1) Wtual tirne function and o v e r d O ( l o g ( N v s R ) ) compu-

tational complexity (shce queues must be sorted by th& HOL values).

B 2.1 Cell Arriva1 Algorit hm
The pseudocode for the cell arrival algorithm is given in Fig. B.5,and

assumes

a slotted-tirne, non-cut-through implementation 1841. Alt hough extensions to a cutthrough version are straightforward, these are omitted for clarity. Whenever a
cell reaches the HOL position of its respective queue, the virtual clock updates its
Wtual t h e . First, consider a c d entering the HOL position of the VC' bufFer
(Fig. B.4) at time t . This can occur either due to a prior cell transmission from

this b d e r or an arrîval at an empty buffer. The HOL stamp value and virtual t h e
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if (VBR ceii) /* VBR ce11 "/
{
if (vci b a r empty) /' check if buffer empty '/
{
/* Update V C EIOL
~
and virtual time values '/

SC&)

= m s x { ~ & & ) ,F v s n ( t ) }

F;,(t) = ~',,-(t) +

&

if( V C b
~ a r unpb V j )

/* check if aU VBR empty '/

1

Enqueue cell in VC' buffer

1

eIse /' ABR ce11 */
<

1

/' Check if both ABR bugers ernpty '/
if ( (express RM buffer empty) &9r (data buffer cmpty) )
{
/ * Update aggregate ABR BOL and virtual time values '/
S A B R ( ~=) ~ ~ F A B R ( ~ ) ~ V ( ~ ) )
F A B R ( ~=) S A B R ( ~ )

+&

1

/'

Enqucue ceIl appropnately '/

if (RM ce11)
{ Enqueue ce11 in express R M buffer ) /* RM ceii
ehe
{ Enqueue ce11 in date buEer )

'/

/* data ce11 */

Figure B.5: CelI arrival algorithm
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fnnction for this connection are updated in the following order:

Note that the above updates are performed relative to the virtual time function
at the VBR server, FvsR(t), rather than at the link server, v ( t ) . due to service

represents
)
the (vktual) starting
hierarchy in Fig. B.4. Also, the HOL value 9ic(t
time [94] as opposed to finishing time [90],[91],[93]of the k v i n g cell. If all the
other VBR b d e r s are empty (i.e., the VC' HOL c d is the only cell in the VBR
server), then the VBR server values must also be updated appropriately:

For the ABR server? because RM ce& have senrice priority, updates are done
in a different manner. If an ABR cell arrives at the HOL position of a given ABR
butfer, (either the express RM or data buffer) the ABR virtual time function and

HOL starnp values are updated only if the other ABR b d e r does not aheady
contain a HOL c d . In other words, the arriving

HOL c d must be the only HOL

cell amongst both the express RM cell and data buffers. In this case, the updates
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are done in the following order:

&BR@)

= ~ ~ J @ ' A B R (~~ () t, ) ) ,

In addition, no updates are required for cells arriving at non-empty bufFers (both

VBR and ABR), since o d y HOL c e h are considered for transmission.

B -2.2

Cell Depart ure Algorit hm

The cell departure a l g o r i t h , shown in Fig. B.6,is executed upon cell transmission (or arrival at an empty semer). If tkere are cells buffered for transmission, the

link server picks the class with the s m d e r HOL value, with all ties being resolved
in favour of VBR t r a c . If the VBR server has the sinaller HOL value, then the

HOL cell is extracted fiom the VC' with the niinimum HOL value and the global
virtual time function, v ( t ) , is updated with its stamp value. Subsequently, the
respective values for the c o ~ e c t i o nmust be updated. The virtual time function,
~ & ( t ) is
, updated in the same manner as in the c d arrival case (Le., with respect

to FvBR(t),Eq. (B.5)). However, the HOL value is updated slightly differently. If
t h e are additional cells in the vC' buffer, the update is the same as in the cell
arrival case, Eq. (B.4).Otherwise, the buffer is now empty, and the HOL value is
= oo,
set to a large value, thereby "removing" VC' fiom contention (i.e., Sic(t)

Fig. B.6). Similarly, updates are also done for the aggregate VBR server at the
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/* Check if therc lue any cells for transmission */
if ( (VBR queue not empty) II (ABR queue not empty) )
{

if (SVBR(t)5 SABR(t))/* check cc11 type with minimum HOL

C

*/

/'

i

Find m d -extract ceii from VC; with minimum HOL d u e */
= {j s.t. SCC(t) < s Z C ( t ) Vk # j)

Dequeue head-of-line ceIl in VCi b d e r
/* Update global virtuai time with start time of ceil in service
4 t ) = SVBR(~)

'/

/' Update vCi HOL and virtual time values -/
if (VC'buffer empty)
( s S c ( t ) = ca /' clear HOL if empty '/ )
else
{ s$,(t) = r n a x ( ~ & ~ (~t )v, * ~ ( t /*
) ) update HOL "/ )
p b c ( t ) = max{~&,(t). ~ v ~ ~ ( t$) } update v i r t u d time

+

/* Update aggregate VBR HOL and v i r t u d thne values */
if f V C J b d e t empty V j )
{ SvBR(t) = cm /* clear HOL if aii VBR empty '/ )
eise
{ S ~ B R (=~m) a x { F v ~ ~ ( v(t))
t ) , /' update BOL '1 )
/' update virtud t h e
FVBR(t)= mtkx(FVBR(t),u(t))

+

-/

'/

h m i t dequeued ce11
}
e t c /' send ABR ceIl '/

t

/' Implement express R M ce11 priority queueing '/
if (express R M b d e r empty )
{ Dequeue head-of-iine cell in data buffer )
else
{ Dequeue head-of-line ce11 in express RM buffer )
/" Update global virtuai

tirne with start tirne of ceii in service

v(t)= SABR(~)

/' Update aggregate ABR HOL and virtual time values '/
if ( (express Rh4 buffer empty) && (data b d e r empty) )
( SABR(t)= oo /' clear BOL if aH ABR empty '/ )
else
( S A B R ( ~=) ~ ~ F A B R ( ~ ) =!~ vupdate
( ~ ) HOL
I
*/ }
FABR(t)= max{FABR(t),v(t)) g /' update virtual time

+

h s m i t dequeued cal1

1

1

Figure B.6: CeU departure algorithm

'/

'/
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link server, (i.e., FvsR(t) and SvsR(t)).
At the ABR semer, the express RM c d priority mechanism requires some additional considerations. Fkst, since the RM express buffer has priority over the
data b d e r , the next cell is extracted accordingly. The global Wtual time function,
v(t), is then set to the HOL stamp value of the aggregate ABR server, SABR(t).
The subsequent updates to the ABR virtual tirne and HOL stamp values are done
in much the same manner as for the c d arrival case. The only major Merence

is that 150thABR buffers must be empty if the ABR server is to be "removedn
fi-om contention at the link server (i.e., h R ( t )= cc>

ifF both RM express and data

are empty, Fip. B.6).

b&s

B.2.3

Impact on VBR Tkaffic

Since the link server only serves two (aggregate t r a c ) queues. the maximum service latency for either traffic class is 0(1), even though a simple SFQ scheduler is
being used (Le., VBR server is a fluctuation constrained server [95], with parameters

(A,

+ i),and Wcewise for the ABR server with (O, $ + l ) , see [85] ).

In other

words, the maximum delay deviation relative to an ideal class server running at the
dedicated rate (O or A cells/second) is of order one c d transmission time. Therefore: the gains achieved by using more advanced W t u d time functions/schedulers
at the link server may be minimal.
Even though the SFQ scheduler at the

VBR server (Fig. B.4) has relatively

large delay guarantee, O(NvsR) [85],[94], it has been shown analytically and experimentally in [94] that for relatively low througliput applications (i.e.?wi

< p ) , the
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delay bound is actually less than that with more complex schemes [89]. Regardless,
the design is flexible and if desired, can be easily modified to handle different (more
advanced) schednlers at the VBR server, and even hierarchies between red-tirne
connections (Le., separate CBR and VBR servers) . The only requirement would be
to Lchain"the VBR semer's Wtual time, FvsR(t), to the Wtual time at the link

+t

server (i.e., F v B R ( ~=
) m a X ( F v ~ ~ (~t )( ,t ) } and S V B R ( ~=) max{Fvvsa(t),~ ( t ) ) .
as is done in Figs.

B.2.4

B.5 and B.6).

Impact on ABR T r a c

Apart fiom bandwidth-delay efFects, another major issue which ABR flow control
schemes must contend with is network Miiability. It is generdy accepted that
end-teend control schemes are best suited for dynamics of time scales greater tkan
the connection roundtrip delays [12]. Tkerefore, it is clearly in the best interest of

ABR t r a c to e n s u e that the VBR fluctuations are "smooth" and occur on large
enougk time scales. Along these lines, scheduling algonthms can also be developed

to restrict the short-term fiuctuations of VBR tr&c to acceptable time scales (Le.,
improve ABR/VBR interaction in favour of ABR t r a c ) . One possible option is
to have time-varying quantities A ( t ) and O ( t ) . This wodd d o w ABR feedback
control schemes to react properly and effectively control queue sizes. The design
of such "hybridn schemes, though open to further research, is beyond the scope of
the c u r e n t work.
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B .3 Simulation Results
The performance of the HFQ algorithm is now compared with some otker scheduling
strategies via simulation. In particular , cornparisons are made with two simpler onelevel approaches, both using

SFQ schedulers also. The fist scheme implements the

flat oue-level hierarchy in Fig. B.2, where the ABR trafEc is assigned a portion.

O cells/second, of the link rate. This is termed the regular SFQ approach. The
second scheme gives non-preemptive prionty to VBR t r a c , only serving ABR
t r a c during VBR idle periods, and is labelled the VBR-ptiority approach. Hence,
as far as the ABR tr&c is concerned, the VBR-priority approach is closest to the

non-preemptive priority approach used in Chapter 4 (witk the exception of perconnectiou queueing for individual VBR connections). Express RM cell queueing

is also done with both level-one approaches.
To properly gauge the algoritluns, additional performance metrics have to be

given for real-time tr&c

measurenients. Specifically, due to i t s delay-sensitive

nature, the most important measure for a real-time stream is its mean cell delay aiid
cell delay variation. For data trafiic, however, the previous metrics still apply (i-e.,
goodput, queue metrics, Section 2.2.1). The EDERA control parameter settings
are the same as those in Table 4.1, and the bandwidth scaling constants, P and 7,
are k e d at 0.05 each. Furthermore, a relatively simple CAC nile is used for VBR
tr&c, based upon mean bandwidth utilization (Le., total mean VBR rate less than

A cells/sec.). ki particular? no UP C is done for the VBR connections, dowing them
to transmit directly into the uetwork (agressive sources). Although more detailed,

and conservative, admission strategies coupled with leaky-bucket UPC can be used,
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these are more CAC issues and are not investigated here. Rather the main goal is
to evaluate ABR performance for a wide range of VBR t r d c behaviour, not overly
relying on the CAC algorithm to ensure ABR goodput. Although the schedulers
are tested for various networks, both single and multiple link, only multiple link
results are presented. This is because finciings indicate that the obsenred trends
are very similar in both cases. Hence multiple link results are presented to better

show end-teend performance. Al1 results are gathered over two independent m s
of one second each.
Consider the parking-lot scenario detailed in Fig. 2.14 with forty ABR cornections and ten VBR connections. The detailed behaviour of al1 the connections is
given in Table B.l, where most notably, all ABR connections have an MGR of 1
Mbps (different from Table 2.7).

AU link rates

are fixed at 353,773 ceUs/second

(i.e., approxixnately 150 Mbps)? link delays to 1 ms, and source/destination endsystem delays to 1 p. The rates assigned to the traffic classes and VBR connections
are summarized in Table B.2. Although there is some flexibility in choosing these
values, identical set tings are choseu at d links,with maximum possible allocations
being given to the real-time t r s c . Thus, for the HFQ and regular SFQ schedulers, the ABR allocation is set to 20% of the link capacity, ensuring that the MCR
guarantees are met at the most bottlenecked link,link 4-5 (i-e., minimum possible
! = O = 70,755 cells/second, roughly 30 Mbps).
network-wide ABR allocation, P

The remaining 80% of the link bandwidth is assigned to the VBR t r a c (i-e.,
A = 283,018 cells/second, about 120 Mbps), and each VBR connection is docated
an even share of this portion, w; = 28,301 cells/second, approximately 12 Mbps. In
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Table B.1: Multiple switch network in Fig. 2.14 (4rates in Mbps)
Connections
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50

Type
ABR

-

ABR
AIBR

ABR
VBR

Description
Persistent, 1 MCR, 150 PCR
Persistent, f MCR, 150 PCR
Persistent, 1 MCR, 150 PCR
Persistent, 1 MCR,150 PCR
Bursty, exponential5 ms on/off periods
14.4 5 x 22.8 Mbps in on period

Throughput
5-5"
10 - 3
5 - 5'
5-52

-2

<

1:

Total VBR loading=E, varies h m 60% for z = 14.4 Mbps, up to 95% for z = 22.8 Mbps

the VBR-priority server, however, there is no allocation made to ABR tr&c and
thus all VBR connections get equal rate allocations (w; = 35,377 ceUs/second V i .
about 15 Mbps).
There are four groups of ABR connections. with each group containhg ten
connections. The VBR connections, meanwhile, are bursty with each VBR source
having exponentidy distributed on and off periods of mean 5 ms. The source rate

in the on state, x Mbps (Table B.l), is varied to give mean aggregate VBR usages
(i.e., loadings) ranging fkom 60% to 95% of the allocated VBR parantee, 283,018

Table B.2: Scheduling algorithm allocations (drates in cells/second)
Scheduler

HFQ
u

- denotes

ABRFl.de

VBRRate

O

A
283,018

70,755
1

not applicable

*

wi

VC' Rate
(1 I I NVBR)
28,301

I

-
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cells/second (120 Mbps). Since the EDERA algorithm implements the MCR-plusequal-share bandwidth faimess criterion, the ideal mean ABR throughputs can be
computed (see Table B.l). For example, at the most bottlenecked link 45, the
total mean VBR usage is (10

t ) = 52 Mbps, and the total MCR cornmitment is

30 Mbps. This gives (150 - 52 - 30) Mbps to be divided equally amongst all ABR
connection at the link, yielding a fair share value of (5 -

) Mbps per connection

(i.e., MCR plus equal share). Since connections 11-20 are bottlenecked at link 1-2,
it can be similady shown that th& fair allocations are higher, (10 - J ) Mbps.
Fig. B.7 and Fig. B.8 show the mean and standard deviation of the link 4 5
(most bottlenecked) queue length for mering VBR loadings. Here, the queue oscillations increase significantly with the VBR-priority scheduler for increased VBR
loads (i.e., both mean and standard deviation more than double for 95% loading).

This occurs since the VBR-priority scheme does not provide any form of cd-level
rate guarantee to the ABR traffic. Meanwhile, the HFQ and SFQ schedulers perform much better, showing little sensitivity to the VBR load. In most scenarios

tested, both HFQ and

SFQ tend

to give roughly equivalent queue control. The

effect of the increased mean and variance can also be seen in Fig. B.9, which
plots sample queue behaviour at 95% VBR loading for the HFQ and VBR-priority
schemes. The results c o n h much larger operating values with the VBR-priority
approach. In general, since the ABR source specifications always d o w sources
to send at their MCR parantees (or more) [1],[24], it is conjectured that other

ABR flow control algorithms will also yield similar queueing behaviour with the

VB R-priority scheme.
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Figure B.7: Link 4-5 mean queue length in Fig. 2.14
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Figure B.8: Link 4-5 standard deviation of queue length in Fig. 2.14
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Figure B.9: Link 4 5 sample queue behaviour, 95% VBR utilization in Fig. 2.14
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To measure ABR bandwidth fairness in Fig. 2.14, the maximum deviation fkom
the ideal mean throughputs (Table B.1) over all connection groups is measured.
Note that this value is more (or partly) a function of the mean VBR utilization
and of the bandwidth distribution properties of the end-to-end ABR 0ow control
scheme, rather than the cell-level scheduling algorithms. The results, shown in Fig.

B.10,indicate that the maximum deviation stays under 10% for moderate VBR
loads. and increases slightly for Iieavier loads. Overall, the HFQ scheduler gives
slightly better fairness. At higher loads, however, the larger range of VBR fluctuations are more difticult to track with feedback control schemes, and throughputs d l
suffer. Nevertheless, the EDERA algorithm is still very effective even in relatively
hostile environments (under 15% deviation), and docates bandwidth ''fakly" relative to the long-term mean VBR rate. Also note tkat part of the deviation can
be at tnbuted to the diversity in feedback delays for the t h e e comection groups in
Fig. 2.14 (Le., bandwidth-delay eflects).

Fig. B.11 and Fig. B.12 plot the mean and standard deviation of the cell delays
for the real-tirne VBR connections in Fig. 2.14. The values represent the statistics
for nonnalized delays, adjusted by the fued delay cornponent at all links, i.e., link
propagation delays, c d transmission times. Hence they reflect purely the buffenng
delay statistics. As expected, the VBR priority server gives the lowest delays, since

ABR traffic is not served at dl when the VBR b d e r s are busy. Conversely, the onelevel regular SFQ servex does not adequately "protectn the VBR connections. From

Fig. B. 11, it is seen that the HFQ scheduler provides considerably srnaller delays
than the regular SFQ scheduler (by almost an order of magnitude). In addition.
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Figure B.10: Maximum ABR throughput deviation in Fig. 2.14
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Figure B.ll: Mean VBR c d delay in Fig. 2.14
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Figure B.12: Standard deviatiou of VBR cell delays in Fig. 2.14
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if there is larger separation between the wi values and 0,the delay discrepancy
between the HFQ and SFQ schedulers increases further. However, the HFQ delays
are still considerably larger than those with the VBR-pnority server. This arises

due to the bandwidth %ewdn in the EIFQ scheme to protect the ABR minimum
throughput guarantee component fiom mis behaving

VBR connections. Thus as an

additional comparison, consider the delay performance of the mQ senrer compared
to that of a dedicated SFQ server, serving only the ten VBR connections. Let
this server have a reduced link rate of 120 Mbps (i.e., equal to the A = 283,019
cells/second VBR docation in the HFQ scheduler) and all connections have equal
rates (q = 28,301 c&/second

'di, about 12 Mbps). In essence, this is fairer a

comparison between the HFQ and VBR prionty schedulers, since the VBR traffic
should no t be using more than its share of the link rate. The delay performance for
this server is also plotted in Fig. B. 11 and Fig. B.12, labelled as 120 Mbps SFQ,

and is h o s t identical to that of the HFQ server. This confirnis proper bandwidth
allocation by the link server in Fig B.3. Overall, the HFQ scheme achieves a good
tradeoff between controlling VBR c d delays and maintainhg ABR performance,
both queue sizes and throughput.
Additional simulation results confum t hat the hieruchical scheduling strategy
is well-snited for integrating ABR data and real-time VBR services inside ATM

networks. The setup can effectively control real-tirne cell delays and preserve ABR
throughputs (i.e., MCR parantees) in dynamic network environments. The ABR
queueing performance is also sigdcantly better than with the the weU-known nonpreemptive VBR prionty approach, preventing large buildups at heavier loads.

Appendix C
SFQ Equivalency
Consider a general level-one SFQ link schedulex as defined in [94], serving N connections at the link rate of p cells/second. Each connection i has an associated

link share,

wi

(where

zEl

wi

5

p ) and a virtual (finishing) tirne function. E ( t ) .

The global time function is given by v(t)? and equals the stamp value of the cell
currently being served. The SFQ algorithm stamps the j-th cell for connection i ,

arriving at time t , with its (virtual) starting time value:

and then advances the connection i finishing time (Wtual clock) as:
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In other words, when cell j reaches the HOL position of the connection i bufFer, it

will contend with value $ ( t ) . Similarly, denote by SFQ' the modiiied version of
the SFQ algorithm presented in Appendix B, which only stamps cells when they
reach the

HOL position. Let the respective values for this scheduler be denoted as

~ i j ( t )~, ? ( t ) ,and ut(t). In particular for the j-th cell for connection i arriving at
the HOL position of its b d e r at time t, the (virtual) starting tirne stamp is:

(i-e., similar to Eq. (B.4), where FVBR(t)is now vt(t)). The (virtual) finishing tirne
is updated accordingly as:

Theorem C.1
Given identical initial settings for d Wtual tirne values (i.e., F;(O) = F~(o),
Si(0) =
s;'(o), v(O), vt(0)), the SFQ and SFQ' dgorithms produce identical cel2 orderings
for the sanie set of connection inputs.

Proof
To show this, only the stamp values of the
is because even for the

HOL ce& need to be considered. This

SFQ scheduler, a given connection's t h e stamp values are

monotonicdy increasing. Therefore, clearly, a connection's HOL st amp will be
the minimum value from its (non-empty) queue wLich can contend for link access.
Tlierefore SFQ and SFQ' equivalency can be demonstrated by showing that both
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algorithms give identical HOL values (for the same input streams during a busy
period). In addition, it is not difficult to see that the overd durations of the busy
periods will be identical in both schedulers. Now consider a cell j arriving at its
respective b d e r at time s and reaching the HOL position at time t , s 5 t. There
are two possible ways that this c d can reach the HOL position of its respective
queue, and these are considered separately:
Case A: Connection i buger is ernpty at time s (z.e., s = t )

This case represents the start of a busy period. Here the cell arrives at the HOL
position of the connection i b d k , and v(s) = v' (s). In the SFQ server, since the
previous ceIl has aheady departed the scheduler, the ceil is stamped with:

(i.e., since v ( s )

2 F;-'(S)

and the previous connection i cell kas departed the

server). The corresponding strunp in the SFQ' server is:

and is identical to Eq.
Case

(C.5)since s = t.

B: Connection i bufer is non-empty at t i m e s (ie., s

# t)

Here the arriving c d j is placed in the connection i buffer at time s in both
schedulers. Now in the the SFQ scheduler, the cell gets stamped with the value
$(s)

= rnax(4~-'(s),v(s)), and this value is used for

link contention when the

cell reaches the HOL position at time t. However, since the queue is backlogged,
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the stamp value can be re-written as

In other words, since v ( s ) is the (starting) t h e stamp value of current cell in
service, and this is the rninimwn over all connections, then @-'(s)

> S:-'(S) via

Eq. (C.2).
MeanwI.de, in the SFQ' scheduler, the arriving c d is only stamped when it
reaches the HOL position at time t with value ~:(t) = max{~~'j-'(t)Y v(t)). However, suice the buffer is backlogged and the cell ahead of the reference cell has just
departed, then the (initial) Wtual time v(t-) = ~ ? - ' ( t )< @-'(t),

giving

Note that Eq. (C.7) and Eq. (C.8) are very similar and evolve in the same manner.
Furthemore, when the first burst of connection i cells arrives at the schedulers.
) ~ ~ " ( si.e.,
) , both schedulers' virtual clocks are identical
it is known that F ; ~ ( s=

("ce

$(s)

= S?(S),

Case A above). Given that the initial virtual starting times

are identical and their subsequent evolutions during the busy period are the same,
then clearly the HOL starnp values will be identical.
Note that the above proof only shows that c d orderings are preserved in a one-level
scheduler. A recursive extension to hierarchical servers is straightforward.

Appendix D
Convergence Analysis
For the case of fixed capacity Links and persistent (or constant) connections, under
certain appropriate assumptions, it can be shown that the rate allocation procedure
of the EDERA scheme (Section 3.3.1) converges to max-min bandwidth fairness [3].
To simpliÇy the derivation, it is assumed that the rate docation is done according
to the actual ACR values in received RM cells (as opposed to the SASR values,
Section 3.3.1). All connections Lave zero MCR requirements and the utilization
theshold p is set to unity at all links. Botk the single and multiple link cases are
analysed, and subsequently, various implications on convergence bekaviour in more
general operating environments are discussed.

D.1

Single Link Case

Consider a network link with capacity p cells/second, supporting a set of N travers-

ing connections. The connections are classfied into the appropriate groupings at
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the link, bot tlenecked, I ( t) , and non-bot tlenecked, r ( t ) , respectively. These partitions are updated upon botk forward and b a h a r d RM c d reception in accordance
with the rate allocation algorithm in Fig. 3.4. Clearly, the ideal max-min fair rate
for aU connections is

$ cells/second. However, during transient periods, the

com-

puted fair share for comection i, ERL ( t )(Eq. (3.7)), is generally not equd to the

ideal steady-state value. Hence, consider the following:
Definition D.1 (Consistency)

The groupings Z ( t )and r ( t ) are consistent if

ords, a consistent groupulg at time t is one where d connections are
classified comectly according t o t6ek current fair share values.

Specifically, all bottlenecked connections must have stored rates above their fair
shares, and Iikewise all non-bottlenecked c o ~ e c t i o n smust have rates below tlieir
fair shares. Given consistent comection groupings at a link, a further condition

arising fkom Eq.

(D.l)can be derived. In particular, for a non-bot tlenecked con-

nection i, clearly the following holds at time t (via Eq. (3.7)):
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Re-arranging the above expression gives:

and summing the above over ail non-bo t tlenecked connections (and simplifying)

yields:

(since IZ(t)1 + lZ(t)1 = N). The above expression implies that for consistent groupings, the aggregate bandwidth usage by non-bottlenecked connections cannot ex-

ceed their proportional bandwidth share at the link.
The condition in Eq.

(D.l)is similar to the M-conîistency condition

in (351. In

particular, if consistency holds at all times, as it does in more complex O ( n ) update algodhms [35],[40],it can be shown that the algorithm converges to max-min
fair allocations in finite time [34],[35],[41]. However, in the case of the proposed
algodhm. consistency cannot be assumed at ail times due to the simpler O(1) rate
update procedure. This is because only the grouping of the connection corresponding to the received RM cell is updated, even thougk the subsequent dassilications

of other connections can change. Since the statuses for other connections are not
updated, Umisclassification" can occur and this has a subtle impact on the convergence behaviour. To partly address this issue, a looser form of consistency, Gconsistency, is defined in order to show convergence to fak rates. The implications

of this assumption are discussed subsequently in Section D .3. Consider
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Definition D.2 (G-consistency)
The groupings Z ( t ) and 2 ( t ) are G-consistent if:

In addition, connection i satisfies Gconsistency it.

(even though G-consistency may not hold a t the Mc). Bottlenecked connections

always satisfy G-consistency, regardless of their stored rates.

Clearly, from Eq.

(D.l), (regular) consistency is a special case of G-consistency. All

Eq. (D.5)
requires is that non-bottlenecked connections have stored usages below
their fair shares.

This implies that Eq. (D.4) also holds for G-consistent groupings.

Essential to the subsequent convergence argument is the following:
Lemma D.1

If the connection groupings are G-consistent (or consistent) a t t h e t , then for all
bottlenecked coenections,
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Proof
Using Eq. (3.7),the fair share is computed as:

where the second step makes use of Eq. (D-4).

Lemma D.2

If the connection groupings are G-consistent (or consistent) at time t , then all
non-bottlenecked connections become bottlenecked in finite t h e .
Proof

If connection i is non-bottlenecked, then by definition, its latest rate at the Iink is
less than ER',@). i.e., via Eq. (D.5).As such, tLis connection is always allowed
to increase its rate. Consider the fust non-bottlenecked connection reaching its
computed fair share, connection i. Clearly, in this case

(i.e., Eq. (D.2) with equality) and thus connection i is moved t o the bottlenecked
grouping .

Using the above lemmas, it is now shown that:
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Theorem D.1

I f coruiection groupings are Gconsistent for all t _>

T,

then the rate allocation

a l g o r i t h will converge to max-min fail allocations in finite time.
Proof
Clearly, if G-consistency holds, then for any bottlenecked connection i, all computed ER',(^) updates are at leost as large as the steady-state max-min fair share.
Y
N

cells/sec. Furthermore, via Lemma D.2, after a sufficient time duration all the

stored rates at the link, ACR',(t), will be at least equal to the max-min fair share

(regardless of the size of the AIR increment). However, via Eq. (D.4), for Gconsistency to hold, necessarily all connections must be classified as bot tlenecked.
Hence C I ( t )= O and Eq. (D.7) holds with equality.

D.2

rn

Multiple Link Case

The convergence analysis in a multiple link network setting is now considered.
Consider the network modelled as a graph,

Q ( N L),
, where the sets N and L

represent the ne twork swit ches and bidirectional links, respectively. Li& j has
capacity pj cells/second and supports a set of traversing connections denoted by the
set Aj. These connections are classified into the appropriate groupings (partitions)
at the link, bottlenecked, Z j ( t ) ,and non-bottlenecked,

Z j ( t ) ,respectively (i.e., dj=

& ( t ) U Zj(t)). In addition, each connection has as associated ftced set of links

representing its traversed path, Pi =

{If, Li, ...,Ib,,)C L. A brief review of max-
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min fairness is first presented, and then the convergence behaviour is discussed.

D .2.1

Max-Min Bandwidth Fairness

S h c e MCR guarantees are not considered, clearly the link(s) carrying the most
number of connections is the most bottlenecked (Le., maxjlAj 1). A l l connections
traversing this link belong to the level-one bot tleneck grouping, Bi,and have maxmin fair steady-state rates

Let the bottleneck-level for link j be given by bi, and jk bbe the level-k bot tleneck

link. In other words, gk = k and

d j k

C (BkU &-l -

ü BI). As per the itera-

tive procedure in [3, Chapter 61: the second-most bottlenecked link is derived by
removing alI level-one bottlenecked connections and their link(s) fkom the network.
The Ievel-one bottleneck 1Uik in this reduced network is now the second-most bottlenecked Link. All connections traversing the second-most bottlenecked Li&
to

B2,and

so on and so forth for higlier level bot tlenecks. Hence, omitting details,

it can be shown that the max-min fair rate for connections in

k, k

belong

> 1) is given by:

Bk (bottleneck-level
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where 1{-) is the event-indicator function. Therefore the bot tleneck-level for connectîon i, gi,is

9' = m
,n
,,i

(D.12)

{bk),

(i-e., i E B,i) and its ided steady-state mm-minfair rate allocation, ri, is

r'

=

{%) ,

(D.13)

(i.e., the maximum rate is limited to the minimum bottleneck rate dong the connection's path).
Some additional quantities are also defined. Let

Zjand Zj be the

steady-state

bottlenecked and non-bottlenecked groupings at Iink j, respectively, as @en by
the max-min criterion. In addition, let Cij be the total bandwidth usage by nonbottlenecked connections at link j:

Furthemore, denoting the level-k non-bottlenecked grouping at link j by T k l j (k <

bi), its total

-

steady-state bandwidth usage is given by (i-e., Ti= Tisi,U -

U

GIk):

(D.
15)
Since al1 quantities are steady-state ided values, there is no dependence on t h e .
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D .2.2

Network Convergence

The network convergence behaviour is now analysed, assuming that G-consistency
holds throughout at al1 liaks. First consider the most bottlenecked link, link j',

and its set of traversing connections, dji = B I . Car&

consideration shows tkat

Lemmas D.1 and D.2 stU apply here, since they only require G-consistency to hold

at the link. Hence

(via Lemma D.1) and all non-bottlenecked connections are dowed to ramp-up and
enter the bottlenecked state (via Lemma D.2). This means that in finite time
connections in Bi will eventually stabilize at

$,th&

all

steady-state max-min fair

rates.
Now consider the more general case of a link j witk max-min bot tleneck level

bi

# 1 and its associated set of traversing

connections, djC (231 u -

Bu).Again.

via G-consistency and Lemma D. 1,for a bottlenecked coiuiection i at link j:

However, if in addition the traversing lower-leuel bottlenecked connections have
achieved their max-min fair rates, then the lower bound on the computed fair share

can be extended further. Specifically, consider

Lemma D.3
Zfd connections in 8, (n < g)have stabilized at thek steady-state max-min rates,
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then at link j

In otber words, the computed fair share for any bottlenecked comection at link j
is at least equal to its steady-state ma-min rate.

Proof
From Eq. (3.7), the bottlenecked fair share is computed as:

Since the lower level bottlenecked have stabilized at their max-min rates, these
bottlenecked connections are non-bottlenecked at the link: ( A j n B,) 2 Z j ( t ) for

all n < &. Therefore the above expression can be re-written as (using Eq. (D.15)):

bt-1

where pi = pj - CI=lci,,jY Ai = ((dj\r,,,)
* \&-l,j)Y
Z;(t) =

\zi(t).and C-1 ( t ) =
*.i

~ i ( t=
) ( Z j ( t )n Bu),

CLE(l,[t)nB,)
ACR h ( \ denotes

set truncatiou).

Basically, the above legitzmately removes the stabilized lower-level bottleneck connections from the network, and is identical to the reduction step in the global
max-min procedure [3]. In this "newn network, link j is now the most bottlenecked
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link and it is not difiicult to see that at this link (via Lemma D.1)
1

and hence the result is proved.

In addition, for non-bottlenecked connections, i t can

&O

be shown that:

Lemma D.4
For any connection i E &, (n <

bi)

which bas achieved its steady-state max-min

rate, tlien at link j

(where A C T t , ( t )

_

5 vu-, V i E B,,,

n

< &). Ln other words. when all lower-level

bot tlenecks are resolved the corresponding connections cannot transition

their non-bottlenecked states at higher-level bottleneck links.
Proof
Assume to the contrary that for connection i E

B,,,n < bi

O

u t of
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(as per

Eq. (D.20)). Re-an-anging the above expression gives:

which is not possible via the max-min definition (i-e., since the bottleneck level for
comection i is less than &).

rn

From the above lemmas, it is not dificult to see that after the level-one bottleneck is resolved, the connections in the level-two bottleneck will always be allowed
to ramp up to th& max-min rates and stabilize. Furthermore, connections in
the level-one bot tleneck will remain non-bot tlenecked at any level- two bot tleneck
link(s). Inductively repeating t his argument shows t hat eventudy all rates stabilize
at their max-min values.

D.3

Convergence Properties

The developments in Sections D -1 and D .2 assume G-consistent groupings at

all

times. However, this may not necessarily be the case. If the network starts out at
a random initial state, it is quite possible for this condition to be violated at one

or more links. Furthermore, during transience, G-consis tency can be comproinised.
Specifically, as connections ramp-up,

lulk fair shares generally tend to

decrease,

and other connections previously classified as non-bottlenecked can uow become

bottlenecked. However, due to its fast O(1) nature, the rate allocation algorithm

will not move su& misclassified connections into the bottlenecked state until their
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RM c d s are received. Hence, loosely speaking, the scheme only maintains Gconsistency in a delayed sense.

This issue is now explored in more detail.

Consider, again, a single link supporting

N

connections. Clearly, if the con-

nection groupings are not G-consistent a t time t, then there exists a subset of
connections which have stored usages above their fair share values, yet are mis-

-

classified as non-bottlenecked. Let this subset be denoted as Z(t),the inconsistent

-

set, where r ( t ) C Z(t). Now given the above, the condition in Eq.

(D.4)cari be

violated, Le., it is possible that

and hence the computed fair share (for bottlenecked connections) is below the ideal
max-min fair share:

Lemma D.5

-

If

-

an RM cell for a connection i E ?(t) is reeeived at time t then Z(t+) = r(t)\i

(i.e., connection i satisfies G-consistency at time t + ) .

If connection i is improperly classified as non-bottlenecked, this means that
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Re-arranging the above expression, it can be seen that:

where ~ ( t 2
) O is the bandwidth deviation fiom Gconsistency for connection i.
Consider the new fair share for connection il which is computed upon
reception as (Le., Eq. (3.7)?i E

RM

cell

r):

Using Eq. (D.28) in the above and re-arranging gives the following:

(since y ( t )

> 0 , via Eq. (D.28). Now if

the received cell is a backward RM cell,

connection i is moved to the bottlenecked group since its computed fair share is
less than its stored value (i.e., Z ( t f ) = { Z ( t ) , i ) since ER'&,(tC)

AC@,(t)).

Conversely, if the received cell is a fomard RM ceIl, the connection either stays

in the (curent) non-bottlenecked grouping or moves to the bottlenecked grouping,
depending upon the value in the received cell, ACRiil. Nevertheless, for connection i to maintain non-bottlenecked status, necessarily ACR'il1 = ACR',(tf )

5

E R i ( t + ) 5 AC&(t), and therefore connection i must have reduced its rate. In
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either case, this implies ?(t+) = ?(t)\i.

The above result shows that the a l g o r i t h dways attempts to improve the con-

sistency st atus at the link, i-e., self-stabilizing property. Now generally, simulations

show that the scheme is very robust and rectifies inconsistent groupings in all of
the scenarios tried. Nevertheless, analytically capturing this behaviour has proved
to be very difEicult due to the involved asynchronicities. Specifically, pathological scenarios can be derived where transitions out of the violating set, Z(t), can

induce future transitions into this set. However, the magnztude of the deviation
from G-consistency. ~ ( t )in
, such cases is typicdy a decreaszng value. To show

).
tLis
this informdy, consider a connection i E ?(t ) with a deviation of ~ ( t When
connection is moved to the bottlenecked state (Lemma D.5) a t a time t+, the C y ( t )
is adjusted by AC&(t)

(i-e., Eq. (D.3)). Thus the fair share for any bottlenecked

connection i now increases as:

From the above, hypothetically speaking, the possibility exists that a currently
bottlenecked comection can ramp-up for the newly "fkeed"

and becorne

misclassified at this value (or possibly more) at some future point in time. Nevertheless, usually the magnitude of this potential deviation is considerably reduced.
Furthamore, the chances of sustaining such "worst case" behaviour are rare in
asynchronous envkonnients, especially if connection sets (and thus Il(t)1 ) are large,
and with the more general case of p < 1. As a result ~ ? ( t ) ltypically tends to decrease with tirne, as the rate allocation alg0nth.m "pushes" inconsistent connections
towards G-consistency and decreases their deviations.
Finally, it should be mentioned that faster transient convergence is noted if
connections are always guaranteed their minimum rate at a link,as per Eq. (3.9).
repeated here:

Clearly, this tnvializes the convergence analysis for the single link case (and at the
most bottlenecked link in the multiple link case). However, Eq. (D.32) does not
have the same effect on higher level bottleneck resolutions. To see this, consider

the max-min fair rate for connections in the level-two bottleneck,

v2'

where:

Eq. (D.32) only guarantees a bottlenecked connection (at link j 2 ) the right-handside of Eq. (D.33):and this is less than its ideal fair share. Thus a more generd
convergence argument, as presented in Sections D.l and D.2,is called for.

Appendix E
Non- Oscillatory Condition
The non-oscillatory condition in Eq. (3.17) is derived, assuming constant available
capacity levels at all links and either constant or infinite demand (persistent) connections. It is further assumed that the G-consistency condition (Eq. (D.5)) holds
at all links, and that k e d capacity scaling is done during congestion, regardless
of the actual maguitude of (queue) overload, i.e., 7 = O. Hence the computed fair
skares, E P ~
(Eq. (3.7)), will always be greater than or equal to the ideal fair
shares. This allows connections rates to increase and after a sufficient time dura-

tion, become s d c i e n t l y "close" to th& ideal fair share values (i.e., network close
to o p t i m d y fair operating point). Albeit a relatively stringent pre-condition, the
above assumption is necessary in order to simpl*

the subsequent development. As

a result, the actual (tirne-varying) rate of a connection during transience is simply

approximated by its ideal MCR-plus-equal share value at the link (dong with other
pertinent quantities).
Consider the ideal steady-state fair share for a connection i which is bottlenecked
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a t link j, ri, determined using the MCR-plus-equal-share criterion:

where CI, =

xkETjand cTR=
TPL

M C R ~( B S per notation defined in

Section 3.3.2, Non-Oscillatory Condition). Now if link j is congested, its mable
bandwidth is scaled by the constant (1- f i ) , where

pj < 1 (Eq. (3.16)) Hence

the computed fair share with this reduced value will be lower than the desired
value in Eq. (E.I.), and this can induce transitions between the bottlenecked and
non-bottlenecked groupings. It is not difficult to see that by preventing Zj

-t

Zj

transitions, oscillations can be avoided.
Consider the computed fair share for connection i with the scaled bandwidth
d u e , (1 - Pj)pjj.This value cannot be less than a fraction p of that in Eq. (E.1)
if transitions to the non-bo t tlenecked grouping are to be inhibited, i.e. ,:

wkere p < 1 and (1 - pj)pj >- (CTj- CMCR)
by prior bandwidth reservation.
*j
Substituting Eq. (E.1) into the above expression, and re-arranging gives:

Thus if

pj is bounded

as above, then

Zj -t Zj transitions for connection i are

prevented. Taking the m.inimum of Eq. (E.3) over ail connections at all links gives

Eq. (3.17).
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Although the assumptions used to derive Eq. (3.17) are very tight, simulation
results show that the value does give non-oscillatory behaviour for all of the network
scenarios tes ted (see Chapter 4).

Appendix F
Worst Case Transient Analysis:

Single Link
The andytical treatment of flow control schemes in a generic network setting is
typically a very d i f f ~ u l tproblem. Most current analysis is limited to proportional
rate controdtype

(PRCA) algorithms using differential equations to mode1 special

single link cases [13],[BI,[66]-[73] ,[76]-[78). Furthermore, important issues such as
bandwidth-delay performance (Le., diverse propagation delays) have not been f d y
addressed either. The bandwidth delay behaviour of the rate docation algorithm
(Section 3.3.1) is now treated analyticdy. Specifically, bounds on the worst case
transient queueing behaviour at a generic single isolated link are derived (as presented in [79]).This is an important issue, and the results can be used for buffer
dimensioning purposes to prevent c d losses. Furthennore, the approach is in contrast to nios t existing analytical treatments which try to derive exact queue buildups
for more specific cases.
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Figure: F.l: Single link .etwork, all connections using same link
The mode1 assumes persistent connections with diverse propagation delays and
uses fluid-flow analysis techniques. To simpliSr the development, it is assumed that
strictly capacity allocation is done (i.e.,

p, 7 = O), and that sources perform direct

rate adjustments to the received ER value in backwards RM cells (i.e., A I R values
very large,

NT, AIR

» PCR, Eq.

(3.2)). Note that this also gives worst case

transient queueing behaviour. Although at temp ts have been made to incorporate
the reactive congestion detection feature (Section 3.3.2) into the analysis, the large
intractabilities pose many problems. As a result, the derived transient bounds (for
strictly rate allocation) may be significantly larger than those observed in practice
with smder, more realistic additive increments and reactive congestion control.
The analytical modelling is fust presented, and then its results compared with
those obtained via simulation.

F. 1

Analytical Development

Consider N persistent ABR connections sharkig a link of capacity p cells/second
with non-unzform (distinct) source end-system and destination end-system propa-
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gation delays,

5,di, respectively, as shown in Fig. F.1.
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Since the environment

contains only ABR sources, the usable capacity (Eq.(3.11)) will always equal the

link rate (i.e., Cu(k)
= p cells/sec.). For simplicity aIl connections are assumed to
have zero-MCR requirements, although the analysis can be extended to incorpe
rate non-zero MCR parantees.
very low initial cell rates (<

AU connections start at time zero, transmitting at

fi) by first emitting an F

M cd.

Hence a connection

must wait at least one fidl roundtnp delay to receive its initial ACR value £rom the
network. Similady, the switch will not know about a connection's ramp-op until
its second RM cell is received. Extending the bounds to handle non-sirnultaneous
starting times is also possible and will be bnefly described. Since distinct connection delays sigdcantly complicat e the analysis, only the express RM cell queueing
case is considered. This yields (roughly) bounded inter-RM cell delays which can
be used for computing overload period durations.
Let the maximum transient queue buildup induced by connection i be denoted
by

qka,. Hence the total transient

queue buildup is upper-bounded

Central to the development is the fact that when a given connection ramps up.
others which have ramped up before it (i.e., shorter delays) must reduce th& rates
to the appropnate fractions of link capacity. However, due to the reactive nature
of the scheme, there are delays in source rate reduction (Le., propagation delays,
inter-RM cell times, express RM c d b d e r waiting times). Therefore, by deriving
the rate overload and its duration, bounds on the queue buildups can be computed.
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Now, in general, when the link 'knows" that k connections have ramped up (i.e-:
are bottlenecked), the correct rate for all connections is

E.

Therefore, given the

ddays, actual source rates can be approximated and, by subtracting their ideal
values, the rate overload determined. Similady, by using the approximated rates,
the maximum overload durations can be computed. Details are now presented.

AU

times are in seconds, queue sizes in cells, and rates in cells/second.
Several important quantities of interes t are fïrst defined. The roundtrip propagation delay for the i-t h connection, di, is defined as (see Fig . F.1):

The backward notification time, Ti, for connection i is d e h e d as the minimal tirne
in which its Ç s t RM celI is sent by the switch to the source:

Similady, the f o m a r d notification t h e ,

Tj,is d e h e d as the minimal time in which

the switch is notzfied that connection i has ramped up to its initial rate, Le., is
bottlenecked. This occurs after the source receives its first RM c d back, ramps
up, and then notifies the switch

9 seconds later:

Eq. (F.4) is valid since connection groupings are also updated on fonuard RM ceU
passes in the rate allocation algorithm (see Fig. 3.4). Note that Eq. (F.4) does not
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take into acconnt the waiting time for the second "messenger" RM c d . Rather,
this is accounted for in the subsequent analysis. Another quantity of interest is the
maximum waiting time for a messenger RM cell given an input rate of r cells/second
to the switch. TN,,(r):

Although inter-RM ceU times can be expressed by the right-hand-side of Eq. (F.5),
this is not done for reasons of clarity.
For large N, the waiting time in the express RM c d buffer can be s i g d c a n t ,
and this m u t also be incorporated. To tkis end, connection i7s express grouping?

E;, is defined as those connections whose forward propagation delays are within a
cell trausmission time:

Hence the approximate worst case waiting time (for the f m t RM cell) in the express
buffer is

Ifseconds. Note that if there is sufficient diversity in the propagation
C<

delays, the case can arise where a shorter delay source can ramp-up at the switch
and send more RM ce& before the forward propagation dday of another connection.

Hence, Eq. (F.6)wiU have to be modifed to cornpute such possibilities. However,
since this is very unlikely, it is not considered in the formulation. For later analytical
faulity, an additional ( N

,'+'6
also defined (i.e..

+ 1)-th connection with zero-PCR and infinite delay is

sfN+'

-t 00).
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Due to persistent sources, the rate behavîour for all connections is monotonicdy
decreasing after the initial ramp-up. This occurs since a connection is classified as
bottlenecked after ramping up and the nnmber of connections ramping up only
increases with time. As a result the rates can only decrease with time. Without
loss of generality, assume that connection indices are ordered by increasing forward
notification times (i-e., T; 5 T;'for i < j ) . Fig. F.2 depicts the generic behaviour
for the connection i input rate at the switch, dividing it into three major stages.
The true start-up time for connection i is always greater than the T;' shown in Fig.

F.2 (due to the inter-F?M cell time for the second RM cell). However, since the
main concem is bounding maximum queue buildups, setting it to T ' is acceptable

(pessimistic). After the switch is notified that a source has ramped up, its second

RM cell still has to propagate to the destination and then return to the source.
So for at l e s t one roundtrip interval the source cannot be controlled (Stage 1,
Fig. F.2). Subsequent to t h , the RM cell stream is "establishedn and response
times are reduced to roughly 26; (plus an appropriate inter-RM cell time). This is
the case for Stages 2 and 3 in Fig. F.2, and the difference between these wiU be
elaborated on shortly. Worst case queue buildups are computed for each stage and
summed to give the contribution by the connection:

To approximate the initial start-up rate in Stage 1, delay groupings,

Di,are

defined. The delay grouping for a connection comprises the connection and a minimal subset of connections with srnaller roundtrip delays whose forward notification
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Figure F.2: Generic connection i rate at switch in Fig. F.l, ACR',(t)

times are less than the reference's backward notification time, Ti. Specifically, connection j is bottlenecked at the switch after its first RM cell waits in the express
buffer

(yworst case), propagates back to the source (Ti), and it generates another

RM cell (TNr,():

worst case), and then notifies the switch 6; seconds later. Le..

T;'+ TNrm(y) +

y. Tkerefore when connection i's first RM cell is sent, the switch

"knowsn that, at the very least, the connections in its delay grouping have ramped
up to their initial rates and are bottlenecked (i.e., j

# i and j

E 23; hplies j E Z

at Tl).Formally, this is expressed as:

Q={iuj)

where

3

Thus the initial rate for connection i is
bottlenecked (i.e., i €

"

j , l < j l N s . t . ~ ; ' + ~ ~ (l E~j l)c +T ~- } .
P

&,since aIl connections are initidy non-

Z at start-up, Section 3.3.1). Since delayed information
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{l,2,

-
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,i) necessarily, and thus transient o v a allocation

(Section 3.3.1) can occur. Note that Eq. (F.8) is pessimistic since the

TN.,(g)-

term assumes that connection j starts up at its minimum (correct) rate and hence
its inter-RM cell waiting time is maximal (Eq. (F.5)). In addition it ignores express

RM buffer waiting times for connection i. This means that the computed 'Di sets will
be s m d e r than the a c t u a l 1 sets at time

T'+ Th

(fi),
yielding larger overloads

and over-estimating the actual buildup. Using more computations, an iterative

procedure can be used to derive more accurate delay groupings.
During Stage 1 in Fig. F.2, other connections can ramp up, increasing the

overload magnitude. The minimal index of a connection which ramps up after
connection i's &st stage is:

Therefore, by using mi the queue buildup during Stage 1 is determined by summing
the (possible) overload resulting from the connection's initial start-up rate and any
subsequent connection ramp-ups (Le., for d j , i < j 5 mi- 1). This is given by:

The min-term in Eq. (F.10)ensures that overloads are only summed up to the end

of Stage 1.

The queue buildup in Stage 2 is now consiciered. This stage occurs after the end
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of Stage 1, when the source (possibly) reduces its rate. For this consider another
index, ni, defined as:

Specifically, ni is the maximal index to which c o ~ e c t i o ni will react after its first
stage (clearly ni < mi, Fig. F.2). In the special case where ni is undefined, it is
arbitrarily set to one. This means that a t the start of Stage 2. the source rate at
the switch will decline to at least

5 , and via the definition in Eq.

(FM), this is

a very loose bound. Stage 2 ends at the h s t ramp-up time for a connection after

the end of Stage 1, namely TT' (see Fig. F.2). Therefore the ideal rate durhg the
second stage is

--&
and the queue buildup is given by:

Again. the min-term in Eq. (F.12) ensures that the overload is not summed for

more than 26;

+ TL (A)seconds after the end of the first stage, the maximum

time before which the source wdl reduce its rate. In general, though, the buildups
in Stage 2 are much s m d e r than those in the other stages.

The b a l Stage 3 is now analysed. Consider connection j coming on at T;
( j 2 mi, Fig. F.2). The minimum connection index to which source i has responded
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to by this time is equal to:
~ = m a x { k , r n à ~ k <SA.
j T ~ + ~ ~ + T ~P~ , ( - ) < T ~
k-1

(F.13)
Note that the TNP,(&) term is pessimistic, giving maximum possible inter-RM
ceIl times. Thus the incoming connection rate at the switch at T; is at most

5.

and the rate overload, E j , is:

Now this overload can last for either

25 (plus an appropriate inter-RM cell time)

after which the source rednces its rate, or until the next connection ramps up,

whichever occurs first. This is expressed as the overload duration,

By summing overloads for

TF'.

Tj:

all connection indices after mi, the queue buildup in

Stage 3 is given by:

q: =

c

Ejrj

=

c (5 ;)
-

(min (26;

+

CL
TN+)J?'

- T;)) .

Sumnllng Eqs. (F.10), (F.12),and (F.16) over all connections gives the maximum

buildup of Eq. (F.1).

In LAN environments, since the inter-RM cell times are much larger than the
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propagation delays, the q: and qi terms d dominate the queue inmeases. Rowever.

in WAN environments propagation delays are larger, and thus the p i term wiu
usually account for most of the queue b d d u p . Tighter approximations for

qi and

qi can also be derived by accounting for possible rate decreases between successive
forward notification times (at the expense of added computations). Finally, nonsimultaneous starting times can be handled by offsetting the

Tl and Tj values

appropriately (but not the actual propagation delays themselves,

$, 6).

The derived expressions for non-nniform delays can be simplified for the specid
case of unzfonn delays, where all connections have equai fonvard, backward, and
roundtrip propagation delays, i-e., denoted JbiJt, 6,respectively. Here, all forward

and backward notification times are equal, and therefore the delay groupings contaui
only one connection, allowing sources to r m p up to the f d link rate (Le.. Di = {i).

IVi D;I = 1). Also, the express groupings contain aIl connections, giving wors t case RM
express buffer delays of

sec. Furthemore, all the mi values are equal to N

+ 1,

Eq. (F.9). Using these values in Eq. (F.16) gives zero p i buildup. Meanwhile the
expression for q;, Eq. (F.10),simplifies to:

SpecScally, since mi = N

+ 1 and 7'; = TF

term in Eq. (F.10)is zero. However, since
term is now (6

+ TN.,(p) + f )

V j , k, for j = i,

,(ma- 2) the delay

~ f v + ' -t ml for j

= mi- 1 the delay

and the rate overload is ( p - $), resulting in Eq.

(F.17). The expression for q;, however, is more complicated and depends upon the
magnitude of bb itself. From Eq. (F.11),if the backward propagation delay, db,is
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qi. However, if & is very s m d , then

na = 1 and

since the min-term in Eq. (F.12) becomes (2Jf

+ TN,,(p)).

Eq. (F.18)is more

applicable to LAN-type delays, Le., microseconds. The above indicates the complexity in the bandwidth-delay performance of rate-based schemes in general. By
summing Eqs. (F.17) and

(F.18)over

all

N connections, a strict upper-bound on

the transient buildup for the nniform delay case is formed:

It is clear from the above expression tkat the queue buildups with direct rarnp-ups
and no reactive cougestion control can be significant, 0 ( N 2 ) .

F.2 Simulation Result s
The ABR (and EDERA) parameter settings used in all tests are tabulated
in Table F.1. The bounds are tested for various propagation delays with differing connection sets, and results with d o r m connection delays are f i s t presented.
SpecXcally, all end-system-teswitch propagation delays are set equal (i.e.,& = dt)

and varied fiom LAN ranges of milliseconds to WAN ranges of microseconds. Figs.

F .3 and F .4 show simulation results plot ted against thek analytical bounds for
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Table F.1: Simulation parameter settings
Paramet er
Link rates

NAIR
ICR

P, 7
P

Setting
150 Mbps
32
5 Mbps (i-e.,N,
200 kbps

* AIR > p )

O
1.00

Figure F.3: Uniform delays in Fig. F.l, bf = bb = 1 ps,

Jf = & = 10 ps

Figure F.4: Uniforrn delays in Fig. F.1, df = da = 0.1 ms, bf = db = 1 ms
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varying nnmbers of st artup connections. The analysis shows close agreement wit h

the simulation results and indicates that the 0 ( N 2 )queueing behaviour is more
evident at smaller LAN delays, Fig. F.3.

This occurs

because the express b&er

waiting times are relatively more significant at these delays. The c d transmission
t h e at 150 Mbps is 2.82 psec, the same order as propagation delays, making the

N2-term in Eq. (F.19) dominate the computed bounds. At larger WAN delays, the
linear term correspondhg to the propagation delays in Eq. (F.19)dominates the
queue build-ups for relatively s m d N. This can be seen in Fig. F.4?where the
queue build-up has a more linear behaviour with respect to the number of connection starts. The results clearly indicate that direct ramp-ups give huge transient
queue build-ups. For example, considering end-system delays of 1 ms, for N = 20
connections, the maximum queue buildup is about 27,000 ceus, w d beyond the
(approximate) 1000 cells maximum obtained with AIR = 100 kbps, Fig. 4.1.
Subsequent tests are done for comection sets with cliffixent (non-uniform) propagation delays. Consider a single-switch network with five staggered connections,
as shown in Fig. F.5. Fig. F.6 plots the transient queue build-up and the computed

upper bound. In this case the computed bound of 3,818 cells is close to the actual
value observecl iu the simulations, 3,770 c e h . The rate behaviour at the switch

Source 5 0

5ms

0

DestS

Figure F.5: Single-switch test network with five staggered connections
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for connection 1 is depicted in Fig. F. 7 and follows the detailed generic form given
in Fig. F.2. Mer the ramp-up of the longest delay connection, connection 5, the

connection 1 rate setties down to one-fifth of the link capacity, 30 Mbps.
To test the formulation rigorously, more realistic scenarios are also tried. SpecZically, the forward and backward propagation delays are chosen randomly and the
number of comection starts is varied. Fig. F.8 compares simulations results against
the computed bounds for LAN-type delays, w h a e the delays are chosen using a
uuifom distribution ranging honi 1 ps to 10 p. The bounds show relatively good
agreement with the simulation results, even for larger connection sets. The above
test case is now repeated with larger propagation delays. For example, delays
representative of r n e t r o p o h n area n e b o r k s (kfAN's) are chosen ushg a uniform
distribution fkom 0.1 ms to 0.5 ms, and the results shown in Fig. F.9. Here, for
larger connection sets, the bounds begin to show increasing discrepancies from the
simulation results. This is due to the overly-conservative formulation whose effect will be more pronounced a t larger delays (i.e., earliest-possible ramp-up times,
smaller delay groupings etc.). F i n d y in order to increase the delay diversity even
further, the connection delays are chosen using two Merent distributions. Specifi c d y , half of the delays are chosen fiom a d o m distribution between 1 ps and

10 ps (i-e., LAN-range), and the other half fkom a uniform distribution between 1
ms aiid 5 ms (i.e., WAN-range). This increased delay diversity is representative of

switches supporting both LAN and WAN connections. Results for this scenario are

shown in Fig. F.10,and again indicate that the computed bounds are significantly
larger tkan the actual buildups for larger connection sets.
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Figure F.6: Queue length for network in Fig. F.5

Figure F.7: Connection 1 rate at switch in Fig. F.5, A C R h ( t )

Figure F.8: Non-UILiform delays, Fig. F.l, 6 / ,& uniform

-

(1 ps, 10 ps)
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Figure F.9: Non-uniform delays, Fig. F.1, iff.bb uniform

Figure F.lO: Non-uniform delays, Fig. F.1, 6f.

-

(0.1 ms, 0.5 ms)

d o m -- (1ps, 5 a s )
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O v e r d , the results show that the analytical bounds are relatively good for

uniform propagation delays and/or srnder connection sets. However, the source
rate envelope, Fig. F.2, is usually not as tight for non-uniform delays, and hence
the computed bounds are looser. Nevertheless, the analytical results do bound the
queue behaviour in al1 scenarios tested.

Appendix G
Worst Case Transient Analysis:

Multiple Link
Analysis of the end-to-end performance of ABR control schemes has not received
much attention. This is because rate behaviour in multiple link networks is much
more complicated and generally highly intractable. Due to multiple bottlenecks,
links can carry both bottlenecked and non-bottlenecked connections, and thus the
rate behaviour (even with simultaneous starts) is generally no longer monotonically
decreasing. Nevertheless, looser bounds can be derived to approximately bound
the worst case transient queue buildups for simultaneous starts (as in [79]).

AU of

the assumptions £kom the single link case (Appendix F) are also made here (i.e.,
direct rate adjustments, strictly capacity allocation, express RM cell queueing).

The necessary notation is fmt introduced and then the analytical development is
presented.

The bouuds are then conipared against simulation results for various

network scenarios.
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Si: Cmcction i source-ad syslrm
Di: C o ~ e a i o ai dcstioJtion-aid systrm

Figure G.1: Sample multiple link network

G .1

Analyt ical Development

Consider the network modelled as a graph, using the same notation as that presented in Section D.2.1. A sample six-link. 6ve-connection network is shown in Fig.

G.I. Link j has capacity pj and propagation delay d j . The end system delays,
dif ,

b,

respectively, are defined analogous to the single link case (see Figs. F.1 and

G. 1). However. the actual forward/backward delays for a conneetion to the different Links dong its path vary and these must be approximated. Consider the m-th
Link of P;,Say link j (Le., j E Pi?i E dj,
and

TIZ

5 IPil).The forward propagation

delay between source i and link j's output buffer is given by
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the backward propagation delay between destination i and link j7s output b d e r is

and the roundtrip delay for connection i for all links dong its path is given by

Since delay estimates for multi-link connections are approximate at best , no further
at temp t is made at accounting for RM express bnffer delays (as is done in the single

link case, i.e., Eq. (F.6)). Using Eqs. (G.l)-(G.3), the forward notification time
for connection i to link j is

Fur t liermore, after the first round trip delay, the minimum rate guaran teed t O connection i is

Although, the steady-state docation, ri (Section D.2. l)?may be larger than

TL,,

this cannot be assumed during the initial transient penod (Le., rLin 5 r i ) .
Intuitively, it codd be postulated that the transient queue buildup at a given

link is bounded by that at the equivalent isolated single link network (i.e., Fig. F.l
wit h modified propagation delays, Eqs. (G. 1)-(G.2)). However, careful observation
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indicates otherwise. Since the single link formulation implicitly assumes infinite
bandwidth on end systems links, connections can ramp up to any rate dictated by
the switch. With multiple links, however, this is not the case. In fact, traversing
(steady-state) bottlenecked connections can be t e m p o ~ a d ybottlenecked elsewhere
at Lower rates.

This technicality breaks the forward notification time ordering

between connections ( Appendix F), and allows ramp-ups to possibly higher rates.
causing larger queue buildups.

A sample scenario showing tLis is presented in

the subsequent simulations. As a result the maximum queue buildups can only be
bounded by a much looser formulation using bottleneck resolution times to constrain
the source rate envelope.
Let the bottleneck resolution time for the level-k bot tleneck? r k , be defined as
the maximum time in which connections in Bk settle to their max-min values. Now.

at the most-bottlenecked link, link jl,after maxicl.,

{TY'),d connections have

ramped up (i.e., are bottlenecked) . Hence, the respective resolution t h e is:

where the additional terms account for the maximal response times to the 1 s t rampup. Higher-level bottleneck resolution tixnes are more difficult to determine due to

the transient convergence bekaviour of the rate allocation algorithm (Appendix

D). As

a result, these values are merely approximated by the values in the global
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max-min rate computation algorithm [3]:

The first term in Eq. (G.7) forces rk to be at least as large as the response time for
the last connection ramp-up at link j , a necessary condition. However, this term also
forces ri, to be at least as large as ~

k - which
~ ,

can be pessimistic (i.e., follows global

max-min computation in [3]). The second term in Eq. (G.7) accounts for additional
response times to the last bottleneck resolution t h e . Note that Eq. (G.7) does
not have any added provisions for possible inter-switch notification delays between

bottleneck resolution times. Resdts show, however, that Eq. (G.7)is usually an
extremely pessimistic estimate of the actual resolution times.
Using the above bottleneck resolution times, dong with maximum rate overloads, queue buildups can be bounded. For analytical facility, a level-0 bottleneck
gouping with 7-0 = O and vo = O is also defined. Without loss of generality, consider
the connections at link j ordered by their T;" values (as in Section F.1). Let

Ic' be

the hzghest-level bottleneck resolved by connection i's forward notification time at

link j (i.e., Eq. (G.4), Fig. G.2):

Since T;" is an "early" eçtimate of the true notification time of connection i at

link j , the above expression is a conservative estimate of the actual bottleneck-level
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Figure G.2: Generic rate behaviour of connection i at link j

resolved at the true ramp-up t h e . F u r t h m o r e , let the maximum connection index
that has ramped up before the resolution of the level-k bottleneck be (see Fig. G.2)

(and nk = 1 otherwise). Now clearly, by time

rk all

Zrj,1 5

connections in

+ Th(&,)

+ 26fj),

have stabilized at their max-min rates. Therefore by time (rk
connection i's service rate will be upper-bounded by pj -

k,

c:.~
CI,,j (see Fig. G.2).

This is a very pessimistic envelope in that is assumes that a connection d l use al1 of
the non-resolved bandwidth. Now by the time n comections have ramped up,
the worst case minimum rate for connection i to avoid overload is

T;',

celIs/second

(pessimistic). Hence the bound on the maximum buildup induced by connection i
at link j is given by summing the total overload in the interval

i.e., up to

(T'f,r,i),
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the resolution time of connection i7sbottleneck level (namely ~,i):

The first, large bracketed term in Eq. (G.lO) bounds the maximum rate overload
in a given TF' or

interval (Le., by removing resolved bottleneck bandwidths and

any additional, known minimum rates, Eq. (G.5)). The second bracketed term

bounds the duration. The indicator functions are used to counter the asynchronous
effects, since the actual ramp-ups may not occur according to the

TY orderings. No

doubt the formulation is very pessimistic. The extremely complex rate behaviour
in the multiple link case makes it very difficult to formulate a generic, tighter bound
on the source rate envelopes. Thus the maximum buildup at

G. 2

link j is given by

Simulation Results

The analysis is compared with simulation resdts for several networks. All simulation parameter settings are identical to those used in the single node scenarios,
Table

F.1. First consider the multiple link network shown in Fig. G.3,with thirty

connections traversing t k e e links (all end system-teswitch delays

(5,
6;) are fixed
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Source 16-20

Source 1-5

D s t 21-30

Source 21-30

4

Switch 1
L

Source 6-10

'X

Link 1
/

L

1

10

-

Switch 2

-x

Source11-15

-

Link 2
-b

1

/

15

DestL-5

Switch 4

Switch 3

*

x

Link3
/

/

20

Dest 16-20

xI

Dest 11-15

Figure G.3: Multiple link network with 30 connections

Figure G.4: Queue buildups, increasing link delays, Fig. G.3

D s t 6- 10
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at 1 p).Each Iink has a different bottleneck level, with the first-level bottleneck
being at link 3, supporting 20 connections (Le., b3 = 1, ul = 7.5 Mbps). Similady.
the second and third-level bottlenecks are at links 2 and 1, supporting 15 and 10
connections each, respectively. The computed bounds are tested for a wide range of
link delays, ranging fkoxn 10 ps (LAN) to 5 rns (WAN). Fig. G.4plots the bounds

at the most and least bottlenecked links, links 3 and 1, respectively, and compares
them against the values observed in the simulations. It is clear that the derived
bounds significantly over-es timate the true link buildups, especially at larger WAN-

like delays (i-e., greater than 1ms). For example, the predicted values at the most
congested link, link 3, are roughly three times the size of the true buildups. IR
general, Eq. (G.11) is more accurate for lower-level bottleneck links (Le., more
congested) and roughly equivalent propagation delays. Results also indicate thst
the higher-level bot tleneck resolution times

( T ~r3)
,
are

greatly over-es timated by

Eq. (G.7), worsening the accuracy of the bounds. Furthermore, the true buildups

with similar networks and moderate AIR values are roughly an order of magnitude
smaller than those obsenred with direct rate adjustments (i.e., 100 kbps, Chapter
4). ki other words, gradua1 rampups yield b d d u p s about two orders of magnitude

below the derived worst case bounds in Eq. (G.ll). Nevertheless, by bounding the
worst case behaviour, its is felt that insights into further analysis can be developed.

It was mentioned in Section G.l that the queue buildups at a given link are
not necessarily upper-bounded by corresponding values in an equivalent, isolated

link. A sample scenario showing this property is presented in Fig. G.5. There
are fourteen connections and three links with moderate MAN-type (metropolztan
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1 ln

Switch 1

s u r e 1-=

1 tn

Switch 4

X

Dest 6-14

Dcst 2-5

-

Figure G.5: Multiple link network with 14 connections

Dest 2-10

Source 2-10

Figure G.6: Equivalent single link network for link 3 in Fig. G.5 (10 connections)
area network)

delays of 100 p s The level-one bottleneck is at link 3, carrying

10 c o ~ e c t i o n swith WAN-type roundtrip delays (i.e., connection 1 at 0.6 ms and
connections 6-14 a t 8.2 ms). The level-two bottleneck is at link 1, carrying 5
connections with much shorter MAN-type roundtrip delays, roughly 200 ps (with
the exception of connection 1, slightly larger delays) . Now, in particular, consider

the link 3 queue, and its equivalent isolated single link representation in Fig. G.6
(i.e., similar to Fig. F.1 with forward and backward delays giveo by Eq. (G.l) and

(G.2) and connections 6-14 re-labelled as connections 2-10).
The maximum queue buildups in both scenarios are graphed in Fig. G.7. The
corresponding rate behaviour of sample connections is

&O

show in Fig. (2.8 and

Fig. (3.9. First consider the equivalent single link network in Fig. G.6. Now
since connection 1 has significantly shorter response times than connections 2-10,
it will ramp-up up for the hiU link bandwidth of 150 Mbps after about one forward
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notification time (i.e., T:*~,
Eq. (G.4)).This means that the delay groupings for
connections 2-10 will already contain connection 1, so these connections will ramp

up to half the link bandwidth, 75 Mbps, as s h o m in Fig. G.9. (i-e., lDil = 2,

i = 2, ...,10, Eq. (F.8)). Now consider the eqaivalent Iink 3 in Fig. G.5. Again,
connection 1 will ramp up fsster than the other connections (connections 6-14) at
this link. However, the higher-level bottleneck at link 1 will prevent this connection
from ramping up beyond 30 Mbps, since it must share the link 1 bandwidth with

connections 2-5. Hence, the longer delay connections at link 3 will be allowed to
ramp-up to 120 Mbps, which is significantly larger than the 75 Mbps in the single

link

case (see

Fig. G.8). This results in larger buildups in the actual network,

as evidenced by Fig. G.7 (i.e., 18,300 ce& versus 10,717 tells). The computed

bound at link 3, 22,230 cells (Eq. (G.11))
is also plotted in Fig. G.7. Although it
overestimates the true buildups, by about 18%. in tLis particular case it is much
doser than in the previous scenario.
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Appendix H
Discrete-Event Simulator
A brief overview of the C++ discrete-event software simulator developed to test
flow control and cell scheduling algorithms is given. A simplified network model of

the simulator is shown in Fig. H.1. Since an output-buffering model is assumed.
network swit ches are simplified to a series of slices connected bi-directiondy using
separate links. A slice is basically the output buffering portion of a network switch?
associated with a given link. Connections are defined as source-destination pairs,

and both must be connected to a slice. All major entities (i.e., slices, U s , sources,
destinations) are written as C++ class entities with certain core member functions.
These classes are defined in a very flexible manner, dowing for a wide variety of
extensions to adequately represent the differing source types (i.e., open and closedloop ) and bdering architectures (i.e., FIFO and per-connection buffering ) .

Each slice contains two sets of directional b d e r s and is connected to two outgoing links. one for each direction. A b&er itself is a class, containing a count
of the number of cells, a data structure to hold cells, and c d insertion/deletion
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Forward Connections
Co~cctionA: Siice l-SLicc N
Comection B: Slicc2-SliceN-1
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Backumrd Connections
Connection C: Siice (Tl- 1)-Slicc 2
Connection D: Slicc N-Slicc 1

Figure H.l: Overview of network simdator mode1
functions. The implementation uses a straightforward linked list setup and each
buffer performs FIFO queueing. By dowing a slice to contain a set of buffers.
more advanced b&er managementfservice schemes can be added without affecthg
the o v e r d slice class (i.e., such as per-connection/per-class queuing, b a e r sharing
strategies, etc.). Meanwhile, the liiik class (representing network links) has a given
rate, two slice endpoints, and a delay function which models its propagation delay.

This function chooses a delay based on a given random distribution about a mean
link delay (i.e., fixed, uniform, etc.).
The source class represents the network sources (Le., connection inputs), and
has an associated type, either paramehic or file stream

The parametric source type

defines the parameters of a source's behaviour, such as persistent, on-off (bursty),
ex~onential,etc. Source cell generation patterns are modelled as generic on-off
types, with the user specdjmg the actual distributions for the various periods and

inter-cell times (in the on period). These distributions can be specified as constant
(deterministic), exponentiai, uniform, and Gaussian. Note that by specifjring a deterministic on period dong with an off period of zero, a constant-bit rate source
can be modelled. The file strearn source type, meanwhile, speufies a given input
data file containing the inter-cell d v a l times. This is used for feeding in video

streams into the network fiom converted MPEG ( m o u i n g pictures experts g r o u p )
data files. Other parameters for the source include the start and stop times (i.e..
lat e-s t art /early-s top connections for transient analysis) , and a delay function t O
mode1 delays to the switch (i-e.: in the w t o m e r premises network, C P N ) . Sources
also have counts indicating the number of cells sent and lost. A cell generation
function is provided for each source type to generate cells at the proper rate. Furthemore, a leaky bucket class is defined to police the source emissions for all trafEc
classes. The leaky bucket parameters are speciiîed by the user and each source has
an associated leaky bucket. A corresponding destination object is also d e h e d for

each source.

CPN delays &om the last slice of the comection to the destination are

modelled for this class as above. Furthemore, a count is also kept for the number

of cells received for the respective connection.
An overd network class is declared, consisting of arrays of slices, links, sourceso
destinations. and a set of core hnctions. A network function initializes the whole
network at startup. This indudes declaring network elements (i.e., slices, links
and their endpoints, source-destination pairs), constructing a routing table. and
starting statistics gatliering routines. M e r initialization another iietwork dass
function jump starts the sources. This routine generates the f h t set of events (i-e.

c d generations) to feed the event handler function. Once cells are generated they
are propagated dong th& paths based upon delays and queue lengths. This is
done by scheduling future events based upon present events. For example a c d
oeneration event will schedule a future arrival event after the link delay to the

O

respective slice. Once at the slice, the cell arzival event will generate future cell
transmission events on the outgoing links of the slice, etc. Each event has a t h e
value associated with it, dong with other event-spedc information (i.e., source id'

hop count, cell type, etc.). Events are kept in a linked list sorted by earliest time,
and the event hander basically pulls the head entry fiom the Est (i-e., next closest
event) and processes it (see [96,Chapter 8)). This is repeatedly done until either
the event list becomes emp ty or the run time expires. As a resdt the event handler

is the core h c t i o n which defines the whole functionality of the network, deciding
what the events are and how to handle them.
To implement feedback schenies, the basic open-loop source and slice classes
are inlierited and expanded to add parameters, functions, and events for feedback

operation.

For example. to implement ABR sources, the above generic source

class is enhanced with the required control parameters

(N,, AIR, etc.), and func-

tions added to appropnately increase/decrease the leaky-bucket token generation
rate (Le., spacer-controller, Fig. 1.4). Similarly the slice dass is augmented to

include utilization thresholds, queue thres holds, and congestion flags for both directions. For closed-loop connections, the destinations

&O

have the ability to filter

out RM ce&, set the EFCI bits appropriately, and echo RM ceUs back to the
source. Overall, the major changes are absorbed by the network class's event han-
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dler routine which essentidy controls the operation. For example, to implement
the EDERA scheme, additional events are also requked such as RM c d arrïvals
at the source/destination/switch,swiRitCh timer interval expirations, source timeouts, etc. In addition, existing event handlers from the basic network need to be
changed. For example upon cell arrivd at a slice, unlike before, queue levels have
to be checked and congestion indicators set appropriately. By concentrating all

the major changes to the event types and kandlers, and by using dass ideritance,
various control schemes can be implemented without changing the base classes.
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